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SUBJECT:

This study offers a vision of the future and then identifies specific elements of coordination and
communication necessary for operations in this future environment. Although 4th–5th gener
ation aircraft interoperability is a focal point today, this study is about much more than that.
The diversity and asymmetry of Joint Air capabilities, plus leveraged improvements in commu
nication capabilities in a future network, offer an opportunity for positive C2 transformation.
This study is a conceptual review of a theoretical, but likely, future operational scenario that
allows for dynamic integration of disparate platforms from the bottom-up perspective. The
value in this study, and its subsequent relevance to NATO (both ACO and ACT), is to define air
platform behaviour in this future networked environment so the development of both the
network and command structures can evolve in concert with the likely evolutional behaviour
of the assets over which they will exert control.
Unlimited connectivity is no longer a thing of the future, yet combined decision-making
and data-sharing (what we do with the information) are not evolving at the same speed as
technology. Soon, clusters of disparate platforms will be allocated and combined to function
as specific force packages, organized by capability and hierarchy, and ideally irrespective of
service, country, or degree of human presence. As technology continues to develop and
improve communication (speed and amount), humans and artificial intelligence will have to
develop new ‘social contracts’ in order to comply with and execute the Commander’s intent.
We welcome your comments to our document or any future issues it identifies.
Please feel free to contact the authors:
Lieutenant Colonel Carlos Presa, ESP AF (presa@japcc.org) and
Captain William Perkins, USA N (perkins@japcc.org) or
any member of the Combat Air Branch at ca@japcc.org.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Network technology is expanding at an exponential
rate. As technology improves, effectively unlimited
connectivity is no longer strictly a future concept;
however, combined decision-making and data shar
ing processes (or maybe ‘protocols’) are not evolving
at the same speed as technology. Machines will boost
communication in a networked environment to levels
yet to be determined. This will require nations and
the Alliance to alter current communication patterns.
Recent studies have provided metaphors to relate
the communication within networks comprising men
and machines, most notably references in the military
spectrum to combat clouds and killing webs. These
metaphors highlight the need for humans and arti
ficial intelligence to develop new ‘social contracts’ in
the form of new communication patterns in order to
achieve the desired effects on the battlefield while
still complying with the Commander’s intent. Further
more, tactical scenarios that require the integration of
4th, 5th and future generation assets will have to be
analysed under a new, more general C2 concept in
order to avoid mixing tomorrow’s capabilities with
yesterday’s C2 structures.

The study is broken down into four sections, the
first being the introduction.
The second part (Chapters 2 – 6) provide an aca
demic foundation, which will define the environment
through detailed analysis of platforms, machines and
systems of machines. These platforms interact to per
form air power functions. This part will close by explor
ing models to help understand the relationship be
tween communication levels and C2 and will likely be
most interesting to the academic community working
in the field of robotics and behavioural sciences.
The next part (Chapters 7–9) provides an operational
perspective, taking the academic discussion and the
explored models from the previous chapters and extra
polating them onto aircraft and air power functions
and operations. It reviews trends in the evolution of
air power and provides statistical analysis of efficiency
realized through advances in techno

l
ogy, such as
Link 16. This part will likely be most interesting to pro
ponents of air power, not only those who fly aircraft
today, but also historians, strategists and policymakers.
The final part (Chapters 10 – 13) is a vision of the
future, offering a thorough review of future concepts
including Dynamic Airspace Synchronization. Along
with proposals for a new way of thinking about the
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future of Joint Air Operations, the command function
and C2 writ large, this final part blends the conclu
sions derived from the previous parts and offers points
for consideration in the use of air power as technology
continues to advance. This part will likely be most in
teresting to current and future senior decision makers
within the NATO Command Structure and to those
with interest in NATO’s Air C2 system.
This study explores how improved communication
capability (between man and machine as well as be
tween machines themselves) will change the way by
which NATO conducts Air C2. It recognizes that data
processing speeds have improved exponentially and
new mission computers and communications gate
ways are significantly cheaper than new platforms,
but also that unrestricted communication is not al
ways a global solution for every tactical or operational
problem. While many studies today are focused solely
on 4th–5th generation aircraft interoperability, this
study takes a broader look at the entire networked
operating environment, of which plane-to-plane con
nectivity and interoperability are but a subset. In do
ing so, it begins with a critical assumption that certain
levels of networking and linking have already been
achieved in order to look at the behaviour of air plat
forms in this future networked environment. The
advent of technology that improves methods of com
munication across the air domain offers an oppor
tunity to explore ways to transform the level of Com
mand and Control across NATO. Furthermore, the
diversity and asymmetry of Joint Air capabilities across
the Alliance may necessitate such a transformation in
the framework of improved communication to ensure
future interoperability.
According to SACT’s perspective1, Command and
Control is comprised of four interconnected phases:
collecting, decision-making, effecting and connect
ing. This communication-based process replicates the
‘sensing, interpreting, deciding, and acting’ sequence
present not only in human behaviour, but also in that
of other organisms or mechanisms. NATO’s C2 poses a
unique command challenge as it requires consensus
among 28 nations. It must solve the complex chal
lenges of diversity and asymmetry through consensus

2

at the Strategic level, and through integration and in
teroperability at the Operational and Tactical C2 levels.
Positive transformation into new topologies for air
power execution may be approached through dif
ferent paths. Air, Maritime and Land battlespaces will
likely be redefined into a more holistic joint battle
space. Different platforms will not necessarily be tied
to certain specific roles within the respective Compo
nent, rather machine-speed decision-making will
permit dynamic re-tasking and re-allocation of force
packages without regard to service or nationality.
These packages will be matched real time to an evolv
ing situation, which will make the network and the
platforms operating within the network more respon
sive, adaptive and effective. The study approaches this
concept with the understanding that information
sharing limitations, national security, and other caveats,
constraints and boundaries are still present. Regard
less, communication within the network is the main
factor driving evolution within the Alliance. NATO
must sustain the technological advantage that has
defined NATO’s Joint Air Power over the last decades.
Borrowing the concepts of Command and Control
maturity levels and the methods by which the levels
may be increased expressed by Alberts et al.2 (specif
ically that a more mature system is more efficient
and effective), this study begins with a review of
Command and Control and different levels of matu
rity of the C2 system as a function of communication.
The panel that developed the ‘NATO NEC Maturity
Model’ for C2, referenced frequently throughout this
study, concluded that decision rights allocation, pat
terns of [platform] interaction, and distribution of
information all impact the evolution of Command
and Control. This study expands upon that principle
and identifies that the distribution of information in
the form of higher degrees of communication is the
area most easily addressed by NATO and could result
in movement toward a higher level of C2 maturity
within the Alliance.
The central thesis of this study, that hyper-communi
cation will increase maturity in the current C2 struc
tures, is then further explored from the perspective of
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the synchronization of different platforms featuring
different functions and operating within a complex
system. Extrapolation from analysis of the communi
cation patterns of biological examples is applied to
statistical analysis of NATO aircraft behaviour evolu
tion in a pre- and post-Link 16 era. This concept is then
further applied to future air platforms operating with
improved communication capability enabled by the
increased information exchange rates in the future
network. This is then juxtaposed against NATO’s cur
rent Air C2 doctrine to highlight how, in the future,
NATO might have to automate certain levels of deci
sions to achieve advances in C2 maturity.
One of the central premises of this study is that the
‘Command’ part of C2 will not fundamentally alter
during the course of C2 evolution. The allocation of
decision rights regarding critical parts of the Kill Chain
(primarily kinetic engagements) must remain in hu
man hands. A second premise is that the future ‘net’ is
a cognitive and adaptive network which is fast, robust,
resilient, and redundant. This vision of a net is concep
tual, but when this net becomes a reality, C2 will
change with it, introducing automatic features in cer
tain activities and functions, which will remain con
sistent with the Core Roles of Air Power identified in
the AJP 3.3 series.
Many steps in the F2T2EA (Find, Fix, Track, Target,
Engage, and Assess) model can be more efficiently
done at machine-to-machine speeds, controlled and
synchronized by cognitive computing which is man
aging this future network. Recognizing that the
‘Engage’ function is primarily tied to the Command
and Kill Chain issue described above, improving the
speed of the other steps of the process will speed
up the OODA loop and increase operational tempo
for the Joint Commander while leaving lethal decisionmaking in human hands.
Machine-to-machine communication through data
link could potentially replace some functions that
today are either human action or voice dependent.
Automated actions, such as auto-sorting and weap
ons management, across the flight formation (resident
in a few nations’ missile allocation capability), third

party targeting, or research into manned and un
manned teaming, have already approached this level
of collaboration. However, this is by no means a capa
bility fully realized across NATO’s Joint Force. Hyperconnected platforms become mutually supporting
enablers from a bottom-up perspective (platform
level), and a hierarchy within their functions and roles
may address mutual support and other needs through
the depiction, in real time, of who has the best avail
able position, sensor or weapon in support of the
Commander’s decision.
Contextually, the force behaves as a faster whole
through communication. One platform’s sensor may
coordinate for a second platform’s weapons system
to engage while using a third platform as a jammer,
or as a SEAD asset with the proper platform’s configu
ration. Altogether, they would share a software-driven
motion policy and behave as the aforementioned
whole. Today, coordinating this relatively basic syn
chronization of functions requires time (human speed)
and likely relies on voice communications for both
coordination and most levels of execution. This is
likely not a survivable model in a future, contested
networked environment.
The method by which NATO develops and utilizes
airspace, founded upon the principle of avoiding
fratricide, limits flexibility and in many cases makes
real time synchronization more challenging. This
future network, and its capability for coordination
between platforms at machine-to-machine speeds,
offers the new possibility to dynamically co-utilize
airspace as opposed to today’s segregation-based
utilization. The cloud metaphor best explains how
control distributes through the joint battlespace to
allow for higher decentralized execution. This study
proposes the term Dynamic Airspace Synchroniza
tion (DyAS) to discuss potential real time co-use of
airspace by multiple disparate entities across the
Joint Force, including both air and surface based Air
Power platforms.
The value in this study, and its subsequent relevance
to NATO, is to define air platform behaviour in a future
networked environment so the development of the
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datalink network and the future command structures
can evolve in concert with the likely behaviour of the
assets over which they will exert control.
Finally, the authors would like to thank many organi
zations for the tremendous support and engagement
for various aspects of research during this project,
including the officers from the Combined Air Oper
ations Centre, Uedem; Dr. Robbin Laird, Second Line
of Defense; Officers of the Tactical Leadership Pro
gramme; European Air Group, Swarmlab, Department
of Data Science and Knowledge Engineering (DKE), at
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Maastricht University (NL); thefightercommunity.com;
ACAR Navacerrada (ESP AF); and engineers at CLAEX
(Centro Logístico de Armamento y Experimentación,
ESP AF) for taking the time to meet or host during the
research phase.

1. Mercier Denis (Général d’armée aérienne), Supreme Allied Commander Transformation
(SACT)’s Keynote at C2COE Seminar. Sheraton Waterside Hotel. Norfolk, Jul. 2016. Available
at: https://www.act.nato.int/images/stories/media/speeches/160705_c2coe.pdf
2. Alberts et al. NATO NEC Maturity Model. Produced by the Centre for Advanced Concept and
Technology, 2010, p. 24. [electronic document], available at: http://www.dodccrp.org/files/
N2C2M2_web_optimized.pdf [17.09.2015].
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Part I
Introduction to the Study
‘The future network will be a functioning grid, operated by a self-aware mutating pseudo-AI machine. Humans operate too slow,
and humans in committee are even slower. This machine-operated network will have awareness of the sensors, weapons and
capabilities of each platform operating within the network and can self-organise to optimize the utilization of each platform.’
Vice Admiral Breckenridge, USA N
Director, CJOS COE
Remarks at the 2016 Maritime Expeditionary Operations Conference.

© Northrop Grumman

CHAPTER 1
Aim and Methodology
1.1 Introduction
Information exchange is the key foundation for the
employment of NATO Air Power, as demonstrated by
the evolution of digital technology integrated into 4th
and 5th generation aircraft. From both on-board and
off-board sensors, aircrew have seen a dramatic in
crease of information immediately available to the
pilot / operator. Improving the manner in which this
information is shared amongst the airborne platforms
and Combined Air Operations Centres (CAOCs) has
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been shown to have a dramatic impact on mission
effectiveness, as exhibited by an increase in friendly
force-to-adversary kill ratio, an improvement in the
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR)
collection process and in the refinement / shortening
of the detect-to-engage sequence. It is remarkable
that this success comes despite heavy reliance on nu
merous, and sometimes dissimilar, methods of infor
mation exchange through different types of datalinks.
1.1.1 The Combat Cloud Metaphor
Metaphorically, the total amount of rain required
from a cloud to water a farm would be less if the
cloud had enough situational awareness to discrimi
nately target dams and fields, and release the right
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amount of water only when and where considered
by the cloud commander. By doing so, the cloud
would be more efficient and more effective. Imagine
that this perfect cloud needed the integration of
an optimal number and allocation of cirrus, stratus,
nimbus and cumulus to achieve the perfect rain
for the desired effect, and that through an internal
mechanism, the cloud could mutate into that ideal
configuration.
A central premise in this metaphor is that the cloud
gives network participants unfettered access to in
formation, which subsequently drives action. There
fore, if a future network can share critical information
nearly instantaneously across all levels of warfare,
then an improvement in mission accomplishment can

be achieved by providing operational commanders a
higher level of situational awareness in order to ‘rain’
Air Power with improved efficiency.
Furthermore, once this future network and corre
sponding increase in situational awareness capability
is achieved, it will likely produce a measurable impact
on the individual platform behaviour within the sys
tem. As technology develops to transfer some mission
functions from the operator/pilot to the platform com
puter via machine-to-machine interface, the resultant
increase in the speed of information exchange may
result in new levels of C2 maturity within the network.
This will be realized in concert with an evolution in
individual unit performance, and both will likely result
in the need for an adaptation in NATO’s C2 structure.
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1.2 Aim
Although the title of this study is ‘Air Warfare Commu
nication in a Networked Environment’, it is necessary
to note that this study is not entirely about C
 ommand
and Control; rather, it focuses on communication. This
study approached Air Warfare from the perspective
that C2 and Communication are intrinsically linked.
While recognizing that communication is the scaf
folding of any C2 structure, communication capability
writ large will evolve and all systems / participants must
adapt. In light of this reality, many references to C2 will
be included along with the discussions of commu
nication and evolution of communication capability.
Furthermore, this study is about Air Power viewed
through a wide lens in order to avoid different service
or national biases when approaching communication
and its impact on Command and Control.
Leveraging the existence of this future network, this
study’s two main themes describe the potential for:
1) Improved situational awareness and 2) new op
tions for man-machine teaming which will allow for
faster decision-making amid emergent situations in
the battlespace.
This study seeks to identify the nearest achievable
goals, the portion of the roadmap we can anticipate
from our current position and from within our budget
constraints. Stated another way, we are seeking to out
line the next maturity ‘Stage’ of Air C2, which will be
achievable once the technology allows for unrestricted
and robust connectivity among machines. Once that
level of maturity is determined, it will be easier to con
ceive how these future topologies will be formed and
managed, including a process for the efficient and co
ordinated interaction of legacy and future assets.

1.3 Terms
1.3.1 The Roles
As a premise to begin the research, it was assumed
that the ‘Air Power Roles’, as defined in NATO Doctrine
AJP [Allied Joint Publication] 3.3, will remain relatively
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constant in the near future (next 3 – 4 decades) in
order to compare modern and future air warfare
activities from a common perspective. Throughout
this study, these ‘functions’ will be further correlated
to ‘action verbs’ in a cause and effect relationship of
agents operating within a system.
The study postulates that improved situational aware
ness at the Tactical level will be leveraged through dy
namic distribution and effective execution of Air Power
capabilities throughout the joint battle space. Further,
the resultant synergy of actions among the platforms
achieved both from this improved SA and from the im
proved ability to spatially coordinate at machine speeds
will impact not only platform execution but also the
speed of decision-making. All of this will be done with
out altering the current Air Power Core Roles found in
NATO doctrine today. This study will primarily address
air activity (in terms of the aforementioned Roles) and
airspace, but, by extrapolation, many of the theses
and conclusions may be applied to other platforms
operating in other spatial domains (land, maritime).
1.3.2 The Platforms
In this future network, different generations of plat
forms and network participants (both emerging tech
nologies and current systems) will coexist and form
clusters to efficiently and effectively accomplish each
task, much like different types of clouds form the opti
mal one for the raining mission in the prior example.
This optimal coexistence will require expansion of
today’s data exchange processes throughout the vari
ous datalink architectures, and in many cases it will be
based upon the observed evolution of biomimetic
behaviour models and their extrapolation to current
and future generations of Air Power assets from a
bottom-up approach (various degrees of local inter
action). In this study, the term ‘bottom-up’ refers to
exploration of the communications benefit at the
smallest Tactical level (small number of cooperating
air platforms) rather than taking a holistic view of
communication pushed down from the cloud to the
tactical units for execution. Extrapolations of concepts
from this bottom-up perspective will then be applied
to larger Component and Joint level C2 structures.
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This study explores behavioural evolution as a foun
dation for future information exchange protocols, and
as a foundation for a re-evaluation of future C2 pro
cedures for the elements under the Joint Force Air
Component Commander (COM JFAC) who tasks the
available Joint Air assets based on the COM JTF’s air
apportionment decision.1

‘It is about building integration from the ground up
so that forces can work seamlessly together through
multiple networks, rather than relying on a single
point of failure large network.’2
Real Admiral Manazir
on Shaping Kill Webs

1.3.3 Synchronization
Furthermore, the study will explore the concept of
self-synchronization within a closed system, and how
that might apply to a future network operating with
improved machine-to-machine data transfer. Selfsynchronization is the ability of a group to synchro
nize and organize complex activities to execute preauthorized tasks utilizing a communication network
with minimal human involvement. As self-synchroni
zation is a feature present in many swarm models, this
study also explores the emerging patterns of increased
collective effectiveness through local platform inter
actions while maintaining the integrity of both the
‘Command’ function and the human decision-making
requisite for NATO operations.

This level of platform automation and self-synchro
nization may be approached by converting certain
regions of the joint battlespace in fluid, continuous
areas. For example, whereas today’s air platforms oper
ate constrained by the boundaries of a classic Air
space Control Order, the future force will benefit from
a more dynamic and adaptive co-use of airspace,
especially given weapons’ extended ranges and po
tential high-traffic airspace scenarios. In other words,
platforms will safely and dynamically positon them
selves through the battlespace in accordance with a
capability criteria while adopting a new morphology
as a whole, as per the cloud example.
1.3.5 ‘Components’ and ‘Components’
As this study will discuss terms stemming from bio
logic sciences, robotics and also from within stand
ard NATO military lexicon, there occasionally will be
terms that have different meanings depending on
use and derivative context. Each of these terms will
be explained during the course of the study as it arises
so that the context may be understood relevant to
the current topic, however, it is important up front
to identify the term ‘component’, as it will be used in
two different manners throughout the entire course
of the study.
A ‘component’ with a lower case ‘c’ will be used to indi
cate a part or piece of a set, whether a mathematical set
(of data) or a part of a biological or social community.
A ‘Component’ with a capital ‘C’ is understood to be part
of the NATO Command Structure, one of the Air, Mari
time, Land or Special Operations Force ‘Components’.

1.3.4 The ‘Problem Space’
The ‘problem space’ refers to the physical limitations
faced by the different network components to move
in concert within a given, limited battlespace, while
avoiding conflict and fratricide during task execution.
Once weapons and sensors federate through connec
tivity, the spatial constraints regarding commits, en
gagements and general platforms’ orchestration will
constitute a spatial challenge, demanding some sort
of orchestrated motion policy.

1.4 Assumptions
This study begins with the assumption that a future
datalink network exists, and that the ‘command’ func
tion during joint planning, joint and tactical execution,
and the different Air Power Core Roles listed in AJP 3.3,
will remain unchanged. Additionally, this future net
work has already been engineered and is functional,
resulting in the capability of the network to support
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the level of communication analysed in this study. The
four Core Roles are; ‘Counter Air’, ‘Attack’, ‘Air Mobility’
and ‘Contribution to ISR’. The fifth Role listed in AJP 3(B),
‘Support to Joint Personnel Recovery’, will not be
considered, as the network’s impact on it is mainly a
consequence of the combination of the other four.

Furthermore, this study assumes NATO nations will pro
cure air platforms at varying rates, subject to national
budgetary constraints. This will result in the future air
force being comprised of modern and legacy air plat
forms of varying types and capability. The assumption
is that those air platforms will be able to communicate
and coordinate using the network described above. This
study is not focused on the capabilities of any specific

© Anton Khrupin / shutterstock

Command and Control (C2) is conducted in today’s
environment through a ‘network of networks.’ The
time to generate the information needed for decisionmaking and tactical execution correlates directly to
the speed, clarity (lack of ambiguity) and reliability
of information provided by and across the network,
especially during dynamic operations. Therefore, this
study approaches a discussion of future network
communication with a critical assumption that the
network is reliable and sufficiently stable to support
the information exchange requirements (IERs) of the
myriad network participants.

This study will not address short-term technical solu
tions regarding current or future datalink protocol in
tegration to generate the level of communication nec
essary to achieve the advance in C2 maturity identified
in this study, as those are technical solutions currently
under development by many NATO nations. Rather,
this study will primarily focus on evaluation of the be
haviour model of the datalink network participants,
which may evolve, based on the speed, dimensions
and fluidity of the information passing across the links.

10
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emerging technology, rather it will discuss future data
links and 5th generation (and beyond) aircraft in terms
of capabilities and requirements, rather than specific
airframes and their embedded technology.
Finally, this study assumes that Alliance defence bud
gets will continue to be constrained, resulting in sus
tained political will to support the principles of NATO’s
Smart Defence (SD) and various Pooling & Sharing (P&S)
initiatives. Additionally, this study assumes that Future
Combat Air Systems (FCAS) will be mostly based on
highly interconnected platforms and federated sensors.

1.5 Methodology
This study is interdisciplinary, as each part, although
they all are interconnected, is oriented to a specific
audience. The study begins with descriptions of mul
tiple theories, disciplines and perspectives that could
be related to the evolution of communication and
their impact on air warfare communication. For this
reason, the reader may expect terminology that dif
fers from the standard military publication.
The study continues by addressing the various tactical
options communication makes possible. The different
topologies (or spatial distribution of the assets based
on communication and hierarchy) are also introduced
and extrapolated to modern warfare. Various C2 trends
from past to present are analysed under the perspec
tive of communication and speed.
The study then reviews a universal C2 maturity model
and explores the three areas of influence that NATO can
affect to alter or advance the C2 maturity level. Technol
ogy, as one of the areas NATO may influence, is mani
fested for this purpose as a communications network,
a datalink. After analysing different spatial constraints
that platforms experience once hyper-connectivity is
achieved, the ‘platform of platforms’ concept is intro
duced as a step towards the ‘system of systems’ concept.
The study reviews biologic communities and models,
demonstrating the link between improved communi
cation and improved overall mission effectiveness.

Communication in the animal kingdom is discussed,
which sets the stage for later discussions on machineto-machine communication and potential options for
a similar type of communication amongst computers / 
robots under human monitoring / management. Next,
the current stage of C2 development with regard to
communication and the presence of data transfer in
each Component is further analysed. Then, the study
draws a parallel comparison between the prior dis
cussion involving bio-mimetic models and statistical
data comparing manned aircraft performance preLink 16 to with-Link 16.
This comparison references multiple studies, most
notably the raw mission performance statistics from
numerous Tactical Leadership Programme (TLP) classes.
An extrapolation is drawn from this data, theorizing the
behavioural changes and platform communication abil
ity in the envisioned future network, and conclusions
are drawn related to both air platform performance, Air
Power core roles, and the NATO command structure’s
ability to conduct C2 in this new environment.
This study then proposes a new concept for airspace
management for this new, dynamic environment.
Dynamic Airspace Synchronization is a radically new
method by which airspace may be coordinated for
co-use by disparate platforms in a dynamic environ
ment, managed in real time at machine-to-machine
speed. If adopted, it will fundamentally alter the
method by which the NATO CAOCs employ airspace.
Finally, analysis of the role of the command function is
conducted and a discussion of the sections within a
CAOC is included to address how they might need to
evolve in concert with C2 evolution of air platforms.

1.6 Limitations
1.6.1 Classification
Research and analysis associated with this study in
cluded both open and classified sources. To permit
the widest dissemination, the published study has
been kept at the unclassified level.
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1.6.2 A Discussion on Datalinks
This study does not intend to offer short-term tech
nical solutions regarding current or future datalink
protocols integration; rather, the focus is on the be
haviour model of the network participants, which may
evolve based on the speed, dimensions, and fluidity
of the information passed across the network.
The inevitable outcome of a datalink discussion might
lead toward a debate over different types of datalinks.
To achieve these higher degrees of C2 maturity
through communications affecting the joint-combined
force, NATO developed a Datalink Migration Strategy
(DLMS)3 to manage communications interoperability
within the Alliance. Although it is an intriguing discus
sion and a technical challenge for NATO (as new 5th
generation aircraft are being built with a discrete and
proprietary datalink capability which currently has
interface challenges with legacy datalinks), this study
does not address the technical development of data
link protocols. There is a current technical challenge
presented when trying to share 5th generation aircraft
derived information to 4th generation or other legacy
aircraft; however, numerous nations are investigating
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that specific challenge from an engineering perspec
tive, which is beyond the scope of this study. It is
hoped that this study will help to prevent this same
problem from recurring when 6th generation and be
yond aircraft are introduced into NATO’s inventories.
Furthermore, the study acknowledges that there are
neither technological nor doctrinal solutions which
guarantee perfect situational awareness and optimal
performance through data transfer / information links
for the Joint Force in contested environments. Tactical
initiative under communications failure should always
be inspired by the commander’s intent and the inplace commander’s interpretation of the context. A
robust and redundant backup option for air combat
through standard battlespace distribution should be
available in case of network degradation.
1. AJP 3.3 (B), 1 – 7.
2. Laird, Robbin. ‘The Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Warfare Systems Look at the
Way Ahead: Rear Admiral Manazir on Shaping Kill Webs’. Second Line of Defence. [online
journal] Oct. 2016. http://www.sldinfo.com/the-deputy-chief-of-naval-operations-forwarfare-systems-look-at-the-way-ahead-rear-admiral-manazir-on-shaping-kill-webs/
[08.10.2016].
3. Bi-SC Data Link Migration Strategy update Oct. 2015. PDF available at: https://www.google.
de/search?q=Bi-SC+Data+Link+Migration+Strategy+update&gws_rd=cr&ei=kGB_
WJfjIMnzaun7poAF
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Part II
Machines, Systems and Teams
‘So-called fifth-generation aircraft often are mistakenly viewed as simply the next iteration of airframes: fast, stealthy replacements of obsolescent legacy platforms. In fact, the capabilities of fifth-generation aircraft, and their integration into a
network-centric Joint Force, will change the roles of manned fighter aircraft in air, ground, and maritime operations. Distributed
information and decision-making will be enhanced as air operations become much more capable of providing information in
support of the deployed decision-maker, and kinetic and non-kinetic support elements can be cued in support of air, ground,
and maritime combat requirements.’
Dr. Robbin Laird
A 21st Century Concept of Air & Military Operation.
CAUTION: Part II is technically deep and conceptually challenging, although an understanding of these biologic and robotics
concepts is critical to a full understanding of the conclusions extrapolated to manned aircraft discussed in Part III. This section
is targeted toward the academic and engineering fields, those working concept development as well as think tanks. Readers
are invited, if desired, to read Parts III and IV if they already have sufficient background in this area.
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CHAPTER 2
The Cloud Context and the
Relationship to Air Power
This chapter will discuss development of aircraft and
other Air Power platforms from an interdisciplinary
point of view, and more specifically from a communi
cations perspective. In this case, the evolution of capa
bility is viewed not as a function of the speed or range
of an aircraft or sensor, but of its information gather
ing, processing, and / or sharing capability.

2.1 Generations of Aircraft
From an evolutionary perspective, jet fighters can be
classified into five generations. These generations and
their ability to form collaborative clusters through
com
munication will set the characteristics of the
future cloud. Early generations of aircraft were sepa
rated based on significant improvements in engine
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performance and aerodynamic platform capability;
recent generations are divided by information tech
nology and stealth.
Dr. Robbin Laird explored the history of the evolution
of fighter aircraft in his thesis on 21st Century Concept
of Air & Military Operation1, which provided this study
a foundation for levels of technology associated with
generations of aircraft. The first three generations of
jet fighters lasted about a decade each – from the end
of World War II through the Cold War and Vietnam.
The fourth generation began around 1970 and con
tinues to constitute most of the fighters in service,
although recent versions of some fighters are so im
proved that they are sometimes called generation 4.5.
Fifth-generation fighters are air superiority and multimission aircraft that achieve increased performance
through numerous advances in airframe and propul
sion and increasingly sophisticated avionics, includ
ing flight control systems.
Although an exact definition is not agreed upon,
this study considers that fifth-generation fighters are
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distinguished from generations 4 and 4.5 mainly by
their inherent stealth and a significant increase in in
formation capability (a network-centric or distributed
concept of operations), although they are much more
capable in many respects. Looking globally, there is
currently a debate over which specific platforms to
day can be considered 5th generation. One possible
definition to help shape that conversation might be
that a 5th generation platform allows some degree of
effective management of a disaggregated set of capa
bilities. In this case, disaggregation refers to a means
of creating resiliency by spreading capabilities across
diverse platforms, including hosted payloads, smaller
satellites, and tactical and strategic capabilities.
Fifth generation platforms are likely to become en
ablers for other platforms, empowering their differ
ent functions and helping to control the supported /
supporting balance within the force through dy
namic, semi-automated management. Computing
capa
city, sensors, and communications systems
enable them to gather, exploit, and disseminate in
formation to an extent that can multiply the effec
tiveness of military forces throughout a theatre of
operations. In other words, there exists a potential
for a non-stealth platform, or 4th generation, to effec
tively hide behind the information cloud generated
by the 5th (or future) generation platform and yet still
generate effects, as long as sensors, jammers, de
coys, weapons and physical position of the force are
orchestrated properly.

As fifth-generation aircraft enter service in larger
numbers, they will generate not only greater firepower, but also significantly greater integrated
capability for the non-kinetic use of aircraft and an
expanded use of connectivity, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), communications,
and computational capabilities built around a manmachine interface that will, in turn, shape the robotics
and precision revolutions already under way.’2
Dr. Robbin Laird,
Second Line of Defense
A 21st Century Concept of Air & Military Operation

One of the notable differences between 4th and 5th
generation platforms is the focus on stealth as an en
abler. Stealth technology is employed with the goal of
degrading part of the adversary’s kill chain (‘find’ and
‘track’ functions) through advances in airframe design
and material. However, a modicum of stealth can be
achieved through jamming, cyber or other methods,
which enables less stealthy airframes to operate under
some umbrella of protection.
Furthermore, these less stealthy aircraft can receive
information derived from the more capable sensors
on the 5th generation platform. The challenge of
cross-generational information exchange is the crux
of current discussion regarding 4th and 5th generation
aircraft integration; however, it is in reality the infor
mation capability of the 5th Gen aircraft, both in gath
ering and also in providing to the network, that truly
separates the two generations. If one accepts that
the jump from 4th to 5th generation aircraft is less
about speed and stealth than it is about information
derivation and dissemination, an extrapolation to
the capabilities of the next generation of aircraft be
comes possible.
Chapter 12 will discuss the impact to the JFAC’s Air C2
model of a future environment, populated by air vehi
cles that act as active and passive sensors, shooters
(including EW attack and directed energy emissions),
and data disseminators at machine speeds. Aircraft
capabilities will continue to evolve over time, but the
key element to future air platforms’ integration lies
in the network. The aforementioned challenge with
spatial distribution in this network may be solved by
a review of the concept of battlespace ownership
and exploitation, and of how the battlespace could
be dynamically reallocated to allow the best available
platform to achieve the desired effect, in accordance
with a given predefined hierarchy and a common,
conflict-free motion policy.
With multiple generations of aircraft in use, the chal
lenge becomes integrating the information derived
by one generation of aircraft (or platform) and spread
ing that information across all the participants in the
air domain, including those from the Maritime and
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Land Components. As NATO looks towards the future,
it will experience this same challenge with the devel
opment and fielding of 6th and further generation
aircraft. The nature of the Alliance and the national
acquisitions process of each of the member nations
have demonstrated procurement of technology will
not occur simultaneously across the Alliance, so this
challenge will continue.
2.1.1 Generations, Acquisitions and
Technical Evolution
This study will use the generic term platform in lieu of
aircraft, ships, tanks etc. These platforms must be seen
as the elements that integrate the cloud through
communication, extending the generational feature
to a wider, joint and combined perspective. There is a
direct correlation to platforms participating in a net
work and their activities in terms of functions and
states. However, the intent of this discussion is to
break service mind-sets regarding a specific type of
platform and the functions it performs. When appro
priate, this study will discuss specific aircraft only
when required to address a unique or specific focal
point (i.e., 4th and 5th generation aircraft integration).
In this study, the platforms are ‘diverse’ when they be
long to different nations, technological generations or
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even technological cultures. They are ‘asymmetric’
when their functions are different and more or less
complementary to other platforms’ functions.
One of the challenges in this area is the speed at
which technology advances in the commercial sec
tor against that in the military sector. Although time
lines may vary depending upon national acquisition
structures, this basic tenet affects the entire Alliance:
that is, this is a dynamic domain, which pits the mili
tary requirement for security, reliability, and durabi
lity against the agility and speed of evolution in the
commercial sector.

Moore’s Law versus our acquisition cycle: Moore’s
Law says every 18 months information technology
changes and it takes us six years to acquire something. So, by the time we acquire it, it’s four times
out of date.
General Hawk Carlisle, US Air Force
PACAF Commander

Industry experts have projected that computer pro
cessing power can double in intervals of approximately
two years, although Intel’s CEO recently indicated that
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30 months was an accurate predictor through 20173.
This means that the cloud may become a technical
reality, but the military acquisition process for platforms
to operate within that cloud may take decades.
For the military, this is a reversal of research roles from
earlier decades. Previously, military research for spe
cific military aims was conducted, declassified, and
then developed into practical technology for appli
cations in the civilian world. Today, emerging technol
ogy is likely to originate in the civilian sector and then
be adjusted for military applications. For this reason,
civilian academic research into large groups of robots
operating in a network to accomplish pre-defined
tasks provides much of the background for this study.
Furthermore, today’s fiscal environment will likely con
tinue to impose budgetary constraints in the future
and result in NATO continuing to have advanced tech
nology aircraft operating in conjunction with less ad
vanced platforms. This implies there will be an enduring
interoperability requirement between legacy platforms
and the most modern capabilities. Thus, platforms inte
grating into the future cloud must evolve by incorpo
rating these technologies.

2.2 Air Power Delivery
According to NATO doctrine (AJP 3.3), Air Power can be
delivered, or identified, in terms of roles, missions and
sorties. Each Core Role fosters different types of oper
ations. For example, the Counter Air Core Role includes
offensive and defensive operations. This section covers
what the ‘current cloud’ does and its associated termi
nology, as it may be extrapolated to future models.
Core Roles, and subordinate types of operations, are
executed by teaming platforms that communicate
with each other as needed. Platforms are designed
and instructed to ‘display’ different functions in mutual
support of one another throughout the course of
the mission. A ‘mission’ involves a set of orchestrated
platforms, normally measured in a number of sorties,
tasked to conduct Air Power Core Roles within a de
fined battlespace.

As this study involves multi-role (multifunctional)
platforms, it will use the term ‘function’ to address
specific platform’s profiles, represented mainly by
‘activities’ or ‘skills’. These functions, such as ‘jamming’,
‘shooting’, ‘track’ or others, may be a product of the
design of a certain platform, or a product of the con
textual contribution of two or more platforms. The
application of this concept is seen by translating
the functions of air power platforms within NATO
doctrine to action verbs displayed as a menu of
choices4 for the platform to execute. This will in turn
represent the different ‘states’ of a platform from
which the functions are executed.
Platforms are able to execute functions while deliver
ing Air Power in accordance with their design, which
contains finite states (a number of platform con
ditions to do something, either alone or teaming)
separated by thresholds (those decision points nec
essary to change from one activity to another). Some
platforms, for example, will execute mainly defensive
functions. The presence of an enemy or intruder (sig
nalled or referenced by ‘Bandit’, ‘Hostile’, ‘Leaker’ or
other APP-7 (Joint Brevity Words) identity and con
text-related references) may meet the necessary thres
hold for this defensive platform to change state and
display other functions in support of the defended
assets of the force.

Each service and partner will provide ways to think
about how the F-35 transforms their approaches;
and the sharing of these ways to think will empower
the overall joint and coalition combat capabilities
for US and allied joint and coalition forces as well.5
Dr. Robbin Laird, Second Line of Defense
‘The Coming of the F-35’, 2015

The number of finite states (functional states) that
modern Air Power platforms (multi-role) include is
much higher than the number of states displayed
by legacy platforms. Communication through data
transfer makes new schemas of dynamic support pos
sible among these assets. This complex arrangement
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will be executed by a C2 structure underpinned by
communication. This concept will be further devel
oped in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.

2.3 The Combat Cloud
The advent of 5th generation aircraft into the NATO
inventory will bring an enhanced ability to collect
and disseminate an increased amount of information
across the network over previous generations. Differ
ent generations of aircraft, platforms in the future net
work, will operate together performing air power func
tions in a manner similar to the cloud metaphor. As a
concept, the Combat Cloud has been coined by Lieu
tenant General (ret.) Deptula in the following manner:

The 21 Century demands a new, more agile and integrated operational framework (…) to shift away
from the structure of segregated land, air and sea
warfare (…). Desired military effects will increasingly be generated by the interaction of systems
that share information empowering one another.
This phenomenon is not restricted to an individual
technology, nor is it isolated to a specific service,
domain or task. This concept can be envisioned as a
‘combat cloud’, an operating paradigm where information, data management, connectivity, and command and control (C2) are core mission priorities
(…) and will require a C2 paradigm enabling automatic linking, seamless data transfer capabilities,
while being reliable, secure and jamming proof.6
st

Lieutenant General (ret.) David Deptula, US Air Force
Evolving Technologies and Warfare in the 21st Century:
Introducing the Combat Cloud, 2016

Information Technology and Air Power theorists fre
quently refer to this concept to describe their view
of the future of information (and information-based)
warfare. Commonly known as the Combat Cloud, the
vision is that every air vehicle is a sensor and an effec
tor and all sensors feed information back to the cloud
which is then accessible as needed by other sensors,
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effectors, or decision makers in near-real time. Other
metaphors, such as the killing web or honeycomb
force distribution, refer to a similar concept, albeit with
minor nuances. A distributed force will therefore likely
adopt a new topology consisting of a dynamic, ubiq
uitous effector composed of certain assets joined by
wireless connectivity.
Chapter 8 will discuss the capability of legacy, 5th (and
beyond) generations of aircraft to simultaneously exe
cute and employ many of the Joint Air Power func
tions outlined in NATO doctrine by analysing three
different examples. As aircraft with this improved
capability become more prolific in NATO, the Alliance
should address methods to increase data exchange
between new robust sensors and other platforms.
2.3.1 Commanding the Cloud,
Controlling the Cloud
Although the combat cloud concept refers primarily
to information distribution, this study will also include
references to the different topologies of the elements
forming a cloud. It will also address potential common
motion policies to contextually maintain or mutate the
distribution of the cloud. Beyond information man
agement, this new interpretation of the combat cloud
concept introduces a challenge for the commander.
One of the premises of this study was that the
‘command’ function would not substantially change.
‘Commanding the cloud’ involves a human commander
who will need the new structures necessary for ‘cloud
control’ within these new-networked environments.
In these environments, as per the Alberts et al. con
cept, all fractals (assets, platforms, elements or any
other part of the distributed force effecting) may
overlap with individual entities and groups belonging
to multiple fractals dynamically7. Furthermore, in the
future network, there will be a distribution of the capa
bility to deliver effect rather than keeping it central
ized in a single platform, per the already mentioned
cloud, killing web or honeycomb metaphors.
For the purpose of this study, Command and Control
(C2) are two separated but interrelated functions that
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may be applied to subsets of the force in accordance
with environmental and contextual factors. Even
though some studies consider the terms ‘control’ and
‘management’ equivalent, the activity ‘control’ in this
case relates to the human in the loop and his or her
ability to supply the command inputs to the force
as required. Management though, can include preprogrammed software-based automatic features inter
acting and teaming with human inputs while control
ling the force.

capability that we’ve never had before. I think that’s
a game-changer when you start talking distributed
operations and you start talking the environment
of the future.’
Lieutenant General Ronald Baily, US Marine Corps
Deputy Commandant of Plans, Policies and Operations
22 December 2016 Interview with US Naval Institute

2.4.1 Quantity and Quality

2.4 Swarms
Stemming from its biological origins, the term ‘swarm’
in today’s world of Nano-robots and micro-UAVs
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) has taken on multiple
meanings. Aligning with the combat cloud concept,
this study will restrict the use of the term ‘swarm’ to
a particular qualitative aspect of its definition speci
fically related to network and platform interaction:
A swarm is a group of platforms operating together,
through local interaction and for the benefit of the
whole colony’s task.

The swarm may be as large as the entire network, or
as small as two units within the network, depending
on the network’s topology of choice and the desired
degree of maturity in terms of systems integration.
However, as a system of two or more platforms, the
swarm can orchestrate and accomplish Air Power
functions / tasks through self-synchronization. Semiautomated synchronization features will likely be
embedded in the cloud through communication
(machine-to-machine information exchange), which
will make human command and control more agile.

2.5 Hyper-connectivity
At a recent infantry officers course at Marine Corps
Air Ground Combat Center Twentynine Palms, Calif.,
Lieutenant General Bailey (USA MC) observed
infantry officers riding in the back of MV-22 Ospreys
in a raid scenario with tablets that were tied in to
an F-35. Bailey and others observed from a simulated
F-35 – a room with multiple computer screens that
showed all the information an F-35 pilot would
have at his disposal while flying. A Marine in one
Osprey could change the plan for the raid based on
new information, and that change was sent to both
the tablets in the other Ospreys and to the F-35 pilot.
‘The plan changes and I can send him that change
in a burst, not try to get on the radio and go through
a satellite and come back; I can just send him the
exact changes and modifications’, Bailey said. ‘And
so you pull all that capability together, and you can
see how that platform will be able to revolutionize
the battlefield and give the Marine on the ground a

For the purpose of this study, hyper-connectivity will
refer to the availability of high-speed connections
among the members of a community, team, force
cluster, or other entity. This postulate is beginning
to be realized in the so-called connected cars, where
the entertainment system, autopilot, internet options,
streaming services and other features will soon de
mand a high volume of information traffic.
The term does not mean all the available on-board
data may be transferred among the different emitters
and receivers with no restriction. Not everybody in
the network needs to see / hear everything. Certain
agreements must be in place, as well as a hierarchy,
to provide the right information to the right users,
whether man or machine.
Other services, like banks or international police de
partments, may be hyper-connected, but protocols
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and agreements are in place to determine what in
formation is to be shared and what information is not
shared in order to facilitate the common benefit. This
study assumes hyper-connectivity as a fact regarding
data transfer speeds, but studies these agreements
and their morphology in accordance with potential
C2 and tactical management options.
Each C2 element in each network (a fraction of assets
effecting together in time and space) will organize
the will to share, the need to know, and the final ag
nostic agreements that will be further administrated
by the resulting management architecture and the
net’s functional distribution. This is achieved through
various types of topology, further explored in the
next Chapter.

2.6 Game Theory
Broadly, Game Theory is the study of different mathe
matical models of conflict and cooperation between
rational decision makers8. Game theory permits a com
parison of the agent’s behaviour without becoming en
twined in the details of an aircraft’s or platform’s unique
capabilities. As the purpose of this study is to outline
platform behaviour changes as C2 matures, Game
Theory provides a suitable foundation for comparison
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of behaviour changes. It also is a mechanism to
demonstrate the best choice of force configuration
(spatial distribution) to confront emergent tactical
contexts (changes in the environment).
Therefore, platforms operating in concert will fre
quently be referred to in this study as elements, agents,
clusters, or participants in an activity (or ‘game’), de
pending on the discipline, science or example refer
enced. We will refer to these platforms as players or
participants, according and abiding by the associative
and competitive rules of a specific game.
2.6.1 Evolutionary Stable Strategy
One of the meanings of ‘strategy’ included in the
Oxford Dictionary (12th Edition) is ‘a plan designed to
achieve a particular long-term aim’. When a certain
trend of changes, mutations, or alterations in the
adaptive behaviour of an agent shows a continuous
sequence of positive payoffs, it brings favourable
balance and equilibrium to the colony writ-large.
Furthermore, it results in a stable, successful strategy,
effective in terms of achieving the desired aim or
reaching a certain equilibrium. This axiom may be
extrapolated to diverse and asymmetric platforms or
agents in scenarios featuring co-evolution. In other
words, the platforms in the network evolve mission
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roles and functions together for the mutual benefit of
all network participants.
For this reason, in a typical strike package, it is com
mon for the clearance aircraft (Sweepers) to fly
ahead to protect the strikers / bombers (Hammers).
This spatial combination of assets is strategically
stable through different aircraft generations, as the
successive payoffs of these missions (platforms’ per
formances) sustain the best trend of Measures of
Effectiveness (MoE). Bombers and fighters co-evolved
into multi-role aircraft or other forms of support
through datalink among the different platforms exe
cuting the same roles.
2.6.2 Efficient Evolution, Efficient Clouds
Games are about competition. Games like basketball
or soccer base their tactics on various players’ distribu
tions optimized in performance (e.g. to save energy)
and effects (e.g. to score more than the opponent
does) in order to win the game. A rapid shift from
offensive to defensive actions in these games often
results in a mutation of the spatial distribution of the
players to achieve the new goal. Similarly, in the future
ideal cloud, capability distribution would be optimal,
that is to say, the right amount and combination of
fractions of complementary effectors, where needed
and when needed. Distributed control of an Air Power
force may result in a ubiquitous force in the future.
Doctrine expresses how efficiency and effectiveness
in the exertion of Air Power can improve through
centralized control. ‘Centralized control places the

responsibility and authority for planning, directing
and coordinating air capabilities with a single com
mander and his staff. It maximizes operational effec
tiveness and avoids duplication of effort by allowing
commanders to prioritize, synchronize, integrate and
de-conflict the actions of assigned, attached and sup
porting capabilities in time, space and purpose to
achieve assigned objectives as rapidly and as effec
tively as possible’.9
Measures of Effectiveness (MoE) and Measures of
Performance (MoP) are metrics used to verify the

a ccomplishment of these Air Power actions. A Mea
sure of Effectiveness is defined as a ‘metric used to
measure a current system state’. The MoE will help
answer the question ‘Are we on track to achieve the
intended new system state within the planned time
scale?’ This may require multiple MoE per intended
system state to fully capture the changes. The MoP is
defined as a ‘metric used to determine the accom
plishment of actions’, usually referring to one’s own
force’s actions. Each level will normally develop MoP
for the actions they will execute10.
The Pareto optimality (the balance between efficiency
and effectiveness) is used in this study as the most
efficient allocation of elements within a team of assets
from a quantity / quality perspective. In the past exam
ple, if the sweepers are not needed because another
platform (Maritime Component’s AEGIS for example)
can cover and protect the bombers, a more efficient
allocation of forces may be possible which still gener
ates the same measurable effect.
This interrelation between platform mission / function
evolution and the equilibrium described by both the
evolutionary stable strategy concept and the Pareto
optimality are recurring themes throughout the doc
ument and will be extrapolated in further Chapters to
demonstrate applicability toward air platforms exe
cuting Air Power functions.

1. Laird, Robbin. A 21st Century Concept of Air and Military Operations. Defense Horizons
Edition 66, Mar. 2009.
2. Ibid.1.
3. Clark, Don. ‘Intel Re-chisels the Tablet on Moore’s Law’. Wall Street Journal Digits Tech News
and Analysis, Jul. 2015.
4. This functional menu is derived from Air Power Activities specified in several NATO Joint Air
Power Publications and from the ‘brevity words’ in APP-7.
5. Laird, Robbin: ‘The Coming of the F-35’. Second Line of Defence, Jun. 2015. [online document]
http://www.sldinfo.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/The-Coming-of-the-F-35.pdf
[07.10.2016].
6. Deptula, David A. ‘Evolving Technologies and Warfare in the 21st Century: Introducing the
“Combat Cloud”’ Mitchell Institute Policy Papers. [online document], Sep. 2016. Available at:
http://media.wix.com/ugd/a2dd91_73faf7274e9c4e4ca605004dc6628a88.pdf
7. Alberts et al. ‘Understanding Command and Control’ DoD Command and Control Research
Program. Chapter 2, p. 8 – 9. 2006. Available at: http://www.dodccrp.org/files/Alberts_
UC2.pdf
8. Ferguson, Thomas S. ‘Game Theory’. University of California, Los Angeles. Available at:
https://www.math.ucla.edu/~tom/Game_Theory/intro.pdf
9. AJP 3 (B) 1 – 5.
10. SHAPE. Comprehensive Operational Planning Directive V2. Oct. 2013. p. 5 – 13, 5 – 17.
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CHAPTER 3
Topologies and Models:
The New Force’s Architecture
3.1 Introduction
This Chapter studies the systemic perspective of the
force distribution. Structures, architectures, topologies,
and their command and control options are analysed
in order to understand how to fit the ‘platform of plat
forms’ concept into the most suitable C2 models.
A future distributed force will likely feature a different
organization than a typical strike package does today.
It will include a topology, a hierarchy and communica
tion procedures as will any other organized force. But
this organization, as a whole, may be viewed as a wire
less ‘organism’ in the same way as that of the cloud in
the previous chapter’s example; a single physical body
in the visual spectrum, performing in accordance with
its selective rain capabilities through different particles’
interactions (an amorphous entity that acts as required
to achieve a desired effect).
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This [combat cloud] concept highlights an evolution
where individually networked platforms transform
into a broader ‘system of systems’ enterprise integrated through domain and mission agnostic information links. This approach will not only change the
way we define new requirements, but more importantly, the way we think about C2 and operate the
systems associated with this task. A distributed, selfforming, all-domain combat cloud that is self-healing
and difficult to attack effectively significantly complicates an enemy’s planning, and will compel them to
dedicate more resources toward defence and offense.
Lieutenant General David A. Deptula (ret.)
‘Evolving Technologies and Warfare in the 21st Century:
Introducing the “Combat Cloud”’

3.1.1 Organisms
An organism may be defined as an assembly of parts
functioning together with certain stability. It also
includes the idea of ‘tool’ within its etymology, so
another approach would suggest that an organism is a
multifunctional tool with an embedded coordination
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mechanism. Each organism will, through evolution,
adapt to the environment by adopting a specific form,
in order to become the most effective and efficient
tool in each context.

constructed with dissimilar platforms, and it will com
bine legacy and modern, manned and unmanned
capabilities as required to generate an effect.

The nervous system of an organism is a mechanism
for the transmission of signals within the organic
structure. As organisms, systems like the Integrated
Air and Missile Defence System (IAMDS) are com
posed of a set of elements. This ‘nervous system’
(comprised of information transmission systems such
as ICC [Interim Command and Control] /ACCS [Air
Command and Control System] and the means of
transmission, reception and interfaces in the IAMDS
example) must consist of a means of information
transmission and reception that allows for the ele
ments’ orchestration.

3.2 Air Power Topologies and Clusters

The desire is for the organism that executes Air Power
to pursue goals and objectives in air and space, and,
once the effect is achieved, to measure the effective
ness of its own performance. Through assessments
of time, tangible results, and investments, it can deter
mine ‘what is next’.
3.1.2 Competition
In order to link concepts such as ‘system,’ ‘model’ and
‘element,’ and extrapolate the concepts to Air Power,
we first need to define a generic complex network
consisting of several elements such as players or
platforms that work together against an opponent
regardless of service, technological generation or

nation. These elements adhere to a set of standards
(categories, rules, hierarchies and relationships), that
enable them to function in concert in pursuit of
a measurable mission objective. In other words, the
system, functioning as an amorphous cloud entity,
will have to find a model or the performance of
operational framework for offensive and defensive
functions, as this system will be involved in competi
tion with another system. For NATO, this performance
must be measurable and tangible.
This approach to Joint Air Power is executed recog
nizing that a future team of Air Power assets will be

A cluster is ‘a group of similar things or people posi
tioned or occurring closely together’ (Oxford Dictionary,
12th Edition). This includes the term ‘contiguity’ (spatial
and sequential organization), which is the reason why
we can see a single, irregular body when looking at
our imaginary cloud. In other words, the elements
of a combat cloud have a spatial and sequential orga
nization that renders them a single actor from an
effects perspective.
In terms related to platforms executing Joint Air Power
functions, a cluster is a group of elements incorporat
ing mechanisms of synchronization of these different
functions (dissimilar roles). Today, this mechanism is
primarily the Air Tasking Order (ATO) or Tactical Con
trol1 when on station. The ATO is the adaptive tool that
contextually allocates the players for task execution
and activates a ‘nervous system’, a communication
network to permit the orchestration of the elements.
This allocation and management of resources at the
Tactical level, including reactive activities upon en
vironmental changes, is a way to explain Command
and Control.
3.2.1 Different Topologies, Dissimilar Agents
Dissimilar players with multiple nationalities and func
tions may cluster together to combat a common op
ponent. The dissimilarities between players, combined
with random environmental changes, may make C2
challenges very complex.
Complexity in a system may include simplicity of dif
ferent features,2 but it will always involve some form
of communication between the elements. Communi
cation connects them and relays information to clarify
each other’s identity and hierarchy and to synchronize
their different activities through mutually inducing
state changes. The graphic representation of either the
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BUS

RING

Figure 1: Different topologies for communication featuring different distribution
of the flow of communication – Bus, Ring, Star.

Coordination by Consensus
All swarm elements communicate to one
another and use ‘voting’ or auction-based methods
to converge on a solution.
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Emergent Coordination
Coordination arises naturally by individual
swarm elements reacting to one another,
like in animal swarms.

Figure 2: Two main topologies representing different cumulative hierarchies of
choice, showing mesh and hybrid distribution of the flow of communication.

physical distribution or the flow of information among
the elements of a set is referred to as topology. It shows
the communicative structure of the cluster: how the
parts relate to the ‘brain’ or the command element, and
how the parts inter-relate amongst themselves.

STAR
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Another similar definition of topology is ‘the way in
which constituent parts are interrelated or arranged.’
(Oxford Dictionary, 12th Edition) The associated topol
ogy and the patterns of interaction may graphically
explain ‘the game’ and each defensive and offensive
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tactical context (understanding the cluster as a team),
much like a basketball coach arranging the point guard,
centre and forwards during a timeout by depicting the
next play on a board.
When dissimilar agents featuring a certain hierarchy
form a cluster, their ranks and functions may be ex
pressed through the appropriate topology in terms of
command, control, and management.
In accordance with the different cumulative hierarchy
of choice adopted by the cluster or clusters of ele
ments, there are four main models or topologies.3
These topologies include Centralized, Hierarchical,
Coordination by Consensus (also called Mesh in other
classification models), and Emergent Coordination.
As this study aims for a functional approach, pre-selection
of a particular C2 model regarding spatial distribution
of the assets is not intended. Different topologies may
emerge dynamically if the environment demands such
level of adaptation, like some sort of ‘cloud mutations’
fitting each tactical context. Emergent coordination
arising through compatible software among dissimilar
elements is a desired feature, as long as it expedites
decision-making and execution and does not interfere
or bypass the required human involvement.
Other topologies define how the network connects
the command element with the different managers
and players, like ring, star, or bus, among others. The
rules of the game, the tactics of choice or external
independent variables (weather, opponent’s actions,
etc.), or other contextual circumstances may dictate
the network’s redistribution. Optimality must be found
through a quantity / quality / asymmetry balance. These
balances will not be achieved if the assets cannot ‘talk’
to each other.
Imagine the airspace as a 3D Cartesian system with
X/Y/Z axis and the platforms as points forming different
sets (groups of elements) on it. A brief and simple alge
braic comparison (at a conceptual level) of how and why
the air domain sustains models resembling contiguity
may be done by correlating the three conditions that
define a topological space. These conditions include:

• Convergence (a tendency in the sequence of capa
bilities of choice and their potential combinations to
come together to meet a specified objective);
• Continuity (the ability to establish a relationship through
distance and to maintain a solid input-output relation
ship through changes) is related to Convergence; and
• Connectedness (the potential to cause the elements
to be path-connected).
This comparison can be further extrapolated to pre
dict the continuous and preferred structure of space
supporting a dynamic and flexibly linked force. That
fluid airspace would permit the formation of ‘open
set’ topologies, exploitable in real-time by the inter
action of the elements in the set as necessary to
accomplish static or dynamic tasks, and in accordance
with the demands of the highest degrees of maturity
of the model.
If sensors, shooters and weapons’ guidance can be
federated and modern weapons’ range increases far
beyond the 50 or even the 100 NM boundary, the

battle will need a new battlespace concept. Latest
generation weapons like the Meteor missile or the
SPEAR 34 will be on-board 3rd and 4th generation as
sets, managed by a 5th generation aircraft or any other
control element, which may be ground-based air de
fences and other Joint Fires C2 elements. This concept
will lead to the ‘true jointness’ option, when all the
available assets cloud simultaneously with increasing
degrees of self-synchronization.

The Holy Grail of interoperability is operating the
same equipment, but clearly countries have sovereign decisions to make with respect to that. We recognize that when we can’t get that Holy Grail, then
we have to find procedural ways through standards
and data and all of that to get that interoperability
that helps us out on the battlefield.
General (ret.) Frank Gorenc, USA AF
Former Commander Allied Air Command
Defense News Interview, March 2015
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3.2.2 Interoperability Shortfalls
Consider the Joint Force as a set of elements that
team together. The options that allow the dynamic
formation of clusters within the ‘Air Power’ subset
introduce interoperability conflict when mixing dis
similar and asymmetric platforms clustering together.
There are some degrees of hierarchy and compatibility
among the players (like the pieces in the chess game),
and their differences and the communication schema
of choice may dictate their most efficient topology for
each task and threat combination.
Common to all is the need to sustain positive MoPs to
ensure each platform is operating with the best inter
est of the entire force in mind. The cluster, as the orga
nism, must function with certain stability, so the de
sired output is also stable. Overall mission effectiveness
of dissimilar and asymmetric platform operations are
limited due to different:
• standards of technology;
• Tactics, Techniques and procedures (TTP);
• communication;
• currency;
• rules;
• language;
• service and / or personal biases;
• conflicting mission profile
(endurance, speed, envelope requirements).
The cloud cannot be formed through bottom-up,
local interaction if there is not an acceptable degree
of interoperability when forming efficient platformweapon-sensor topologies. Although many studies
are investigating some of these interoperability limi
tations, this study specifically focuses on communi
cation. Chapter 5 will further explore communication
as a function of C2 maturity.

3.3 The Reins of Command
In Joint Air Power clusters, interoperability is expected
and is expressed in many joint and tactical publications.
However, so far, many observe that interoperability is
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truly realized only at the level of standardization of Tac
tics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) rather than as
an integrated and fully interoperable Joint Force. The
morphology of Air Power Core Roles and their asso
ciated types of operations (the framework for all Air
Power-related activities, functions and skills) is evident
in AJP 3.3, and many of the possible combinations of
these Roles, functions and skills can be found at a Tacti
cal level in the ‘Manual 80-06’. Also a third publication,
the ‘ACO (Allied Command Operations) Forces Stand
ards5,’ establishes rules and guidance to improve inter
operability. These publications provide the structure and
control mechanisms by which the COM JFAC employs
Joint Air Power and are a necessary starting point for
this study’s discussion on the potential future evolution
of C2 enabled by communication technology.
3.3.1 Core Roles Orchestration
The four Air Power Core Roles are used to achieve stra
tegic, operational and tactical objectives. Per AJP 3.3
and the NATO Joint Air Power Strategy (in DRAFT as of
May 2017), these are: counter-air, attack, air mobility
and contribution to ISR. Execution of the Core Roles is
not unique to the air component. Land and Maritime
Components also have platforms which can perform
Air Power Core Roles.
Air Power Core Roles orchestration is a responsibility
that the Commander Joint Task Force (COM JTF) as
signs the COM JFAC, who plans, integrates, monitors,
allocates, and tasks the assets in accordance with
COM JTF’s apportionment decision (AJP 3.3). If we in
troduce Air C2 as ‘the allocation and overall cluster
management of the platforms of the Air Power set
within certain boundaries of the battlespace,’ each
tactical context would demand the use of certain Air
Power Core Roles to form the appropriate topology to
accomplish the required mission.
Different roles and different platforms may intertwine,
as long as they can ‘talk to each other,’ to ‘help each
other’ in a supported-supporting relationship within
dynamically variable topologies (mainly featuring emer
gent coordination and mesh topologies). Their com
mon language (a code comprised of symbols, icons,
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Centralized Coordination
Swarm elements communicate with a centralized
planner which coordinates all tasks.

Hierarchical Coordination
Swarm elements are controlled by ‘squad’ level agents,
who are in turn controlled by higher-level controllers.

Figure 3: Two more topologies representing different cumulative
hierarchies of choice.

sounds, and code words) must feature a level of data
quality to eliminate ambiguity to the maximum extent
while synchronizing functions on the battlefield.
3.3.2 Orders Transmission
Throughout the history of warfare, forces have needed
to communicate to pass coordinating instructions.
Language and syntax evolved to project concepts, ac
tions and intent. The Maritime community developed
a method of passing orders via visual means, such as
flag hoist. In the modern air domain, language evolved
as a requisite of speed of operations. This is because
the ‘signal’ portion of the ‘command and signal’ con
cept for each operation is equally important as the
‘command’ portion, if not more so with respect to co
ordination of effort and level of C2 maturity necessary
to synchronize effect.
Verbs denote activity. To mix dissimilar activities, a
valid, coherent synthesis of verbs of action may be
formed and transmitted to the different parts of the
organism or cloud. By doing this at the planning level,
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the different functions that can be executed by each
platform are orchestrated in accordance with a coher
ent sequence of actions. This requires subjects (the
elements, platforms, and even sensors or weapons),
objects (the action’s receivers) and verbs (the actions
themselves). The hierarchy within the cluster (the
brain or brains, the presence of the command ele
ment on the battlefield through an in-place manage
ment element) will then be able to interpret the en
vironmental changes and transmit orders to the
subordinated parts following the main schema of
the F2T2EA kill chain. The tactical expression of each
function may be interpreted as a contextual skill for
one or more of the participants.
These linguistic options are expressed mainly in the
brevity words glossary, the APP-7, for those communi
cations that are speech-based and that, beyond
orders transmission, pass information about tactical
contexts. Note that each brevity code word is labelled
in accordance with the contextual ‘ownership’ of the
term, which may belong, through standards, to one or
more services. This means an inter-service cluster with
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Figure 4: Birds, operating as a platform of platforms, are synchronized to achieve a common effect.

a certain degree of machine-to-machine communica
tion may have to renew efforts to develop adequate
data quality, while overcoming cultural, national and
technical differences when designing the communi
cation skills (channel and code-based) among two
different platforms and, through interfaces, between
machines and humans in the loop.
3.3.3 Wireless Clusters,
Wireless Reins of Command
The clusters formed in the coming decades may
perform in a similar way to the ones offered in the
‘organism’ example. The off-board platforms, sensors
or weapons, complementing or supporting a main
platform through wireless means, will execute func
tions managed from other neighbour platforms, and
cluster formations and orchestration will be dynami
cally dictated by a criteria of optimality regarding the
desired effect.
The potential realized by this type of behavioural data
exchange could result in a complete redesign of a
typical strike package, or even rethinking the way the
entire ATO cycle is built and implemented. Regardless,
this allocation of forces integrating talking machines
will demand a new, more mature structure permitting
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flexible topologies. Some of the orders will be auto
mated, and the human presence in the loop restricted
to certain management functions, so these clusters
will become a semi-automated team.
In order to attain a proper C2 structure that is able to
form optimal topologies, orchestrate these hierarchi
cal and multifunctional tools and affect the environ
ment with a high degree of automation while still be
ing man-controlled, we must first visualize the next
step in C2 maturity before we can achieve it.

3.4 Platforms of Platforms
Today, air mission planners decide how to shape the
options concerning necessary Air Power Roles / func
tions needed to accomplish the mission. Because plat
forms today operate as individuals in the battlespace,
the planners also develop the airspace necessary to
accomplish those tasks, making sure the assets are co
ordinated, de-conflicted, and distributed by function.
In an eerily similar manner as the ‘arrow flock’ in Figure 4,
the US DoD (Department of Defense) Strategic Capa
bilities Office and Naval Air Systems Command recently
tested micro-UAVs deployed from F-18 Super Hornets.
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103 Perdix drones were released and then self-synchro
nized (see next Chapter) to execute 3 mock missions.
In the future, there is a potential for certain assets to
overcome spatial segregation by executing this air
space development function in the air during the
mission, rather than having airspace pre-determined
and pre-selected for a specific mission role. Could
Perdix or a similar cluster of elements be considered
a single platform operating in its allocated, self-deconflicted battlespace?

Due to the complex nature of combat, Perdix are not
pre-programmed synchronized individuals, they are
a collective organism, sharing one distributed brain
for decision-making and adapting to each other like
swarms in nature. Because every Perdix communicates and collaborates with every other Perdix, the
swarm has no leader and can gracefully adapt to
drones entering or exiting the team.
William Roper
Director Strategic Capabilities Office, US DoD

3.4.1 Clouds of Clouds, Platforms of Platforms
The developers refer to Perdix as a ‘collective organism’,
which assumes that this organism has an embedded
or connected C2 feature that enables its operation
within a wider tactical net. Bertrand Russell’s paradox
explains that a set of books is not a book. This makes
this set of books a ‘normal’ set, but an ‘abnormal’ set
is a set, which is also a member of itself. For example,
a bag containing bags is a set defined by the class of
all its elements. A set of abstract ideas is an abstract
idea itself. A set of clouds is a cloud if (metaphori
cally) the cloud commander has control over selective
cloud performances without spatially segregating the
cloud’s parts.
A set of aircraft is obviously not an aircraft. Nevertheless,
different off-board or third party platforms connected
through a solid, robust wireless protocol may be aggre
gated through connectedness within unrestricted battle

space (and not only airspace, as it may include ground
and sea spaces). It may, as a set, perform as a single
entity by aggregation of Mission Computers (MC) in a
mesh or partial mesh topology, computers which will
communicate with each other by transferring semanti
cally compatible data. Moreover, communication may
happen not only between brains (MC to MC or brainto-brain) but also to generate steering orders to com
ply with the common motion policy of the cluster (MC
to Flight Control Computers [FCC], or brain-to-fin).
Nowadays, the MC to MC (Multifunctional Information
Distribution System [MIDS] to MIDS) interface, which
exchanges battlespace awareness through datalinks,
exemplifies the brain-to-brain concept. Brain-to-fin is
exemplified by a platform’s brain talking to another
platform’s fin, resulting in an action, in the form of a
steering input, being generated from a command by
the first platform’s brain (computer).
In this instance, the resulting cluster can be consid
ered a single platform. Although physical cables do
not connect them, they are obviously connected
within this networked environment. In this base, the
brain-to-fin model generates motion policy.
Furthermore, every cluster needs a hierarchy in order
to maintain decision rights at the appropriate com
mand level. A swarm of bees is not a bee, despite the
fact that it behaves like a single organism concerning
certain common functions. A swarm of interconnected
dissimilar platforms, or a cluster of elements transfer
ring data to each other is neither a plane nor a missile
nor a RPA, but as a system, it can orchestrate a certain
number of functions through self-synchronization and
‘cloud’ against the opponent.
1. Such as AWACS or other C2 node.
2. Olsen, Megan M. ‘Variations on Stigmergic Communication to Improve Artificial Intelligence and
Biological Modelling’. Partial fulfilment of Ph. D. requirements diss. University of MassachusettsAmherst. Dissertations. Paper 477. (2011) http://scholarworks.umass.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
cgi?article=1478&context=open_access_dissertations [29.11.2015].
3. Scharre, Paul. ‘Robotics on the Battlefield Part II. The Coming Swarm’ Center for a New American Security. [e-report] Available at: https://www.cnas.org/publications/reports/robotics-onthe-battlefield-part-ii-the-coming-swarm [13.11.2015].
4. Laird, Robbin.‘The Weapons Revolution Continues: MBDA Shapes a Way Ahead for Strike Platforms
in the Kill Web’. SLD Info, Oct. 2016. [online] http://www.sldinfo.com/the-weapons-revolutioncontinues-mbda-shapes-a-way-ahead-for-strike-platforms-in-the-kill-web/ [10.10.16].
5. Both publications are classified ‘NATO Restricted’.
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CHAPTER 4
Communication and
Talking Machines
This Chapter will review several fundamentals of
communication and associate them with certain
bio-models operating in continuous, non-segregated
spaces. It will also identify self-synchronization as the
ability of an agent to perform certain functions co
ordinated in intent, time, and space with other (battle
space) entities.

necessary to understand the menu of activities each
machine can display in each state. Then, correspon
dence among them can be established to form the
proper subsets for each task.
As this chapter refers to different evolutionary systems
belonging to different disciplines, for the remainder of
this discussion, the word ‘agent’ will define each one
of the elements within that system. These agents will
be approached as a set of elements or platforms that
may conduct actions and demonstrate behaviour
across time and space.
4.1.1 How FSMs Work:
the Turnstile Example

4.1 Talking Agents:
Multifunctional Environments and
Finite State Machines (FSM)
A Finite State Machine (FSM) is a machine or agent cap
able of different behaviours based on certain states. If
dissimilar platforms are going to cloud together, it is
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Multifunctional machines can be complex. Conse
quently, a cluster of multifunctional machines attempt
ing to self-synchronize through automation might
result in poor performance due to excessive com
plexity, especially when involving hierarchical pat
terns of communication.
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An example may offer a helpful perspective: Consider
a turnstile as an agent that displays ‘locked’ behaviour
until it meets the threshold ‘insert ticket’. The turnstile
then transitions to the second state of ‘unlocked.’ Once
the turnstile is used (new threshold), the state becomes
‘locked’ again.
The basic role of the turnstile in an urban metro / sub
way system is to filter access. It therefore has only two
main functions: to either facilitate or deny access. If a
person without proper access rights (a ticket) tries to
access the system, the turnstile remains locked. This is
how a set of turnstiles or barriers operate when moni
toring humans: coupling spatially and ordering the
flow in toll ways, metros, airports and other facilities,
but always featuring these two distinct states, ‘locked’
and ‘unlocked’.
Motion policy for the network may be generated by
the turnstile in the form of a timing feature between
state changes, i.e. how often the turnstile will let an
approved user pass the checkpoint so as not to over
load any critical node is a method for controlling flow
of commuters, like traffic lights also do. The coupling
of turnstiles and other agents within the system to
control this motion policy (spatial movement of users
[people]) requires a certain level of communication
and coordination in order to manage this motion
policy (to rapidly and selectively separate authorized
and unauthorized movement within the spatial bound
aries of the system).
Amongst other reasons, humans have orchestrated
the turnstile function in this manner to avoid satura
tion as rush hour commuters arrive to the boarding
station. If the turnstiles did not exist, it could mean
that some areas of the system would collapse or in
truders would gain access. This drives the need for a
control mechanism to coordinate efficient own force’s
motion policy for the entire system.
Taken together, these spatial limits and the desired
motion policy of the different cooperative agents
(commuters, trains and turnstiles) within that specific
network space are critical in the selection of the type
of topology to use when developing the network.

In a complex environment, such as metro systems in
modern cities, turnstiles share spaces and work with
computers, biometric sensors and humans to control
the flow of human traffic. Communication makes it
possible to connect a simple agent, such as a turnstile
designed for physical access acceptance or denial, to
a complex database shared by other agents and man
aged by humans supported by a software-based De
cision Support Systems (DSS). The turnstile does not
decide by itself, rather it decides (takes action) utiliz
ing actionable information against a decision tree pro
vided in advance by a manager, which can be either
human (man-in-the-loop) or software-based at that
specific level.
4.1.2 The Foraging Ants:
Similar Agents Acting as FSMs
In his paper ‘Emergence of Temporal and Spatial Syn
chronous Behaviours in a Foraging Swarm’ presented
to the European Conference of Artificial Life, Cheval
lier discussed the swarming behaviour of spike ants.
Chevallier’s1 scientific model, inspired by the foraging
behaviour of spike ants recreated in a 2D simulation,
involves three states: foraging (active), sleeping (inac
tive), and observing (ready to activate-collecting in
formation). Thus, the spike ants may be considered
FSMs with three possible states.
Similar to the turnstile ‘state’ example above, these
changes are normally deterministic, i.e., they do not
contain random development of future states within
the system. At this level, the spike ants will show cer
tain temporal and spatial coupling in the transitions.
This means they self-organize to determine when
they should rest, observe, or forage. Additionally, they
determine their own movement for these activities,
similar to humans in big cities trying to avoid rush
hours. The benefits of synchronous foraging are in
versely proportional to the consequences of asyn
chronous foraging, which could mean increased
chances for collision and reduced foraging time.
Now consider the presence of an intruder (action
able information) in the spike ants’ ecosystem. The
ants would have to develop a fourth state, defending
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(active), in addition to the other three states. For this
single agent-based (ants) model, states and thresh
olds are modified by the interaction with the other
ants and by the environmental dynamics. This inter
action results in new conditions, which are then fol
lowed by new actions and associated motion.
Imagine that the spike ants are not able to provide
defence against the intruder and a third party (nonant) can do it in exchange for potential support that
one of the three ants’ states may offer. If cooperative
non-ant FSM agents are able to develop behaviours
(states) which support the ants, a functional set may
be developed which outlines this relationship, includ
ing the requisite state changes necessary to result in
the desired outcome.
It was previously discussed that many Perdix agents
can be considered a single platform. Eventually, a cer
tain group of different agents (some displaying more
complex functions, and some more basic) will evolve
its pattern of collective behaviour. This occurs in part
as a consequence of successful mutations generated
by Darwinian competition against a common threat.
It is also a consequence of the interaction with other
potential symbiotic allies that perform dissimilar func
tions in their own interest but which also provide
common benefit. The combination of the two facili
tates co-evolution of the disparate Perdix agents into
more symbiotic parts of the larger whole.
4.1.3 Identification: Friend or Foe
Basic FSMs are sub-parts of more complex systems.
Analogously, Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) is a tool
which utilizes track interrogation (with a return signal
in the form of actionable information) to facilitate
Combat ID actions at the Tactical level. In this case, the
IFF network of sensors detects intruders within a pre
defined airspace, and although a certain level of auto
mation is technically feasible today, the majority of IFF
information is still entered manually for use by other
elements of the network. Furthermore, changes between
IFF ‘states’ are done manually through turning the appro
priate knob. The most common states for IFF are ‘inter
rogate,’ ‘stand-by’ and ‘off.’ IFF allows for identification
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through communication (interrogate-reply) to a variety
of platforms sharing a communications plan. Thus,
when the reply (next intruder) results in a change in
the environment, a new action in terms of motion
policy and / or the execution of other functions may
be taken (defend against next intruder, activate a new
sensor for correlation, or even fire). Metaphorically, the
IFF would be a type of communication-based subagent / sensor utilizing a similar state policy to that of a
more sophisticated ‘turnstile’.
A classic example is when interrogation demands fur
ther ID actions to determine whether or not the intruder
is hostile. In this case, other on-board or off-board tools
(system sub-parts) will add their Finite States to this ad
hoc network/cluster to complete the required func
tional menu, and once the determination is made, to
successfully complete the response action.
In a complex system, an IFF interrogator does not nec
essarily have to be physically collocated with the plat
form that will complete the engagement. Even if the
IFF interrogator is generally a mission essential tool in
accordance with the standards for a Counter Air asset,
an intruder can be labelled as hostile based on offboard / third party IFF information (in addition to other
required behavioural features) and the engagement
could be completed by a non-equipped IFF platform
through correlation. In this case, the non-IFF platform
will act as an off-board weapon of the interrogatorequipped platform, or as an off-board sensor of the
shooter, as long as they are voice or data networked.
4.1.4 Oxpeckers, Zebras, and Ostriches:
Dissimilar Agents
Consider the savannah as a complex system (or com
plex ecosystem). In nature, this intricate interconnec
tivity amongst sub-parts also exists within the sym
biotic (mutualistic) relationship shared by oxpeckers,
zebras and ostriches. Oxpeckers not only clean the
zebras, but also fly and alert the zebras when pre
dators approach, like a Radar Warning Receiver (RWR)
does for an aircraft. Ostriches (smell and see) and
zebras (smell and hear) also federate their sensors
to cover wider threat spectrums, identify friendly and
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factor hostile agents within their sensor range and
provide warnings across the network to other friendly
agents. The three types of agents may be viewed
as an Integrated Defence System based on a simple
harmonization of four basic states: ‘resting’, ‘foraging’,
‘observing’, and once a threat presence is detected
over a threshold (stimulus), ‘escape’ (response to the
threat). Each state will feature different functions in
each species / agent.

4.2 Stigmergic Communication
This section will describe internal communication
mechanisms embedded in the aforementioned eco
systems or models, where a level of multifunctional
cooperation within the animal kingdom is possible
through Stigmergy. Francis Heylighen in his paper ‘Stig
mergy as a Universal Coordination Mechanism: com
ponents, varieties and applications’ defines Stigmergy
as ‘a communication-based coordination mechanism,
in which the trace of an action left on a medium stimu
lates the performance of a subsequent action’.2
The oxpecker-zebra-ostrich example explains Stig
mergy from the perspective of a multi-agent co
ordination mechanism that relies ‘on information ex
change through a shared environment.’3 Each agent
would incorporate a different threat sensor or inter
rogator, federating their different capabilities across a
broader spectrum than the individuals could alone
through communication. This multi-agent coordina
tion illustrates the environmental change, the signal,
the action and the multi-agent cooperation present
in a case of stigmergic communication within a net
work. Animals and insects organize and align their
states with both similar agents and dissimilar species
in functional schemas, demonstrating different topol
ogies for actions such as foraging or defence, with
the associate motion policy and spatial distribution.
Stigmergic motion and communication are relevant
based on prior allocation of decision rights (pre-defined
automatic responses).
Stigmergic communication is related to the capability
to interpret the current systemic ‘stage and state’ of

the group performing a task. Through stygmeric com
munication, agents are also able to transmit environ
mental changes that may induce state changes in the
other agents. The ‘task’ factor is introduced virtually in
Stigmergy, as the communication patterns and codes
are pre-briefed and shared.4
Stigmergy is based on messages deposited in a shared
environment and perceived by others through local
interaction and interpretation. As the environment
changes, (intruders, weather or other variables ac
quired by the agent’s sensors), the signalling tech
nique (signalling understood as the sensorial expres
sion in the form of actionable information that will
facilitate the emergent strategy) must be semantically
connected with the best common payoff for the local
agents and for the whole system. Extrapolation of this
model indicates the potential for this to be exported
to clusters of dissimilar machines through the devel
opment of a script of the proper cause-effect algo
rithms for each given circumstance.
For the purpose of this study, stigmergic communica
tion will be considered as the transfer of information
that automatically reduces conflict, augments shared
awareness and manages supported and supporting
agents for the completion of a common plan among
cooperative platforms. Leveraging the observations
of Stigmergy in the animal kingdom, a similar mecha
nism will likely eventually transfer to the machine-tomachine symbols and icons automatically exchanged
through datalink protocols.

Stigmergy can be defined as a mechanism of indirect
coordination in which the trace left by an action in
a medium stimulates a subsequent action. It then
analyses the fundamental concepts used in the definition: action, agent, medium, trace and coordination.
Stigmergy enables complex, coordinated activity with
out any need for planning, control, communication,
simultaneous presence, or even mutual awareness.
Francis Heylighen
Evolution, Complexity and Cognition Group
Vrije Universiteit Brussel
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4.2.1 The Mechanics of Stigmergy:
Decentralized Execution
Decentralized execution is the delegation of execution
authority to responsible and capable subordinate com
manders to make on-scene decisions that exploit
opportunities in complex, rapidly changing or fluid
situations.5 The communication profile adopted by
certain species has an embedded feature, a sign that
leads to collective benefit without the continuous
validation of a command authority or a controller.
Under this profile, execution is fully decentralized
but still highly effective. Signalling may appear in
the form of a quantitative mark in the environment
(a measurable amount of pheromones, for instance)
or as part of a coded set of signs (qualitative Stigmergy).
Upon reception, agents will change state and execute
their programmed functions accordingly. This can
generate robust, complex, intelligent behaviour at the
system level.6
This means a pair of agents can organize their
contextual tactics to match a common strategy
without the presence of a decision maker / tactical
manager or needing a rigid command / decision
hierarchy. Some features of the current datalink pro
tocols, like the auto-sorting among similar fighter
aircraft, use qualitative Stigmergy to suggest proper
de-conflicted air-to-air targeting. In military terms,
there would be a correspondence among the
environment, the agent, the communication, the
action generated in the receptor and the Com
mander’s intent. Contrarily, the Commander of the
zebra-ostrich-oxpecker cluster does not even have
to exist to successfully orchestrate their defensive
display behaviour.
Note that, through Stigmergy, the supporting-sup
ported relationship does not mean a rigid hierarchy,
as it is emergent and contextual. These relationships
may be self-synchronized from the bottom to the top
and will contribute to a specific and measurable com
mon payoff. In the case of the aforementioned zebraostrich-oxpecker ecosystem, the symbiotic payoff of
the respective agents in the network is s ecurity for the
non-flyers and nourishment for the flyers.
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This example highlights that different technological
generations may integrate in the same clusters. In
other words, an increased maturity in communication
will allow for clusters of multifunctional machines to
automatically select the best combination of sensor
usage and the best choice of weapons in a de-con
flicted space. If a mechanism federates the ‘what’,
‘where’, and ‘when’ sensors and weapons are used
within these local interactions, control is distributed,
as the ‘who’ will be contextual.
The synchronization matrix that structures the differ
ent mission factors would still exist, but sustained by
parallel actions and automatically triggered once the
environmental alterations dictate state changes in the
different platforms. Furthermore, this sets the stage
for a future discussion regarding aircraft (agents) of
various technological capability functioning, within
the same network, to work together to achieve the
larger team’s desired effect.

4.3 Stigmergic Coverage
4.3.1 Communication and Orchestrated Motion
The challenge is to imagine how dissimilar platforms
within a cluster can couple their manoeuvre through
enhanced communication when sharing a task, espe
cially when the teams are formed by manned and un
manned assets from different services and environments.
Spike ants were previously presented as Finite State
Machines with three possible states. Note that this
particular study was based on a single species display
ing simplistic rules and behaviours. Threat presence
within the spike-ants system was introduced to ex
plain how the competition fundamentals would in
clude new ants’ functions or third party options. If the
ants evolved to incorporate certain IFF-like interrogat
ing ability, they would obtain a reactive reply (fight
or flight). Upon reaching a threat threshold, offensive or
defensive states could then be incorporated to their
FSM construction to react and survive. The different
ant allocation diagrams show a specific behaviour in
the transitions between states (Figure 1), behaviour
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Figure 1: Chevalier et al. research on spatial distribution of Spike ants considered as three-state FSMs.
Three behavioral regimes emerge in the population:
(A) Asynchronous, (B) Synchronous aperiodic and (C) Synchronous periodic.
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Figure 2: Distance and direction to the feeding stations are coded in the bees waggle dance. This ‘dancing
function’ marks the environment and allows for collaborative detection, decision-making and subsequent
exploitation of food resources through an orchestrated motion policy, similar in the usage of external references
to aircraft operating under broadcast control.
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expressed in the Rajnbar-Sahraei experiment (Figure 3)
in a certain spatial distribution and motion policy with
respect to the intrusion and to the other three functions.
Spatial and temporal couplings are enhanced by com
munication when swarming. That is also the conclusion
of Chevallier et al. when measuring the emergence of
temporal self-organization featured by swarming spike
ants.7 The spike ants mark the terrain as they move,
communicating the ‘where’ and ‘when’ the distributed
force should exert certain ‘what’ functions.
For example, Seeley8 discusses in his paper ‘Group
Decision-making in Swarms of Honey Bees’ how bees
use what could be called a bullseye reference system
when determining the best place to look for flowers
to pollinate. Drones fly in all directions from the hive,
and upon return, report to the hive by marking the
environment through a dance, incorporating the sun,
the hive, and the food target in the dance’s geometry
to inform the other bees. The next series of drones
are then re-aligned to make use of the information
provided earlier, and in short order, the bees have re
fined and maximized the efficiency of the drones via
stigmergic communication.
This could be extrapolated to the functions of Air Power
and manifest in the form of stigmergic communications
forcing state changes to employ functions across the
force (kinetic and non-kinetic engagements, active and
passive sensor employment, electronic attack, directed
energy and others). These functions, through manage
ment, mark the spatial and temporal flow of the cloud,
which moves with a single meaning (executing the mo
tion policy of choice) under a distributed effort. Further
examples of different agents’ (biological and mechanical)
self-synchronizing functions through stigmergic com
munication are provided in the following Chapters.
4.3.2 Extrapolation to Tactical,
Hyper-connected Platforms
Across the animal kingdom various examples exist of
stigmergic communication. Whether it is bees, ants,
fish or birds, each communicate within their swarm to
synchronize motion policies to other members (agents).
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Extrapolation from the animal kingdom to modern,
interconnected weapons and sensors (as part of an
‘air power social structure’) may apply if these modern
platforms are considered agents clustering together
in a competitive environment.
In this Air Power social structure, the role played in
alignment, attraction, and mutual support by Ground
Based Air Defence (GBAD) platforms, like the Patriot
or the Norwegian Advanced Surface to Air Missile
System (NASAMS), or airborne platforms, like the F-35,
may be viewed ‘in terms of flocking and schooling,’9
defensive motion policies within the animal kingdom.
These systems will ‘mark’ the battlespace as they fight,
generating new, emergent spatiotemporal patterns
consisting of the best (efficient and effective) fighting
topology for each context incorporating an optimal
coverage algorithm, as per the cloud metaphor. In this
flexible, communication-based scenario, the available
battlespace may not be large enough for segregation
of these modern sensors and weapons due to their
increased range and performance. This requires a con
ceptual transition from segregation to synchronization
of battlespace utilization.
To put this in context of NATO doctrinal terminology
and associated brevity words (APP-7), if some ants (de
fenders) had a chance to repel the intrusion, the most
suitable agent will automatically ‘delouse’10 the threat
affecting the more vulnerable agents, and the motion
associated with this engagement would automatically
induce de-confliction orders to the rest of the team.
A research team at the Maastricht University’s Swarm
Lab discussed spatial motion in swarm networks in
their paper ‘A Multi-Robot Coverage Approach based
on Stigmergic Communication’. In it, the term Voronoi
diagram is introduced to explain spatial distribution of
platforms operating in a swarm.
The Voronoi diagram of spatial partition of the plane
(upper panel in Figure 3) represents the boundaries
between the agents, coordinated through Stigmergy.11
Upon detection, the intruder (red mark) dictates a
change in the environment and forces the agents to
cross their state threshold in two manners:
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• First, agents may change their motion policy (repel
or attract), depending on the function of the agents
with regard to intrusion. The defenders will be at
tracted to the red X and the more vulnerable agents
repelled (self-preservation).
• Second, agents may change their agreed bound
aries for de-confliction after the new motion policy is
in-place and the proper intruder response action
is implemented.
Once the intruder is detected, the neighbourhoods of
each agent around the intruder become smaller so
as to permit effective identification and to prepare for
proper action.

© Bijan Ranjbar-Sahraei and Gerhard Weiss, Maastricht University

Figure 3 represents three steps of the Ranjbar-Sahraei
et al. experiment.12 It illustrates the evolution of the
stigmergic coverage executed by a multi-robot group
before and after an intruder is detected. The agent’s
function is to maximize coverage through feder
ation, to execute effective intruder detections and to
avoid collision. These functions will dictate the team’s
motion policy.
This multifunctional scenario featuring an intrusion
can be readily extrapolated to battlespace distribution
and platform behaviour when dealing with weapons,
sensor and communications coverages, distance to
friendly and foe platforms, hostile range, weather and
terrain, available space and routes and reactive ma
noeuvres, among other factors. In fact, an example of
machine-based, optimal spatial management (ALPHA),
based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) within a group of
flocking fighters, is already available for combat simu
lation, and is discussed in Chapter 8.
4.3.3 Agent De-confliction in a Continuous Space
Figure 3: Voronoi diagram – A 3 panel overview of
machines conducting ‘surveillance’ according to
a fixed motion policy (angular speed and a basic
collision avoidance algorithm) and their resultant
defensive repositioning using stigmergic communi
cation upon detection of an intruder (the Red X).11
Note the adjustment to allocated space for each
agent dependent upon the new state.

Voronoi-based techniques depict how optimal cover
age can be achieved through a multifunctional swarm
to validate Chapter 3’s ‘platform of platforms’ concept.
These techniques associate spatial regions (see Figure 3
and Figure 4) to each agent, and each agent may be
come a functional On-Scene Commander (OSC) of a
certain number of spatial regions attached to a spe
cific function involving motion, sensors or weapons.
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Figure 4: A 3-D representation of a Voronoi-based cell distribution featuring each platforms available space.

For the function ‘avoid collision,’ every machine will
stick to its Voronoi cell. For other functions, cells may
be shared through mutualism, and federated through
sensors and weapons employment. Each agent will
then oversee the execution of the supported / sup
porting functions within a given period of time.
Once the environment is altered, an agent will change
its state and mark the change through signals. When
sensed, other agents will adopt an updated motion
policy with respect to their own motion boundaries
and overall spatial environment. Each agent will avoid
conflict with its neighbour agents (in motion, sensor
and weapon employment) while giving continuity to
the collective task. The cluster of robots incorporate
certain characteristics of a topological space (see
Chapter 6) and solve conflicts, such as collision, fratri
cide, or double (inefficient) targeting of an environ
mental reference or target. When competition arises
(an adversary agent is encountered), if targeting is not
possible either through the agent’s evolution (devel
opment of an agent’s new function) or through mutu
alism (symbiotic alliances with other agents who al
ready have this function), a cluster unable to adapt
and develop the targeting function will become inef
fective and the mission will fail.
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A desirable condition for optimal communication archi
tectures is nodelessness. If collision or fratricide can be
avoided by automated machine-to-machine communi
cation without a directing or controlling element, single
points of failure are avoided, a much better output is
expected and victory is possible. A node is a point that
centralizes and redistributes the flow of communication
across a network. Agents exerting stigmergic communi
cation maintain the three local conditions of continuity,
convergence and connectedness (see Chapter 6) dur
ing task completion, even if an agent leaves the com
munity. The stigmergic coverage causes the agents
to adapt dynamically to the available or desired space,
redistributing assignments and displaying the optimal
topology while avoiding single points of failure through
self-healing motion policies. The concept of motion
policy as Continuous Airspace in a new C2 structure will
be further analysed in the next Chapter.

4.4 Airspace-Battlespace Considerations
4.4.1 Is the ACO a Voronoi Spatial Model?
The Voronoi model above demonstrates the ability
to re-allocate spatial distribution of the force to
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New geometry of battlespaces, when machine-to-machine synchronized.

a ccommodate changes in agent functions. Airspace
today operates in a similar manner, albeit with two
significant differences. First, changes in airspace
allocated to an agent are not done through stig
mergic communication; rather they are executed
through a time intensive manual method. Secondly,
even if a Voronoi diagram could be the most re
strictive representation of an Airspace Control Order
(ACO), with small, segregated Airspace Control Mea
sures, (ACMs), it only refers to the individual m
 otion
policy of each asset or formation (airspace allocation
only), and does not fully account for the collabo
rative employment of sensors and weapons across
that same airspace.
An abstract of airspace / air warfare for the Voronoi
partition would result in a 3D composition of the
airspace-ground / sea spaces shared by a specific

cluster of ISR aircraft / High Value Assets (HVAAs)/
Fighters / Defenders and Surface-based missiles. Sen
sors and weapons ranges would dictate the geo
metry of the interceptors’ regions. Defensive ranges
and escape routes would configure the airspace re
gion where the protected platforms would be de
fended from the intruders’ weapons. All engagement
zones, stop lines, and BENO lines (Be No further than)

would be coordinated real-time, machine-to-machine,
through self-synchronized data transfer in accord
ance with the whole cluster’s optimal motion policy.
As discussed earlier, a transformation in the mecha
nism by which NATO manages airspace from segre
gation to integration is required to leverage the selfsynchronization capabilities of modern and future
platforms.
4.4.2 Dynamic
Airspace Allocation
A similar solution, based on technological innovation
and the elimination of fragmentation, has been
undertaken by the Single European Sky Air Traffic
Management Research programme (SESAR) to avoid
airspace capacity shortages. In this case, civilian air
traffic lanes are dynamically opened, expanded, or
restricted to manage congestion of the network.

Although this is not via stigmergic communication,
analysis and execution decisions are conducted by a
human decision maker (air traffic control manager),
who is aided by a software-based DSS. The ‘Auto
mated Support for Dynamic Sectorization’ dynami
cally adapts the air traffic common motion policy to
the increasing demand within European skies.
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Self-synchronization (in military terms) is defined as
the: ‘Ability of a force to act in a manner coordinated
in intent, time, and space with other battlespace
entities, without being ordered to do so specifically;
synchronization of force entities without direction
from their commanders.’14
The Striker Brigade Combat Team Case
RAND Institute, 2005

4.5 Self-synchronization

© SESARJU

Figure 5: Screenshot. SESAR Dynamic Sectorization
varies hourly to adapt the airspace structure to the
real traffic flows.

However, if one were to accept a network where each
agent’s (aircraft) on-board computers could commu
nicate between agents, this traffic management func
tion could conceivably be passed from human man
ager to agent computers to manage themselves. This
is one of the initial theses for Dynamic Airspace Syn
chronization, applied to the civilian sector, which will
further be discussed in Chapter 10.
Further steps are being taken through Eurocontrol’s
‘Dynamic Airspace Configuration’ concept, or DCA in
Dynamic Mobile Areas (DMA). The project (Figure 5)
addresses research and development of dynamic air
space configurations to incorporate all airspace ele
ments – such as en route and terminal ATS routes,
conditional routes, airspace reservations and ATC
sectors – into new forms of airspace configurations
designed to be dynamically managed, to respond
flexibly to different performance objectives, which
vary in time and place.13
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With each platform spatially allocated in its Voronoi cell
(robotics example) or ACM (in today’s airspace alloca
tion), the most important part of efficient force man
agement is to decide dynamically who supports whom,
when, and with what functions. This decision pro
cess demands certain degrees of self-synchronization
of agents across the system in order to be effective.14
Similarly, literature on Network-Centric Warfare sug
gests the importance of self-synchronization. Emer
gent self-synchronizing behaviours are introduced
and analysed by many authors, and linked with the
agility and effectiveness of the military force. A deep
analysis of self-synchronization and Network-Centric
Warfare can be found in the paper ‘Military Self-
synchronization: An Exploration of the Concept’ by
Bezooijen, Essens and Vogelaar.15 In their publication,
the authors analyse the operation of entities in the
absence of traditional hierarchical mechanisms for
C2, linking shared situational awareness and mission
effectiveness, again in the form of MoEs. The texts
also link the term self-synchronization with the afore
mentioned evolutionary trends of multifunctional
packs or cluster.
In the previous SESAR example, all the platforms were
civilian aircraft within an air traffic system, i.e. similar
agents in the network. However, NATO ‘agents’ oper
ating in a complex and dynamic environment will not
necessarily be of a similar platform type and will there
fore have drastically different motion policies based
on the construction of the platform. Nonetheless, the
asymmetry of the cluster (the lack of similarity of the
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If two dissimilar platforms can meet in the battlespace
and are able to self-synchronize to achieve a basic
mutual support relationship,17 they can be viewed as
exchanging stigmergic communication. If they can
also avoid spatial conflict during motion and weapons
usage, they are also distributing the space in ac
cordance with stigmergic coverage. This ability to selfsynchronize is critical, and is a necessary step before
an evolutionary change in C2 can be achieved.
4.5.1 Evolution through Self-synchronization
Potential new behavioural trends are emerging from
local interaction of different aerial platforms that
com
municate through a given battlespace. Paul
Scharre18 affirms that robot swarms are a product of
design, while animal swarms are born from evo
lution. Machines or robots working together may dif
fer from biological swarms, but in effect, they may
operate in a similar manner in a given tactical con
text if they are considered FSMs able to phase their
different states and their associated functions in an
effective way to accomplish the task. Moreover, if
men and machines team together, they can be seen
to co-evolve, as the relationship between aircraft and
pilots has similarly evolved.
In the beginning of the aviation era, early aircraft dis
played basic states and functions and had few or no
options for pilot communication (e.g. hand signals
and single frequency radios). Through technological
evolution, current and future aircraft will not only fly
and project power, but will also manage other plat
forms, with a wide variety of functions, through
machine-to-machine data exchange. For example,
manned-unmanned teaming between Apache heli
copters and tactical RPAs is currently being devel
oped. In this example, the Apache manages the
RPAs, demonstrating an emerging application of this

© US Air Force, J. M. Eddins Jr.

elements) is introduced as an advantage, by Van Dyke
Parunak16 in his paper ‘Making Swarm Happen’. This
especially applies in contested environments, and
can also be appreciated in the case of a network with
a diverse symbiotic relationship but convergent to a
single goal.

concept. Further discussion on Manned-Unmanned
teaming as it relates to NATO’s current level of C2 will
occur in Chapter 7.

4.6 Swarms and Efficiency
Although the term swarm evokes images of Nanodrones flying in a fashion similar to bees, the elements
or components of swarming do not necessarily have
to be multiple similar machines flying together in a
close formation. Swarming can be viewed more sim
ply as the local interaction of two or more elements
with the ability to self-synchronize and create effects
that favour the entire team’s objectives.
The ability of individual platforms to create effects
beyond those for the benefit of the individual is
linked to the ability of the units in the network (players
on the team) to share information. The process and
evolution of air platforms swarming to create overall
team objectives can be seen by exploring the history
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of aircraft capability and mission effectiveness rela
tive to the amount of information brought ‘into the
cockpit’ by evolutions in computing power and data
links. The remainder of this section is devoted to pro
viding a foundation of terms and principles of this con
cept which will be further explored with case studies
and real world examples in the following section of
this report.
4.6.1 A Battlespace to Swarm
As a military option, swarming has several potential
meanings. This study includes all the potential Air Power
elements that could form the future cloud (manned
and unmanned, surface-based and airborne) under the
swarm umbrella to facilitate extrapolation.
Military swarming is primarily related to certain types of
modern weapons featuring wider sensor array and area
saturation. By design, it is based on local interaction,
a certain degree of emergent behaviour, mass (repre
sented by a number of elements), and shared or dis
tributed intelligence, all of which permit bottom-up
synchronization. A specific military definition is supplied
by Parunak,19 which refers to swarming as a ‘battlefield
tactic that involves decentralized, pulsed attacks.’ In
many cases, the term swarm connotes large numbers
of individuals that become ‘an intelligent whole.’ Riot be
haviour or even the massive presence of light weapons
associated with certain scenarios are examples of swarm
ing events among humans in recent history.
As exhibited in the Voronoi model (see Figure 3 and
Figure 4), integration of dissimilar platforms (defen
ders and avoiders in the spike-ant example) through
communication and functional distribution will en
hance the basic rules of repulsion (for collision avoid
ance) and attraction (for target engagement and neu
tralization).20 The end result is a state change of these
FSMs to adapt to the change in the environment.
Swarming models bring three main advantages to
the battlespace:
• First, swarming (when quantity is a goal in itself ) adds
clutter to both the adversary’s targeting process in
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the tactical arena and to its Observe, Orient, De
cide and Act (OODA) loop at command and man
agement levels.
• Second, the synchrony of the force is more rapid
(fluid) in transition: Attack and defence topologies
emerge from the common behaviour of all platforms
in a shapeless and formless way, like the ‘adaptive
water’ martial arts concept.
• Third: Swarming does not only entail multiple robots
flying together but also illustrates self-synchroni
zation between two or more elements in local inter
action. This is already happening at low levels through
the datalink protocols among clusters of platforms
sharing a community (aircraft in the strike package),
and it will soon enable automation of basic functions
among participating entities.
Today, some level of automated synchronization is
achieved through data transfer among modern plat
forms enabled by different link protocols and informa
tion exchange capabilities (such as MIDS, the interface
mentioned in Chapter 3 which exchanges battlespace
awareness through datalinks). This allows for qualitative-
based forms of swarming operations amongst the
limited number of platforms capable of communicat
ing in this manner.
4.6.2 Advantages of Swarming in
Military Applications
The advantage gained by self-synchronization is not
only due to the communication and information shar
ing achieved by the technical interface of the MIDS,
but through other means of connectivity, as well.
These new means (e.g. gateway communication
pods) feature fast connections for the Joint Force,
serving as network interfaces (even to man-portable
devices). This allows not only situational awareness
improvements, but also enables automatic and dis
tributed tactical support among dissimilar platforms
with different capabilities. The ‘gateway concept’ is the
wireless pre-condition for reaching the requisite level
of communication necessary to operate the joint,
distributed kill web involving wide battlespaces and
allowing for this early stage of ‘qualitative swarming’
applied to a Combined Joint force21.
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Furthermore, swarming introduces a better spatial dis
tribution of assets, functioning as an array with greater
sensor fidelity and weapon effectiveness within a giv
en area.22 This is already happening, especially within
5th generation assets, as they federate their sensors and
weapons through internal fusion engines at platform
level and through secure datalink at flight level.
Efficient spatial distribution of resources to enable
efficient mission accomplishment (in the form of col
laborative Stigmergy regarding platforms and sensors’
distribution) is obviously the goal of any operation,
but NATO must ensure, as this capability grows in the
future, that this swarm and its associated responses
are still controlled and supervised by command in
military applications. The ‘Unity of Command’ prin
ciple of joint air operations (AJP 3.3, 1 – 5) must pre
vail, while triggering the decentralized execution
aspect of these joint operations. Quantity, although
a quality in itself, may turn to be functionally undesir
able if the swarming colony becomes uncontrollable
and unmanageable22.
To approach a new C2 model for Air Power based on
air warfare communication in a networked environ
ment, this study considers the ‘swarming’ concept
from an algebraic perspective.

4.6.3 Quality vs Quantity:
Acceptable Ratios
Certain activities require quantity or high intensity
when the desired effect is achieved through satura
tion, but swarming doesn’t always equal quantity.
Some of the benefits of having high quantities
of swarming agents synchronizing functions may
affect the swarm’s efficiency and its management,
dependent on the ability of the network to ‘handle
the loa’.
However, insufficient agents in a multifunctional swarm
may jeopardize the effectiveness of the swarm. More
over, the required data processing, involving large
clusters of dissimilar platforms in complex tactical
contexts, would hamper management and C2 with
today’s processor’s speeds. Some complex weapons,
like the DARPA Gremlin’s concept (see Figure 6), con
sist of a number of synchronized unmanned plat
forms, which become a ‘platform of platforms’ inter
acting with other Air Power assets.23 This type of
system might base its effectiveness in quantity but,
due to the lack of releasable information, the C2
aspects of these systems are still uncertain and the
degree of ‘fire and forget’ of these systems is currently
unknown.
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Figure 6: DARPA depiction of a multi-platform aircraft swarm (Gremlin).

4.6.4 Mission’s AMR and Optimality
As this study has a critical assumption that communi
cation capability is tied to the achievable level of C2
maturity, the authors focused on measurements of
swarm performance stemming from communications
ability rather than those related to quantitative varia
tions in the swarm. Imagine a formation of fighter jets
that could increase their effectiveness against a given
threat through communication, not through increas
ing the number of aircraft. This would likely result in a
more efficient force allocation to address the threat.
Yet quantity (mass), as a principle of warfare, will re
main a component of any force allocation which must
be balanced against quality.
Quality and quantity, as well as efficiency and effective
ness, form an efficient equation resulting in a Pareto
optimal allocation (Pareto efficiency). This means that
none of the variations in the cluster size (adding or
subtracting elements) is possible without at least one
objective being affected adversely, including logistic
efficiency as an objective. If a quality increase is cheaper
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than a quantity increase, the option is clear. If two data
link-equipped aircraft achieve at least the same MoEs
as a non-datalink four-ship formation against an oppo
nent of a certain type and with a given risk level, the
new Pareto efficiency is 2 vs. 4, while before was 4 vs. 4.
For more information about quantity and quality bal
ances refered to different swarm topologies see Scharre,
‘Robotics on the Battlefield Part II: The Coming Swarm’24.
In tactical terms and in a competitive scenario, quan
tity and quality are approached from the Acceptable
Merge Ratio (AMR) perspective. The AMR is the ratio of
friendlies to adversaries within Factor Range (FR) and
balances the accepted risk with the compared quality
(technology and awareness) of the two opponent
aircraft and the quantitative logistic effort required. If
AMR is acceptable, the payoff can be expected to be
positive and the task initiated. If AMR is not accept
able, a quantitative or qualitative variation will be nec
essary, allowing for a better FSM cluster in terms of
MoP and MoE. The next Chapter will analyse, through
the use of models, how communication can enable
the evolution of Command and Control capability.
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Example F-15E Acceptable Merge Ratio in an Air-to-Air Role
AMR vs. Aware MIG-29

Negligible

N /A (don’t merge)

Low

> 2:1

Medium

2:1

High

1:1

Extreme

1:2 +
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Acceptable Level of Risk

Figure 7: Notional F-15E Acceptable Merge Ratio in an Air-to-Air Role based on Risk Level. The level of risk
acceptance in the left column drives the required ratio of friendly to adversary aircraft.25
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CHAPTER 5
Command and
Control (C2) Models
Engineering is quite different from science. Scientists try to understand nature. Engineers try to make
things that do not exist in nature. Engineers stress
invention. To embody an invention, the engineer
must put his idea in concrete terms, and design
something that people can use.
Y. C. Fung and P. Tong,
Classical and Computational
Solid Mechanics (2001)

5.1 Introduction to Models
A model is the representation of a system. Models are
vehicles for learning about the world. Thus, models
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may be used in solving or predicting the systemic
future of the C2 paradigm, especially if a trend of evo
lution has been detected and reflected in the future
model in terms of optimal maturity.
Conceptual models are widely used. The following six
factors are present in many communication models:
• Emitter: the agent transmitting the message;
• Receiver: the agent receiving the message;
• Channel: the medium for message transmission;
• Code: the language used in the message;
• Message: the information;
• Context: the meaning and utility of the message.
5.1.1 Why a Model?
Forming the optimal topology through platform allo
cation and proper function synchronization is not easy
and requires modelling and simulation. As a ‘complex
whole’ may be approached as a ‘complex system,’ a
model is useful to help determine the most appro
priate topology for a future Air Power network which is
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Figure 1: Maykish’s ‘Stages of Modern C2’ identified that improved communication was a common component
to advances in C2.

based on hyper connectivity. This will help define the
topology or series of topologies that best fit the de
sired outcome in terms of C2 maturity.

this study to extrapolate evolution in air power com
munication and its subsequent effect on Command
and Control.

Models utilize a flow of communication to allow an
alysis of its success or failure, which can be diagnosed
and measured, in order to assist prediction of causality
and effect. This Chapter will review different types
of models appropriate for analysis of Command and
Control and identify the predominant model used by

Resident within NATO’s recent military operations are
different structures for Command and Control. Some
are more oriented toward specific expeditionary op
erational environments, others are more tailored to a
unique or small mission, high responsiveness require
ments, or utilize a reach-back command structure.
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Therefore, this study, in an effort to avoid mission
creep (making the model fit the operation) or a par
ticular bias toward one particular model, will use a
baseline (non-military specific) model for compari
son of data regarding communication in the case
studies (Section III of this study) instead of existing
military C2 models. However, a brief examination of
different types of models is conducted to provide the
foundation for the relationship between C2 maturity
and communication.

a main characteristic of this C2 evolution: speed.
If maturity, as a concept, is related to an increase in
the ability to respond appropriately and more swiftly
as related to the environmental changes (increased
agility), a given C2 structure may be analysed ac
cording to these two variables to determine its level
of C2 maturity.
The C2 Maturity Model. Considering speed and
communication as indicators of maturity, one must
address two questions to proceed with analysis of a
given C2 structure:

5.2 C2 Models
Many definitions of Command and Control (C2) cover
various aspects of both command of forces, and the
related span of control over those forces. Although C2
is most frequently associated with military operations,
as Alberts et al. suggest1, specifically viewing C2 only
through the military lens creates a semantic problem,
as a variety of systems will manage new situations
by selecting some form of C2 without following the
classic schemas of military organizations. They suggest
that a more universally accepted way to view C2 is as
specifically linked to communications and, further
more, that different ways to view C2 are worthless
if they do not incorporate a means to measure the
presence of quality.2
5.2.1 Legacy Military
C2 Models
Paul Maykish analysed the evolutionary pattern of the
most noteworthy historical military C2 structures in
an article titled ‘C2 Rising’.3 He viewed historical oper
ations as campaigns rather than single tactical battles,
and identified the evolution in C2 as a trend based on
the orchestration of certain sub-functions displayed
by several notable military leaders, from Napoleon to
Moltke, to Dowding and Boyd.
These leaders were able to allocate the right class
and amount of assets with the proper C2 schema.
Maykish concludes in his paper that a trend of C2
evolution becomes evident through analysis of
the level of communication. Maykish then identifies
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• How will a robust and redundant networked envi
ronment affect the current C2 structures? In other
words, as communications speed increases, does
the current C2 structure contain sufficient capacity
to handle that level of information exchange or is a
level of saturation reached?
• What will the impact of hyper-connectivity be in the
current employment and further evolution of NATO’s
actual capabilities, platforms, and weapons?

The need for Operational Agility consists of speed,
resilience, security, networking, and Stratcom. This
is the basis for a C2 architecture.
General Mercier SACT
C2CoE Conference
Opening remarks, Norfolk, July 2016

5.2.2 The C2 Conceptual Space:
C2 Evolution
In the frame of the US DoD Command and Control
Research Program and the NATO System Analysis and
Studies (SAS-065), Alberts et al. proposed a Maturity
Model for network-enabled operations. The scope of
this SAS Panel study was to investigate the methods
by which operational capability can be provided and
enhanced through the exploitation of new tech
nologies, new forms of organization or new concepts
of operation.
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The analogy used by the authors of this NATO M
 aturity
Model is cartographic: ‘A maturity model is like a map,
it helps you to determine where you are relative to
where you want to go.’4 As the impact networked en
vironments will cause in the existing C2 structures is
uncertain, the use of a model will serve as a concep
tual tool to help locate and understand the ‘interme
diate destinations’ that these evolutionary trends will
meet once information age warfare changes the way
we plan and conduct operations.
5.2.3 NEC Maturity Model:
According to the NATO NEC (Network-Enabled Ca
pability) Maturity Model (see Figure 2), the potential
C2 structure of a teaming cluster can be projected
over three axes,5 which integrate the C2 approach
space. This space contains the factors affecting the

Figure 2: The NEC Maturity Model in 3 dimensions.

efficient and effective formation of new, task-oriented
topologies. These axes measure how the team works
together as a result of the achieved degree of collec
tive C2. Each axis acts as a grid to quantify evolution
in behavioural features, because of element inter
action and commander orchestration.
The following three axes will depict a theoretical model
of C2 maturity:
First Axis: Allocation of decision rights to the
collective. The first axis depicts a situation where
players (or assets) with disparate cultural values and
significant organization and management differences
can evolve from mistrust to a shared, robust, and flex
ible decision-making process within the team’s (or clus
ter’s) organization. At the highest level, players give up
their respective rights for the benefit of the endeavour

© Alberts et al. SAS Panel, Department of Defense
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as a whole. This feature is related to the strength and
validity of the team’s contracts and regulations, which
shape the team’s code of conduct, as well as the emer
gent behaviour of the players in light of these rules
and contracts.

For NATO, evolution along axis 1 would mean an in
creasing degree of integration in the political, military,
and social domains. This would be reflected in the
governing agreements of the Alliance and its three
core tasks.6

Mistrust amongst the team (confusion or ambiguity
amongst agents in the network) is diminished through
clear communication. In the real world, this trust issue,
even when discussing automated information ex
change between machines, can be a fundamental
challenge with NATO’s Alliance of 28 nations and mul
tiple services’ cultures. Of note, this study does not
discuss ‘need to know’ and ‘need to share’ architec
tures based on mutual confidence levels (trust) or
challenges arising from restrictive national security
policies. These are Axis 1 & 2 issues.

A change to the language interoperability of the Alli
ance to the point where all network participants con
versed at ‘native language speaker’ level would show
evolution on axis 2. This happens currently in some
multinational arrangements, like the Five Eyes agree
ment. Effecting a change along these axes when all
28 NATO nations are involved is not easy, as different
national, cultural and linguistic perspectives colour the
discussions which can take significant time to resolve.

Second Axis: Patterns of interaction and infor
mation-sharing behaviours among the entities of
the collective. This second axis describes a situation
where players with different communication compe
tences, capabilities, skills, and communicative options
can reduce uncertainty in support of the leader’s deci
sions. This feature is related to the players’ willingness
to interact through the generation of the proper com
municative context and code of choice.
Third Axis: Distribution of information among the
players. This final axis denotes a situation where the
information needed to accomplish required tasks is
readily available to each player. As the flow of relevant
information (quality and quantity of information)
within the C2 system is tangible, this axis can be con
sidered a team’s direct Measurement of Performance
(MoP), and is mainly related to the channel and code
of communication.
5.2.4 The Importance of the Third Axis
Of notable significance is the relative importance of
axis number three and its impact on the other two.
The first two axes imply a trend of evolution in the so
cial, political and cognitive domains in which the gra
dient of change (time) could be measured in terms of
human generations.
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The Connected Forces Initiative, or CFI, consists of
a ‘comprehensive education, training, exercise and
evaluation program’7 that matches evolving C2 fea
tures measured by axis 2 through training and edu
cation of NATO units and personnel, while the terms
of the Alliance Treaty, for example, belong to the ap
proach space designated by axis 1.
The third axis, however, lives in the conceptual region
of the information domain. The evolution of the hu
man element is predominantly affected by multiple
limiting factors, including beliefs, confidence, or inter
ests, and usually takes a significant amount of time. In
contrast, technologies within the information domain
have improved exponentially in only a few years and
with them, so has the Joint Force’s ability to com
municate. In other words, Computer Science walks
faster than Social Sciences, and it is pre-eminent in
the cloud formation.
Game theory suggests the tremendous impact com
munication has on cooperation among players.
Through an analysis of Flood’s Prisoner’s Dilemma,8
the level of cooperation and a lack of successful com
munication due to ambiguities are demonstrated
to be related. The Prisoner’s Dilemma explains how
the absence of communication leads to competition,
even within the same team, which generates devolu
tion. Better communication equates to higher mission
effectiveness, and the opposite is also true.
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Altering axis 3 by multiplying connectivity options,
like email did with respect to the classic postal sys
tems, would cause a pronounced effect as it would be
possible to ‘widen the channel,’ and connect the team
through universal sounds, icons and symbols (or con
ventional rules which shape the proper code). An ex
ample of this idea (even if a command element is not
allocated in the following case) is illustrated when
people engage (teaming) in online video games on
worldwide servers, sharing the rules and functions
written into the game itself, but not sharing a com
mon language or national culture. These games also
generate common motion policies, steering the play
ers of games like ‘Pokémon Go’ through the game’s
virtual interaction with the real-sensorial world. Even
though ‘Pokémon Go’ is not considered a ‘teaming’
game (rather, it is a single player game), options for lo
cal interaction and potential association of the players
are available via Bluetooth. Players only need a willing
ness to play together, according to an agreed upon
set of rules and a fast connection for the images to
flow across the network. The communication features
of the game are designed to facilitate universal inter
action regardless of the individual player’s language.
The NEC universal C2 model (see Figure 2) is an impor
tant result of the SAS Panel study and serves as the
foundation for C2 maturity discussions in this study.

5.3 The C2 Model: Maturity Levels

The lowest level (Conflicted C2) shows the region
where there is no cooperation among entities. This is
primarily because decision-making is broken down
into several stand-alone patterns. Essentially, ineffi
ciency, mutual interference, and conflict (even in kine
tic engagement) exist among two or more cooper
ative entities. A classic example of Conflicted C2 would
be a Joint Force where the services (Army and Air Force,
for example) do not coordinate their fires spatially or

© Crown Copyright

The three axes comprise five degrees of maturity,
which affect the universal C2 structures the team may
adopt. These levels are identified by the coloured
cubes within the larger grey cube in Figure 2.
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temporally. This may be caused by technical issues
(code, or channel issues), procedural shortfalls, or sim
ply a lack of will. A historical example of this level of
maturity would be the Falklands conflict in the 1980s,
where the Argentineans did not have a viable joint
plan, which resulted in separation and even conflict
amongst the services. The associated topologies in
such a situation will likely be fractured in several selfstanding bus or star diagrams.
Another common example of this is seen when differ
ent platforms utilize different units of measurement
(reference), for example, miles vs. kilometres. This re
sults in interoperability failure and operations are sub
sequently limited to the Conflicted level of maturity.
As one advances along the three axes simultaneously,
you reach different levels of C2 maturity, which demon
strate increased amounts of player interaction.
The second level, called ‘De-conflicted C2,’ is character
ized by geographic separation to avoid mutual inter
ference as the predominate method of coordination.
The chance of fratricide engagement is minimized or
suppressed, but there is no coordination of mission. A
good example of a De-conflicted C2 system is basic
Air Traffic Control (ATC) management, based on time
slots and spatial segregation without flexibility. The
associated topologies may consist of one well-struc
tured single star, tree or bus.
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when different entities or clusters of entities (a team
or different associated teams) exhibit the following
factors:9
1. Negotiating and establishing collective intent and
a shared plan.
2. Establishing or reconfiguring roles.
3. Coupling actions.
4. Rich sharing of non-organic resources.
5. Pooling of organic resources.
6. Increasing interactions in the Social Domain to raise
shared awareness.
Of note, exchanges of tactical information via datalink
affect factors (1) and (6) enormously. This is especially
true if an emergent opportunity (event) occurs during
the team’s performance, leading to dynamic tasking.
Then, these new terms of the game must be either
re-briefed or coordinated in real time, depending on
what level decision rights are allocated, regarding
function allocation and supported / supporting op
tions. This is directly related to axis 3’s variations, as the
volume of data exchange between players increases.
This is a result of synchronization of the players’ local
interactions through communication. As the rate of
data exchange increases, the potential for new activi
ties also increases exponentially. The resultant topol
ogy will be more mesh-oriented.

The third level, titled ‘Coordinated C2,’ shows patterns
of association in time and space, achieving limited
synergistic engagement among clusters, when a com
mon task is given. Returning to the prior example,
modern ATC techniques for dynamic airspace configu
ration and the flexible use of airspace make it possible
for the coalition of airspace users (civilian and military)
to perform better and achieve synergy by dynamically
activating and deactivating certain blocks of airspace.
Partial mesh topologies may appear, resulting in a hy
brid topology inspired by the prior ones.

Factors (1) and (6) show time and cycle compression
under data sharing. Factors (2), (3) and (5) may be con
sidered a consequence of the previous two factors and
show cooperative patterns through adaptive capabili
ties and execution of functions or tasks to achieve a
new supporting-supported relationship schema. This
allows for efficient and effective emergent, hybrid to
pologies, featuring mesh properties. Factor (4) is selfexplanatory. Today, the execution of Joint Dynamic
Targeting within a Coalition, with decision rights for
most dynamic engagement remaining at the higher
levels of command relayed through an Air Battle Man
ager, approximates this level of C2 maturity.

The fourth level of C2 maturity is called ‘Collaborative
C2,’ where the effect is greater than the sum of the
parts. This approach to effective C2 synergy results

The fifth and final step in C2 maturity is the ‘Edge,’
where the players dynamically overcome the spatial
distribution challenge and allocate multifunctional
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resources to best solve each contextual challenge
at machine-to-machine speed. Through the self-syn
chronization of their various functional activities, the
C2 system acts as a ‘platform of platforms,’ entering
the conceptual region of ‘swarming.’ Different multi
functional mesh organizations will be allocated, inter
connected, and self-synchronized.
5.3.1 Principles of Innovative C2
As expressed by Professor Dr. Jeff Reilly (Director Joint
Education, US Air Command and Staff College) at the
C2 Centre of Excellence annual conference (Norfolk
VA, July 2016), emergent mesh features present in his
principles of innovative C2 are:
1. Availability of distributed information, which allows
for integration of disparate capabilities and plat
forms through a network.
2. A continued human presence in the loop, to pre
vent transition from automated response to auto
nomous response.
3. The federation of clouds through cyber require
ments will result in a migration from a sensorialbased spectrum to a cyber-based spectrum. Com
manders will need to conform to a world in which
they cannot see or feel the environment prior to
making decisions, because the future environment
will move faster than those senses can react.
As Reilly stated, the speed of information transfer is
critical to integrating dissimilar platforms in such envi
ronments, but can be slowed by human involvement
in the process.

5.4 A Model for Evolutionary C2:
The Hypothesis
Leveraging the previous discussion of models, and rec
ognizing the link between speed, clarity and amount
of information transfer and the overall maturity of the

C2 structure, this study proposes that a future C2 model
relying heavily on unrestricted communications could
be framed within this hypothesis:
Network-oriented C2 and future warfare functions ex
ploiting the information domain will allow the Com
mander to dynamically reorganize the current func
tional and spatial distribution of Roles among aerial /
joint platforms and expedite task accomplishment.
A model based on the third axis of the NEC Maturity
Model (Distribution of information among the play
ers) appears to be the most suitable region of the
C2 approach space for short-term evolution. This as
sertion is based on the observation that NATO has
limited resources to address movement in the other
two axes, and realization of any movement, were it
desirable by all Alliance members, would likely take
generations to achieve. For example, in a few short
years datalink protocols have already solved imma
ture C2 features whose solution along axes 1 and 2
was not possible in previous decades. This contention
will be further demonstrated in Chapter 8 through
the analysis of aircraft performance during the TLP
flying course.

1. Alberts & Hayes. Understanding Command and Control. Produced by the Centre for Advanced
Concept and Technology, 2006. [e-version]http://www.dodccrp.org/files/Alberts_UC2.pdf
[01.12.2015].
2. Alberts et al. NATO NEC Maturity Model. Produced by the Centre for Advanced Concept and
Technology, 2010. p. 24 [electronic document] Available at: http://www.dodccrp.org/files/
N2C2M2_web_optimized.pdf [17.09.2015].
3. Maykish, Paul. C2 Rising: A Historical View of our Critical Advantage. Air and Space Power
journal, Jul. – Aug. 2014.
4. Ibid. 2, p. 35.
5. Ibid. 2, p. 48 ff.
6. As agreed to in the 1949 Washington treaty and subsequent guidance in NATO’s Political and
Strategic Context (most recently issued in 2010).
7. NATO’s Connected Forces Initiative. [on line] 2015. http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/
topics_98527.htm [22.10.2015].
8. Shubik, Martin. ‘Game Theory, Behavior, and the Paradox of the Prisoner’s Dilemma:
Three Solutions,’The Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 14, no. 2 (1970) p. 185 [e-version]
https://users.auth.gr/kehagiat/Research/GameTheory/05PapersAdvanced/Shubik1970.pdf
[01.12.2015].
9. Ibid. 2, p. 57 – 60.
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CHAPTER 6
Part II: Summary
and Conclusions
6.1 Summary
This section of the study examined the relationship
between platforms and sets and defined different to
pologies, which could be used to link those platforms
together to function as a true ‘platform of platforms’.
In the process of reviewing the evolution of gener
ations of aircraft, a link was established between those
platforms, their ability to pass information, certain biomimetic models, and the maturity level of Air C2.

formation management, which will augment future
machine-based operations. Communication trends
based on Stigmergy and several associated models
were considered for interdisciplinary extrapolation
between the animal kingdom and modern technolo
gies. Qualitative swarming of self-synchronized plat
forms was also examined.
The study then explored past and future C2 modelling
options, trends in the evolution of C2 and explained
how data transfer can improve tomorrow’s C2 archi
tectures within continuous airspace, where flexible
supporting / supported relationships would be highly
automated through data transfer.

6.2 Conclusions
The concept of the combat cloud was explored, not
as a reach-back capability, but as a visionary concept
outlining the utopia of cognitive computing and in
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The complexity of developing future Command
and Control options could be reduced through the
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adaptation of new terminology and examples that
allow for a better comprehension of the resulting
model. Considering the different elements of Air
Power as a set and viewing the different topologies
as systems and associated C2 options as new mecha
nisms for combining information may allow for im
proved future C2 capability. Speed of information
flow and clarity of information exchange may be im
proved by machine-to-machine communication. In
unrestricted battlespace, the different elements and
their associated spatial distribution may be seen as a
topological space in terms of Continuity, Connected
ness and Convergence.
Extrapolation from the animal kingdom to modern, in
terconnected weapons and sensors may apply if these
modern platforms are considered agents clustering
together in a competitive environment. As spatial and
temporal couplings are enhanced by communica
tion when swarming / flocking / schooling in these biomodels, hyper-connectivity among future platforms
will allow for self-synchronization of tactical activities
on the battlefield. New clusters of weapons and sen
sors may be dynamically formed, and new supportedsupporting relationships will emerge through machineto-machine communication.
This platform orchestration will include new motion
policies to reduce conflict and supress fratricide. Stig
mergy in the form of data exchanges among dissi
milar platforms will augment situational awareness,
tactical advantage and the force’s efficiency.
Therefore, the operational tempo may be increased
by decreasing and simplifying the number of human
interactions across the system of networks required
to achieve a certain effect (reduction in Boyd’s OODA
loop decision-making cycle time) by delegating to
machine level communication those iterations not re
quiring direct human management.
6.2.1 The Future Network is a Cognitive Machine
This future network has the characteristics of cog
nitive machine operations, approaching true Artifi
cial Intelligence (AI) and featuring enough resiliency,

bandwidth, and robustness to support the level of
data flow across the network. This is likely a gener
ational leap forward and therefore should not neces
sarily be applied to today’s aircraft, unmanned vehi
cles or other assets capable of exerting Air Power. This
network will link all joint assets together into one
cohesive battlespace to make best use of all avail
able assets in the Joint Force, at machine speeds, to
achieve an effect.
Clouding at the Edge level of C2 maturity may need
continuous and fluid battlespace. As the thesis pro
posed, the networked environment will allow the
commander to dynamically reorganize the current
functional and spatial distribution of Roles among
aerial / joint platforms through semi-automatic control
features. The ACMs will ‘follow’ the platforms in that
dynamic scenario.
Future Air Forces will be formed by elements that
communicate with each other in methods beyond
today’s standard voice calls or sign-based messages
(recognizing that even as this study is being written,
not all NATO aircraft are datalink compatible). A world
of real-time spatial synchronization through virtual
generation of airspace geometry and platform-toplatform steering inputs is envisioned and will likely
be realized in the next few years. A new nervous sys
tem of executive messages in the form of cueing or
direct orders to off-board platforms MCs and flight
controls, including data-linked weapons in this para
digm, will soon replace some of the current planning
and execution features.
6.2.2 Platforms Will Self-synchronize
to Coordinate Motion Policy
Some degree of coordinated motion policy will likely
be present among the cloud components, the plat
forms in the future network. This will require that fu
ture ACMs used for spatial reference and de-confliction
will be self-generated by each platform, be adaptive
to real time changes in airspace employment (weap
ons launches etc.), and be shared simultaneously
through the network with the rest of the network
participants. All of this will likely be done while those
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Individual particles self-synchronize to form a specific platform for a given task.

distributed, redundant nodes (platforms) self-syn
chronize and reorganize in order to accomplish the
assigned Air Power Core Roles.
6.2.3 The Integration Challenge: Modern and
Legacy Platforms Must Be Interoperable
Many of the challenges regarding 4th to 5th generation
integration are technical in nature and are likely to
evolve though national solutions. This derives from
national concerns about security protocols and infor
mation sharing. This implies that, for example, the dif
ferent F-35 user nations may solve integration issues
between the F-35 and their legacy fighters before
NATO determines a holistic method of integrating
Euro
pean based F-35s with neighbour European
4th generation platforms and, ironically, before there is
full integration among the 5th generation community
within NATO.
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Furthermore, human language has inherent ambi
guity between sender and receiver. However, be
cause of the clarity of communication provided by
machine-to-machine exchange across the network,
smart swarming platforms may find new patterns to
distribute their functional activities across their desig
nated roles / types of operations, whether supporting
other assets or receiving that support, without com
promising safety. The premise is that the control of
information, especially the control of the flow of in
formation (Continuity and Connectedness), will link
the subset of choice (Convergence) with the com
mand element, again shortening the decision time
line across the OODA loop.
With the capability of modern aircraft to process larger
amounts of data in real time, extrapolation to poten
tial future generations’ capability shows a clear link
between the data information exchange and the
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versatility and utility of these platforms. This is found
ed upon the ability to communicate data rapidly,
both by integrating information from its sensors and
by exchanging that same information with other
participants. The evolution in this communication
model shows a clear link to evolution in Command
and C
 ontrol frameworks.
As a consequence, the Alliance should look to maxi
mize the impact these aircraft have in the execution of
traditional Joint Air functions and sequence them
through the orchestration of different Core Roles ac
cordingly when the platforms ‘cloud’ their functions
together. Additionally, there will be a tangible benefit
realized in improved Tactical Command and CAOC ca
pabilities to exercise Command and Control as these
assets improve both the amount and clarity of infor
mation collected and sent back to the CAOC or to any
future C2 element.
6.2.4 The Evolution of C2: The Information
Exchange Capability of the Future Network
May Drive a New C2 Structure
The principles of military innovative C2 mirror many of
the fundamentals in the more general C2 Maturity
Model, especially those regarding Axis 3. The third
principle links the virtual and sensorial spectrums, as in
the aforementioned Pokémon Go game (see 5.2). A
form of this type of brain-to-fin scenario related to air
space and motion policy will be explored in Chapter 10.
A ‘wider channel’ permitting higher data exchange
rates is a precondition for maintaining faster decisionmaking, for maintaining the integrity of the chain of
command (human decision maker in the loop) and for
shaping the cloud and its virtual C2 to the real world.

lack of efficiency (or optimality) in forming successful
clusters of platforms to achieve the most suitable ad
dition of capabilities with proper flexible mutual sup
port relationships. It may create gaps which break the
potential contiguity of the force for a variety of reasons.
These include:
a) Lack of Convergence, i.e. the output is not valid and
the topology is ineffective. In this case, the allocation
of the elements for the specific task is not valid or does
not converge to produce a valid output once certain
interconnections are established (i.e., mixing subma
rines and tanks to perform Defensive Counter Air
would not converge, as the processes involved are
essentially different due to lack of spatial contiguity
and the proper functions of each class of elements. For
Alberts et al, ‘convergence’ at a horizontal (peer-topeer) level means a collective ability to apply informa
tion and resources to achieve the collective purpose.1
b) Lack of Continuity, i.e. the successive outputs are not
stable due to inefficiency or to lack of effectiveness.
In this case, a binary link necessary for the effective
work of the set cannot be established or relayed due
to d
 istance or code issues and generating a discon
tinuous cause-effect schema (e.g., laser-designated
operations as the only option for a Composite Air
Operation (COMAO). Unless ground lasing is available
or other PGMs are loaded within the allocated assets,
the performance will be weather dependent, asso
ciating the results to this independent variable).

6.2.5 A Look Ahead to Part III

c) Lack of Connectedness: In this case, the elements
within the set cannot exchange information or data
for common awareness of other elements due to lack
of contact or communication (i.e., mixing any element
unable to communicate, even if they share context
and locality).

The next section of this study will analyse the exis
tence of C2 gaps or bottlenecks within the standard
doctrinal Component Command’s structure, with
specific focus on the de-conflicted use of airspace
made necessary by the level of technical communi
cation conducted among today’s elements (aircraft or
surface-based platforms). This is highlighted by the

When the Combat Plans division generates an ATO,
they evaluate the available resources to produce the
best possible effect when binary or higher combi
nations are necessary. They also check that the de
gree of interoperability among the clustering re
sources assures the desired outcome (Convergence)
and that doctrine is taken into account for Continuity.
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Connectedness, though, has increased exponentially
in recent years, and so have the options for a more ma
ture C2 architecture allowing for the cloud concept to
be possible through different adapting topologies.
The challenge to cooperation in this congested airspace
environment may be solved in the near future through
a technical solution (likely a datalink gateway featuring
nodelessness through a mesh or a partial mesh-hybrid
topology). The specialized division of labour among the
different platforms operating within a single and fluid
airspace (including ground and sea-based platforms)
can be approached either hierarchically within a defen
sive or offensive system (or both simultaneously).
The next section of this study will also discuss the
academic principles established in Part II through
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the specific lens of NATO’s air operations. A review
of the current state of Air C2 will be conducted in an
effort to identify those specific areas within Policy
and Doctrine which might be addressed through
technology (communications improvement at ma
chine speeds) which may result in an evolutionary
jump in C2 maturity.
Additionally, three different examples and two realworld applications of networked forces will demon
strate the concept of platform swarming and evolu
tion of both efficiency and C2 maturity, which derive
from an increased ability to share information.

1. Alberts et al. NATO NEC Maturity Model. Produced by the Centre for Advanced Concept and
Technology, 2010. p. 24 [electronic document] Available at: http://www.dodccrp.org/files/
N2C2M2_web_optimized.pdf [17.09.2015].
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Part III
Trends in the Evolution of Air Power
‘Just as World War I was fought with 20th Century mechanized forces using 19th Century practices, we are in danger of going
into 21st Century warfare fighting with 20th Century practices. The combat cloud is meant to address changes that we see
happening with 21st Century warfare, specifically changes that are occurring because of the way we are deploying and using
information systems and the way we’ve been able to access information. But significantly, the fact that there are other people
who are trying to deny us access to that [same information]. In fact the control of information will become as decisive as
targeting any kind of physical destruction.’
David Fahrenkrug,
Author ‘21st Century Warfare: The Combat Cloud’

© Digital Storm / shutterstock

CHAPTER 7
The Current Cloud – Today’s
Joint Air Power Interoperability
7.1 Overview
This Chapter will review Air C2 as it is conducted today
by each of the NATO Command Structure Compo
nents. It is important to remark that this Chapter is not
intended to be a comparison of the Components,
rather this Chapter is an assessment of the C2 maturity
level at which NATO operates today, and a review of
the Components’ distinctive communication charac
teristics related to battlespace management that make
NATO C2 possible.
A brief overview of Planning, Execution and Con
nectivity Features will be conducted, followed by a
more detailed exploration of airspace development
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and resource management. This will establish a base
line for the C2 maturity level at which NATO currently
functions and provide a stepping off point building
upon the themes discussed in Part II of this study. The
remaining Chapters of Part III will provide a roadmap
for how NATO may advance C2 maturity level lever
aging the communications capability (axis 3 discus
sion in Part II applied to air power) from a more robust
future network.
Defining a starting point in terms of C2 maturity is a
foundation upon which to begin modelling further
steps in C2 evolution.
7.1.1 Planning, Execution and
Connectivity Features
There are many C2 similarities between the com
ponents. For example, ‘control’ procedures still rely
heavily on voice / text, whether by an Airborne Warning
And Control System (AWACS), Maritime Air Intercept
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Controller (MAIC – shipboard) or Joint Terminal Attack
Controller (JTAC – land based).

7.2 Joint Force Air Component
Commander’s C2 Structure

Therefore, the section on the Air Component will
focus heavily on planning for the use of Air Power, as
well as highlight the extremely complex system of
systems method of decentralized execution currently
in use. The Maritime section will highlight two differ
ent C2 models used in Maritime battlespace in order
to identify varying levels of operational C2 maturity.
Finally, the Land Component discussion will focus
on the connectivity methods employed to integrate
Joint Air assets because the Land Component, more
so than each of the other Components, exerts air
power with segregated airspace due to the role that
assault helicopters and artillery fill in Land doctrine.

Based on the Joint Commander’s guidance and the
campaign objectives, the Air Component plans, inte
grates, allocates, controls and tasks joint air operations.
Direct support air missions to the Land and Maritime
components, as well as those Components’ air contri
bution to the joint mission, will be discussed in the fol
lowing sections. Nevertheless, many aspects of the Air
Component Command (ACC) C2 structure are applic
able to the other services within the Joint Operations
Area (JOA). Doctrinally, the Air Component Commander
is in most cases both the Air and Missile Defence Com
mander and Airspace Control Authority across the JOA,
although overwater portions are typically delegated to
the Maritime Component Commander. As such, there
is a system of networks of various architectures which
connect to provide the COM JFAC’s staff both situa
tional awareness of the battlespace and connectivity
to subordinate C2 nodes. The NATO standard C2 tool
for use in CAOC’s is in transition from the Integrated
Command and Control system (ICC) to the Air Com
mand and Control System (ACCS) which will be fielded
in the next few years.

Execution of AC2 today is heavily reliant on chat
tools. While providing a rudimentary text messaging collaboration capability, these tools lack the
capability to present a common visualization and
representation of data and they do not offer 3D
collaboration or approval of airspace requests in
real time. Most AC2 functions revolve around a
deliberate planning process and the procedures
do not adapt well to time sensitive mission exe
cution requirements, requirements which demand
real-time changes to airspace, coordinated with all
applicable airspace stakeholders in order to facilitate immediate approval.
Anthony W. Potts and James W. Kelton, USA Army
The Need for Dynamic Airspace Management in
Coalition Operations1

It is interesting to note that, internal to each compo
nent, when operating in a small battlespace with or
ganic assets, the level of coordination required is less
complex; therefore, it may be seen to raise the achiev
able level of C2 maturity (like is able to communicate
more easily with like). However, in the joint environ
ment, all of the issues regarding language, syntax and
ambiguous communication are brought to light, re
stricting C2 maturity until they can be overcome.

The ICC is ‘an integrated Command, Control, Commu
nications and Intelligence / Information (C3I2) environ
ment that provides information management and
decision support to NATO air operation activities dur
ing peacetime, exercise, and war.’2 NATO’s ACCS will
provide significant changes, reflecting a wide range of
current threats and incorporating new software user
interfaces and advanced sensor fusion capabilities.3
Although ACCS has some improved level of machineto-machine coordination potential, especially for some
types of operations, it will still require a significant
amount of manual interface at various levels of com
mand and control.
7.2.1 Airspace Control Procedures
Airspace control is executed today through a combi
nation of positive control (via radar contact) and pro
cedural control (via voice and system generated mes
sages) through joint battlespace management (via
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airborne or surface based C2 nodes). Separation of
numerous types of air vehicles (aircraft, Unmanned
Aerial Systems [UAS], Missiles [air-to-air, air-to-ground
and surface-to-air], Artillery shells; all platforms that
use airspace) is fundamentally safety driven in order to
prevent two vehicles from occupying the same space
at the same time.

Secondly, and perhaps more profoundly, NATO and
other Western Allies have had supremacy in the air
domain for the past 20 plus years. From Kosovo to
Afghanistan to Libya, NATO has grown accustomed
to operating without a near-peer adversary in the air
and therefore has become culturally averse to the loss
of even a single aircraft.

© US Air Force

Parameters for all pre-planned air missions within the
JOA are assigned to aircraft via the Air Tasking Order
(ATO). The Airspace Control Order (ACO) integrates
the pertinent Airspace Control Measures (ACM) and
formally assigns that aircraft into airspace defined by
both geographic boundaries and time for the accom
plishment of the mission as directed in the ATO. While
fighter-to-fighter and other datalinks allow seamless
communication between some aircraft and other
specific platforms, and AWACS can provide voice or
datalink instructions to change an asset’s assigned air
space, there remains a relatively rigid control process
to avoid conflict and fratricide, which remains one of
the C2 fundamentals (as stated in AJP 3.3).

The foundation behind this safety first concept is two
fold: Firstly, since not all players in the airspace can
effectively communicate with each other, a process
has been constructed to permit participants of lower
technology to join the team. This process of airspace
segregation hinders effective and efficient co-use of
the same airspace, but accomplishes the goal of allow
ing all players to participate while preventing blueon-blue engagements or conflicts generated from
contiguous use of airspace by disparate platforms.
Until communication improves for all players (Axis 3),
NATO will be restricted to this level of coordination to
ensure safety. This viewpoint is a fundamental theme
in current Air Power Doctrine.

Combined Air and Space Operations Centre at Al Udeid Air Base in Qatar.
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Figure 1: A notional depiction of the network of networks in place across the COM JFAC, subordinate C2 nodes and associated air platforms, showing the
complexity of today’s ‘network of networks’ air C2 architecture. The figure is displayed to demonstrate the potential communications challenges due to
this complexity behind the current Air C2 structures. An additional challenge is that nearly all of these individual entities have segregated battlespace
associated to their particular communication patterns.
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Air Power’s Core Roles are orchestrated in accordance
with the ATO cycle’s timeframe, but some of the types
of operations and TTPs related to dynamic oper
ations, in emergent tactical contexts, have to be exe
cuted on station through real-time management. In
both cases (pre-planned and dynamic operations),
voice and datalink coexist as message formats. In
many situations, voice calls and datalink comple
ment, correlate, reaffirm, and / or authenticate the
same message that flows in these different formats,
thus reducing ambiguity and contributing to faster
information completion.
Nevertheless, messages are contextually tied to a seg
regated portion of the airspace. Weapons manage
ment coordinates fighter allocation and Surface-to-Air
Missile (SAM) allocation via voice within the ARS, which
is the acronym of acronyms for Air Control Centre, Rec
ognized Air Picture and Sensor Fusion Post. But the
Fighter Area Of Responsibility (FAOR) and the Missile
Engagement Zone (MEZ) do not share the same lan
guage. In addition, the language of the ROZ (Restricted
Operations Zone), where a ground unit is operating, is
completely different from the language of the FAOR,
except in the cases of Close Air Support (CAS) and
Strike Control And Reconnaissance (SCAR) procedures.
In other words, the different functions of these surfacebased and airborne systems cannot normally be fully
complementary and automatically sequenced by the
SAM and Fighter allocators because their pattern of
control remains within a different Core Role allowing
only a ‘De-conflicted’ C2 level of maturity.
Some types of missions have a pre-established C2
maturity above the ‘De-conflicted’ maturity level into
‘Coordinated,’ such as the SCAR and CAS missions
above, owing to the level of communication neces
sary to perform those missions. Datalinks and mobile
C2 nodes support decentralized execution of Air C2,
but this does not mean that automated functionality
on board modern platforms, especially 5th generation
or dissimilar services’ platforms (Land GBAD or Mari
time Aegis for example), address the necessary air
space segregation between platforms, activities and
services. The result is an inadvertent ‘constraining’
of the freedom of manoeuvre of the JFAC’s (or
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 aritime / Land commander conducting air power
M
activities) assets and a self-imposed limitation of the
C2 maturity level.
Those researching the future of dynamic airspace con
trol are beginning to explore the option of machineto-machine manipulation of available airspace, in
effect exploring ways to take the higher level of co
ordination executed in CAS type missions and extrap
olating that, through faster networked communica
tions, across the entire joint battlespace (Chapter 10
discusses this in more detail). This may help solve cur
rent airspace limitations encountered by the JFAC
where the concept of airspace segregation is still in
use today. Therefore, the integration of the various
subsets today is limited and the topologies remain
primitive. This is seen not just in the Air Component,
but across all services’ battlespace.

7.3 Maritime Component Air C2
The Maritime force executes Command and Control
by separating offensive and defensive functions into
the Composite Warfare Commander (CWC) Chain of
command. This CWC structure is in use across NATO
with bi- and multi-lateral naval forces. Aircraft oper
ating inside the airspace delegated to the Maritime
component will be Tactical Control (TACON) to either
the Air and Missile Defence Commander (AMDC), the
Strike Warfare Commander, the Surface Warfare Com
mander or the Subsurface Warfare Commander, de
pending on the assigned mission. ISR aircraft or joint
aircraft conducting missions that are operating inside
its airspace but not necessarily directly supporting the
maritime Component will normally be in contact with
the AMDC for advisory support on threats. Figure 2
depicts a typical CWC structure.
Coordination of information between ships and air
craft is normally conducted over various datalinks, the
most common being Link-11 and Link-16. Additionally,
voice circuits are heavily employed by naval forces as,
with the exception of inbound adversary fighters or
missiles, the development of a maritime tactical prob
lem normally occurs at a slow enough speed that
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Figure 2: Composite Warfare Commander Structure.

voice or chat circuits can effectively communicate
Commander’s Intent and adequately pass tactical in
formation across the force.
7.3.1 Command by Negation
Furthermore, the philosophy of ‘command by negation’
exists throughout the maritime force. Once the Com
mander’s intent is expressed through formal orders and
delegation authority codified, the Commander then
monitors the voice nets during mission execution and
only becomes involved with tactical execution in the
event the commander does not agree with a decision
made by a subordinate or has to change a previously
issued order. This process is extrapolated to ‘subordi
nated machines’ within the semi-automated cluster hier
archy. This is the maritime components’ interpretation of
decentralized execution; however, it still predominantly
occurs over voice nets. While datalinks are used to ex
change information and are employed to raise aware
ness of the battlespace; orders are passed via voice.

7.3.2 Force Management and
New Patterns of Interoperation
Maritime component aircraft operating in Direct Sup
port to the Maritime Component will normally be in
dicated as such on the ATO, though this is for situa
tional awareness only. This helps delineate differences
between the two ‘Air Force’ subsets on one com
prehensive planning tool. Maritime forces supporting
other components or joint missions will also be as
signed and tasked on the ATO. This includes strike and
strike support aircraft departing from aircraft carriers
with overland tasking assigned through the joint tar
geting process. However, while the ATO provides ba
sic information about aircraft allocation and mission
type, it is quickly becoming an archaic conveyance of
capacity due to its limited flexibility and inability to
adequately describe the capabilities and functionality
of future aircraft. This issue is a central point of the dis
cussion regarding 4th–5th generation aircraft integra
tion, which in turn is driving conversation within the
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NATO Amphibious Assault ships bring flexibility for simultaneous surface and air based power projection.

Alliance about creating a more ‘dynamic ATO’ in the
future. As this is a Joint problem, cluster formations
and recommendations for adapting future airspace
management will be addressed in Part IV of this study.
Additionally, as outlined by Second Line of Defence’s
article ‘Aegis is my Wingman’4 and expounded upon by
Dr. Robbin Laird and Alex Lockie below, the Maritime
component is exploring methods to leverage the en
hanced sensor and battlespace management capabil
ity of the new generation of fighters by integrating the
Aegis weapons systems with off-board sensors. Aegis
is the combat system aboard many countries’ modern
destroyers and cruisers and is comprised of integration
of a high-end phased array radar, computers, datalinks
and ship-launched air defence missile.

So now with this development, an F-35 can pass
targeting data to the world’s most advanced missile
defense system, an Aegis site, that would fire its own
missile, likely a SM-6, to take out threats in the air,
on land, or at sea.5
Alex Lockie. ‘The F-35 just proved it can take Russian or
Chinese airspace without firing a shot.’ Business Insider.

Other C2-related initiatives in the US Navy involve
distributed control. The US Navy and Boeing recently
demonstrated new targeting technologies that greatly
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enhance aircrew safety and effectiveness through
the rapid integration and distribution of target infor
mation across multiple aircraft. Utilizing an advanced
targeting processor, an open architecture, highbandwidth data link, and a Windows-based tablet
integrated with the mission system, the demonstra
tion proved that Boeing’s EA-18G Growler electronic
attack aircraft can detect targets over longer distances
and share information more rapidly than ever be
fore.7 This means the automatic and agile data trans
fer of the EA-18G will likely change the communica
tion format between this type of ISR-EW platform
and the strikers, thus reducing the OODA loop in
certain cases.

With a 21st century approach to air and naval integration, it is clearly possible to combine air and surface assets into joint operations to monitor, protect,
and act as required. Now with multi-mission systems such as the F-35, F-22, and Aegis, the inte
gration of these systems carries with it simultaneous capability to perform defence, security, ISR, or
strike functions … F-35 as a ‘flying combat system’
working with surface assets can provide for Arctic
security missions for Norway. The key really is the
ability to integrate an aircraft with an on-board
database of intelligence and to be able to distribute
this intelligence to other elements.6
Dr. Robbin Laird
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Figure 3: Notional depiction of a HIDACZ Airspace Control Measure.

In addition, the Naval Integrated Fire Control Counter
Air Network (NIFC-CA) makes possible the third party
targeting between sensors and weapons such as the
F-35 and the SM-6 (Aegis destroyers munition of
choice in the US Navy).

7.4 Expeditionary Force Air C2
A separate element within the Maritime force is the Ma
rine or Expeditionary force. As the principle objective
of the Expeditionary Force is to conduct movement of
ground forces from the sea to the shore, there is a high
volume of logistics, helicopter and support aircraft
(Close Air Support etc.) transiting between the ships
and the shore. Normally, the COM JFAC apportions a
subset of the JOA to the Expeditionary Force through
implementation of a High Density Aircraft Control Zone
(HIDACZ), where the term ‘Density’ clearly indicates the
spatial constraints for the dissimilar platforms execut
ing that wide menu of actions simultaneously. The his
tory behind this construct stems from naval operations
in the Pacific during the Second World War. Conceptu
ally, not much has evolved in this doctrine because,

until very recently, maritime helicopters and amphibi
ous assault ship based jets were extremely limited in
airborne C2 and spatial awareness of other aircraft. His
torically, the concept derived from the prime factor of
safe de-confliction of ship to shore movement.
An embarked entity, usually a Navy Tactical Air Control
Centre (N-TACC), will oversee execution of all air mis
sions within the HIDACZ and coordinate handover to a
follow-on C2 node for aircraft entering and departing.
The N-TACC is not normally equipped with a datalink
for Command and Control, and until recently, many
of the Expeditionary Force aircraft have not been
equipped with internal datalinks either. Almost all of
the air C2 inside the HIDACZ is conducted via voice,
thereby requiring non-organic aircraft to remain outside
the HIDACZ until safe joining procedures are executed.
7.4.1 Joint Fires Coordination
The N-TACC closely coordinates with the Support
ing Arms Coordination Centre (SACC), normally em
barked on the same ship, in order to provide safe deconfliction of aircraft from fires and to provide aircraft
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s upport to execute fire missions when requested by
the SACC. This process allows the efficient movement
by air of the ground force to the shore, provides a
robust air support to naval shipping plan, and inte
grates other elements of fire (Naval Guns, Artillery,
Army TACtical Missile System [ATACMS], and other
systems) safely and efficiently into the airspace. Net
works continue to be a challenge, and much of this
coordination is done via voice or face-to-face be
tween watches. The advent of the Joint Automated
Deep Operations Coordination System (JADOCS) has
improved the integration of Joint Fires and aircraft.
However, the situational awareness of JADOCS is far
from perfect and still requires a significant amount of
voice redundancy.
As the other missions that concern the Maritime
Component will occur simultaneously, specifically
protecting the Expeditionary Force from air, surface,
and subsurface threats during force movement
ashore, aircraft performing other maritime missions
(anti-submarine, anti-shipping warfare, APCMO) may
be operating inside the HIDACZ, reporting directly to
the CWC Warfare Commander as previously outlined.
It is rare, although increasingly possible with the in
troduction of the F-35 to NATO aircraft carriers, that
the Expeditionary Force will likely generate excess
sorties (above those needed for Direct Support mari
time missions) which will be made available for Joint
level tasking. In that case, the C2 would function as
any other Maritime sortie supporting Joint or other
Component objectives.

7.5 Land Component Air C2
As stated before, some elements of the NATO Com
mand Structure may adapt better to certain tactical
contexts through lower C2 maturity levels, as lower
levels require less interoperability amongst different
types of forces. Although it may not be the most effi
cient method, segregation is sometimes easier than
integration, especially when dealing with different
technology levels or when dealing with more than
one commander in the battlespace (multinational or
civil / military). The decision to accept a lower level of
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C2 maturity in any given structure must be balanced
against the need to incorporate the less capable
players into the structure and the impact that may
have on mission accomplishment.
Driven primarily by the challenges in communication
between elements of their own network, primarily
helicopters and artillery, as well as with the other
services and components, the Land Component

traditionally operates with very segregated airspace.
Forward Edge of Battle Area (FEBA), Forward Line of
Own Troops (FLOT) and Coordination Level / Altitudes
are generated specifically to keep other services’ air
platforms out of Land Component airspace due to
interoperability and communication challenges. The
classic De-conflicted level of C2, and this pattern of
air platform integration, has characterized the inter
action of the Land Component with the other Com
ponent Commands and other organizations within
the Land Component’s battlespace.
The different components liaise and segregate battle
space through the C2 architecture of choice to manage
artillery fires and other functions in the third dimen
sion through voice and rudimentary data networks
(still with a significant amount of manual data entry),
but in the future, these activities may be automated
through machine-to-machine communication.
The number and variety of actors in the land en
vironment (troops, civilians, Non-Governmental Or
ganization [NGOs], and many other groups and ac
tors), plus hybrid warfare and the peculiar physical
context of each area, may dictate different levels of
C2 maturity, forcing complex, hybrid topologies. Air
and Land Component Commands will have allo
cated liaison officers at the organic levels depicted in
Figure 1 or other mission-tailored structures, allow
ing for coordination (mainly de-confliction and fires,
CAS and SCAR coordination) of the operations. This
structure permits certain levels of Air-Land Integra
tion (ALI), mainly through chat tools and voice com
munications. Integration of these tactical environ
ments includes a variety of types of land and air
operations plus other C2 related activities, like joint
battle space management.
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7.5.1 Close Air Support (CAS)
Close Air Support is one of the operations that be
longs to the Attack Core Role. It is a good example of
how enhanced communication sparks ground-based
and airborne platforms’ co-evolution. The classic CAS
structures link troops in contact (in contact with enemy
forces) with supporting aircraft via voice and via video
through systems such as the ROVER (Remotely Oper
ated Video Enhanced Receiver) system. Other sensors
and pods may be involved for target recognition, cor
relation, and potential laser designation.
The CAS C2 architecture utilizes Joint Tactical Airstrike
Requests, centralized at a certain organic levels, and
executed as pre-planned or dynamic CAS missions.
As part of the Joint Fires process, CAS assets, manned
and unmanned, share with many other platforms the
condition of Best Available Weapon / Sensor (BAW / BAS).
These are currently manually entered into Joint Fires
software coordination tools commonly in use today,
but may adopt a higher level of flexibility when
supporting the ground troops in a future networked
environment. In other words, machine-to-machine
enabled communication may permit the network it
self to select the BAS / BAW for an engagement, even
when sensor and weapon are not collocated or belong
to different Services / Components.
7.5.2 CAS Co-evolution of Ground-based and
Airborne Assets: SADL and PCAS
Some Air Power network terminals associated with CAS
operations are structured in specific datalink protocols,
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Some elements of the ground force (e.g. JTACs) already
have the capability to be highly connected with air
assets through downlink video and other means of
voice and text communication, while other land forces
will integrate in the C2 structure through basic com
munication systems. Maritime and Air Component air
craft providing support to the Land Component have
very strict coordination procedures to safely enter and
utilize Land component airspace, similar to the HIDACZ
procedure previously mentioned. This process is highly
manual, with a limited amount of automation.

Figure 4: Persistent Close Air Support (PCAS) en
ables ground forces and combat aircrews to jointly
select and employ precision-guided weapons from
a diverse set of airborne platforms.

like SADL. ‘The Situation Awareness Data Link (SADL)
integrates US Air Force close air support aircraft with
the digitized battlefield via the US Army’s Enhanced
Position Location Reporting System (EPLRS). More than
just a radio or a data modem, SADL provides fighterto-fighter, air-to-ground and ground-to-air data com
munications that are robust, secure, jam-resistant, and
contention-free. With its inherent position and status
reporting for situation awareness, SADL provides an
effective solution to the long-standing air-to-ground
combat identification problem’.8 This network enables
a joint topology with a certain level of automation re
garding CAS procedures, especially those related to
the transfer of target and friendly forces’ data.

The Persistent Close Air Support (or PCAS-Air) is able
to handle not only weapons management, but
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR),
and communications, as well as integral navi
gation, and high-speed data transfer. It works in
conjunction with PCAS-Ground, which allows PCASAir to communicate with ground forces, and provides situational awareness by means of mapping
software installed on commercial Android tablets.
Together, the two sides of PCAS can synchronize for
ces, map friendly units, recommend travel routes and
selection of weapons, as well as their deployment.
DARPA Persistent Close Air Support (PCAS) Project
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TAIS Interface.

A step beyond SADL in air-to-ground networked oper
ations is DARPA’s PCAS program (see Figure 4). The op
tion of ‘jointly select’ to choose the BAW from the best
available airborne platform is a significant advance in
dynamic cluster formation, utilizing optimality criteria
within the CAS type of operation.

elements of the ground force via the DACT, or Dynamic
Airspace Collaboration Tool, a conceptual step towards
the DyAS concept that will be explained in Chapter 10.
In real time, TAIS planning and execution associated air
space is available through a web browser for DACT users,
permitting almost immediate airspace activation and
segregation to achieve the fastest de-confliction9.

7.5.3 Battlespace Synchronization:
TAIS-DACT
The need for more agile spatial coordination has been
reflected in numerous works and technical develop
ments, especially in the post-ISAF era. The US Army
Tactical Airspace Integration System (TAIS) enhances
dynamic airspace synchronization in the land envi
ronment and adapts the airspace to three main land
component activities: manoeuvre, fires, and logistic
lines of communication.
The battlespace in the land environment and its im
mediate 3D associated areas is shared with different
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7.6 Manned and Unmanned Teaming
in the Joint Environment
As identified in both Part II and this Chapter, sets of
platforms operating in concert enable simultaneous
execution of air power functions in a more efficient
manner. The US Army’s Manned-Unmanned Teaming
(MUM-T) process below is just one example of a
manned-unmanned set working together in a manner
that advances the level of C2 maturity. Each of the
Components, and many NATO nations, have emerging
technology represented by the following example.
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7.6.1 Tactical Helicopters Team with RPAS. MUM-T
US Army aviation is currently developing and imple
menting a MUM-T initiative in some tactical helicopter
units. Within this initiative, manned and unmanned
platforms, through data transfer, increase situational
awareness and execute combat support and Intelli
gence, Surveillance, And Reconnaissance (ISR) missions.
This initiative is exemplified by the tactical employ
ment of Apache helicopters teaming with RPAs. The
combination of a ground control station, a compatible
remote video terminal, and the proper tactical C2
architecture, allow for a real-time datalink enabled
synchronization of these platforms. Their integration
of manoeuvre, sensors, and weapons, and the tactical
orchestration of their spatial display, is another advance
in data transfer-based interoperability. Many programs,
like the Lockheed Martin Unmanned Combat Armed
Rotorcraft (UCAR), or the Bundeswehr University MUM-T
Program, based on cognitive automation architectures,
are currently researching the impact of manned and
unmanned platforms teaming in these army-related
tactical environments, as well as their C2 implications.
The task-based methodologies that inspired this inte
gration are analysed in the next Chapter.

Instead of relying on traditional approaches that
mass fighters, bombers and supporting aircraft into
major strike packages to attack particular targets,
a combat cloud integrates complementary capa
bilities into a single, combined ‘weapons system’ to
conduct disaggregated, distributed operations over
an entire operational area.
Lieutenant General (ret.) David A. Deptula
‘Evolving Technologies and Warfare in the 21st Century:
Introducing the “Combat Cloud”’

7.7 Moving Toward Edge C2
The previous sections briefly discussed how the Air,
Maritime and Land Component conduct Air C2 today.
Different Components present different patterns of

communication and different C2 structures. Imple
mentation of data transfer through the various link
protocols increases the maturity of these C2 struc
tures, but sometimes these advances are not uniform
at the Joint and Combined levels.
In smaller, confined battlespace with only a single
unit or service’s organic aircraft involved, NATO may
approach a level of Collaborative C2. But in larger
battlespaces, the distributed command structure,

dissimilar communications capability of participating
platforms, and different levels of both technical and
platform performance capability of the numerous
NATO nations have resulted in a C2 structure that
operates between ‘De-conflicted’ and ‘Coordinated’.
This is insufficient for air warfare in a dynamic, com
plex and contiguous future battlespace where the air
war will be a 360 degree problem (air platforms oper
ating inside airspace with overlapping Red / Blue
force Integrated Air Defence Systems [IADS]), and
necessitates a more agile C2 structure operating
above ‘Collaborative’ and approaching ‘Edge C2’.
Chapters 4 and 5 discussed the impact of communi
cation (the third axis) on the level of achievable C2
maturity. In order to move more fully into Collabo
rative C2 and begin to approach the Edge C2 maturity
level, NATO must become a more integrated force
capable of communicating between platform, HQ,
Component Commander and Joint Force Commander
at machine speeds, rather than today’s somewhat
archaic voice and manually entered text (chat) methods.
The future network envisioned by this study will allow
communication of battlespace geometry, weapons
and sensor allocation and even be able to dynamically
respond to changes in the environment with limited
human intervention. This necessitates that all plat
forms participate in the network so that all may com
municate with each other for the proper battlespace
geometry of both sensors and weapons.
NATO is taking some steps in this direction, which will
be explored in the next section. The article ‘The Need
for Dynamic Airspace Management in Coalition Oper
ations,’10 published in the C2 Journal, describes several
plans, experiments (Coalition Attack Guidance, or CAGE)
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and tools (such as those listed in this chapter, like
DACT-TAIS and other tactical data systems or mission
planning tools). All these tools and trials in the frame
work of the AMN (Afghanistan Mission Network) con
tributed to evolving coalition Air C2 toward Dynamic
Airspace Management. Furthermore, Chapter 10 will
define how this future battlespace could be organ
ized for dynamic motion policy adjustments across
all participating platforms. Chapter 11 will discuss
research and experimentation through simulation,
which is currently addressing improvements in human
and machine interface with military applications, such
as those trained in the framework of BOLD QUESTtype exercises.

1. Potts et al. (US Army). ‘The Need for Dynamic Airspace Management in Coalition Operations’.
The international C2 Journal, Vol. 5, N.3. 2001. Available at: http://www.dodccrp.org/files/
IC2J_v5n3_X_potts.pdf [10.11.16].
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3. More information available at: http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_8203.htm
4. Various authors. Second Line of Defense. ‘Aegis is my Wingman’, Oct. 2011. Online at: http://
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21682.1479369447&r=US&IR=T [16.01.17].
6. Robbin Laird, ‘Emerging Strategic Challenges: the case of Arctic Co-opetition’ (literal), Second
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7. Perdaris, Ekaterina. ‘Boeing, U.S. Navy Enhance EA-18 Targeting, Situational Awareness Capabilities’. Boeing Media Room [electronic bulletin board] Released 1 Dec. 2015, http://boeing.
mediaroom.com/12-01-2015-Boeing-U-S-Navy-Enhance-EA-18-Targeting-SituationalAwareness-Capabilities?cm_mmc=BDS-_-Twitter-_-EA18-_-Target [02.12.2015].
8. SADL-EPLRS Joint Combat ID through Situation Awareness. Available at: http://www.
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9. More information about Army-related systems favouring mission command integration
may be found at: http://ftig.png.pa.gov/Training/Pages/Constructive-Simulations.aspx
10. Potts, A. and Kelton, J. ‘The Need for Dynamic Airspace Management in Coalition Operations’. C2
Journal Vol 5 No. 3. 2011. Available at: http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a555716.pdf
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CHAPTER 8
Air Platforms Behavioural
Evolution Viewed as a
Function of Communication
8.1 Background
Legacy and current air platforms that share link proto
cols offer clear examples of behavioural co-evolution.
This Chapter reviews three different perspectives of
this technological evolution through improved com
munication among aerial platforms.
Previous Chapters discussed models and the extra
polation to the machine world of animal kingdom
communication concepts. To analyse how hyper-con
nected fighters increase the efficiency of the force and
achieve better values of optimality (a new Pareto effi
ciency), this study analysed different machine-based
and biological models based on communication, pri
marily Stigmergy, where the objective was to self-syn
chronize platforms’ motion, weapons and sensors.

Aerial platforms may be considered as complex finite
state machines, especially when operating in a changing
environment that demands flexible adaptation to cer
tain supported-supporting combinations of functions.
This extrapolation is demonstrated in certain tactical
profiles, through specific characteristic motion poli
cies displayed by aerial platforms that solve the ‘prob
lem space’ (see Chapter 1) and optimize the distri
bution of air power roles. A sequence of distributed
sensors and weapons can be arranged through
communication via data transfer. Some functions will
be orchestrated and spatially coupled through selfsynchronized features that are incorporated in a
common machine-to-machine logic through code
writing, as described in the fundamentals of stig
mergic communication. This will favour co-evolution
of dissimilar platforms, especially in some high in
tensity scenarios where two integrated systems op
pose and certain mission profiles are necessary. In
this case, speed (iteration cycle per unit of time and
speed of information flow) is paramount to gain
first, the tactical advantage and second, the oper
ational tempo, which forces the adversary system to
its culminating point.
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Spatial constraints within these improved communi
cation scenarios will be arranged and de-conflicted
by the machines, through cueing commands or even
through direct inputs to other supporting assets’ (mainly
unmanned) FCCs (Flight Control Computers). The mis
sion flow will then be adapted to the best orchestra
tion of functions, and the platforms will present basic
swarming capabilities from a qualitative perspective.
This Chapter comprises three different sections in
which fighter aircraft are analysed as agents in com
petition. All three are focused on the behaviour of
different generations of aircraft in terms of communi
cation, mainly comparing the pre-datalink and the
datalink eras. The foundation for this analytical review
is that communication improvements result in a
measurable change in aircraft tactical behaviour. This
change can be forecast into a future networked envi
ronment and into assumptions of future aircraft be
haviour, based both on interdisciplinary observation
and extrapolation of measured behavioural evolution,
observed over different levels of datalinks. In analys
ing these three examples, the study will leverage pre
vious discussions of maturity levels, FSM state behav
iour evolution and bio-mimetic behaviour.
Furthermore, it is assumed the reader has a modicum
of awareness of basic air manoeuvre and the execu
tion of Air Power. Therefore, not all military technical
terms will be defined, as their use should be apparent
based on the context of the discussion. Although
many tactical terms will be used, this Chapter will not
focus on tactics of Air Power execution, but it will fo
cus on the behaviour of the agents as they execute
the Air power function.
8.1.1 Fighter Aircraft as ‘Agents’:
The Three Sections
The first section uses a storyline as a scaffolding. This
storyline illustrates different generations of aircraft
performing the consecutive stages of the same air-toair 2 vs. 2 intercept profile (constant manoeuvre, vari
able communication technology and on-board sen
sors and weapons). Emitter, receiver, context, and
messages will also remain almost constant, as they are
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part of this standard, fictional interception consisting
of two ‘Blue’ fighter aircraft executing the last steps
in a kill chain against two ‘Red’ aircraft. The o
 bjective in
this section is first to break this manoeuvre in small
bites (actions and actionable information) and then
analyse the communication trends of each genera
tion of aircraft along the selected storyline events.
The second section presents a linear study, based
on RAND’s Network-Centric Operations Case Study.
This publication analyses air-to-air combat results
with and without Link-16. In this case, the emitter and
receivers are also constant. They also belong to the
same generation of aircraft, country of service and
execute a single, constant tactical profile (4 vs. 4 F-15s
operating under AWACS Tactical Control). More than
12,000 sorties were analysed to obtain metrics related
to efficiency variations before and after data transfer
(Link 16) was available.
In the third section we consider a non-linear study
derived from statistics obtained by the Tactical Leader
ship Programme’s (TLP) analysis of multiple years
of pre- and post-Link 16 aircraft training missions.
The lack of linearity derives from the multiple varia
tions in the composition and quantity of Red and
Blue Air participants in each course of study. Even
though the TLP Syllabus has remained nearly con
stant through the analysed period, full course data
with datalink information is only available from 2010
and after.
Finally, a review of machine-speed communication
in real-world applications is conducted, demonstrat
ing the central thesis of this study and supported
by extrapolation of the findings in the three afore
mentioned sections.

8.2 Communication Patterns in an
Air-to-Air Engagement (2 vs. 2)
The storyline supporting this sequence of tactical
events and its communication features is that a basic
cluster of two similar aircraft, considered FSMs, has
to solve the last portion of the kill chain by mutually
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A 4-ship of F-15s (USAF) conduct an intercept of two Soviet MiG 29 Circa 1989.

 bserving and marking their tactical environment, and
o
by acting and reacting accordingly through several state
changes determined by certain transition thresholds.
The structural background of this case analysis is that
the agent with the proper decision rights (either
AWACS, ADC, or CAP Flight Lead) has triggered the
fighters’ intervention. A response is underway in accor
dance with the environmental rules (FAOR violation,
force posture, threat’s point of origin, or any other
contextual factor). This case study is inspired by Chap
ter 4’s FSMs operating in concert, and will break down
the fundamentals of a standard air-to-air intercept.
In this case, the ‘Lack of Friendly – Presence of Enemy’
criteria for the ‘turnstile’ to transit states between the
‘Target’ and ‘Engage’ portions of the Kill Chain axiom
(F2T2EA) is pending the final identification of the in
truders. In the next paragraphs, this section will ana
lyse what communication exchange options are avail
able for each generation of fighter aircraft.

8.2.1 The Interceptor’s Potential Functions
Expressed Through Brevity Words
The list of functions that the interceptor (from now on
the ‘Blue’ aircraft or formation) may execute during the
subsequent Track, Target and Engage states is also di
verse. Functions (activities or skills in other studies) are
present in the Core Role’s definitions and associated
types of operations listed in AJP 3.3 and implicit in the
different definitions contained in many of APP-7’s
Brevity words. The TBMFs, or Tactical Battlefield Man
agement Functions, that would apply in a NATO stand
ard air-to-air intercept will not be analysed, as they are
part of current plans.
Many APP-7 brevity words define functions, commands
and agent’s states that could apply in those intercepts
(APP-7 semantic fields representing air-to-air-operations
(AAO) such as ‘Abort’, ‘Banzai’, ‘Blind’, ‘Bogey Dope’ and
others). However, the following functions or means to
achieve the overall goal are typically expected to be
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displayed in the form of pairs of cause-effect algorithms
regardless of their code words. Some functions will sup
ply actionable information, and other functions will be
involved in actions per se.
For the tactical case of a 2 vs. 2 intercept, a list of func
tions or skills has been selected. These functions are
neither generation-dependent, nor listed in any priority.
This functional list and all the references to APP 7
are classified as they together depict a full tactical se
quence. This classified list is available upon request by
contacting the JAPCC.
8.2.2 The Storyline
The following list represents a standard air-to-air inter
cept including several of the brevity words just listed.
The number of ‘skills’ displayed through this constant
chain of tactical events increases as a result of en
hanced communication, and this is what this section
intends to prove, merging at the end in a color-coded
table that lists the different communication features
of the different generations accounted. This storyline,
scripted in the form of sequential actionable pieces of
information, actions and state changes, also identifies
when the following thresholds (part of the cause-effect
chain to change states in accordance with the Rules
of Engagement (ROE) and other instructions are met.
The sequence is as follows:
1. The first event in the storyline is when the strength
of the Red formation is determined, two ships.
2. The Red formation is sorted in azimuth and elevation.
3. The initial targeting is agreed within Blue
(Actionable information and state change).
4. The manoeuvre of choice is initiated (Action).
5. The Bogey is identified and labelled as a Bandit
(Actionable information).
6. The Bandit fires, and subsequent Blue warning
(hostile act, actionable information, state change).
7. Blue warning information shared and state change
induced to the formation.
8. Blue executes a defensive action. Action.
9. Blue fires back. Action.
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Along this storyline, Blue and Red motion policies will
be adapted to the task and the emergent tactical con
text. In some way, if each word is an acoustic image,
the emitter and receiver will correlate each brevity
word in terms of manoeuvre, and certain pre-briefed
and trained motion policy executed. Once Blue recog
nizes the type of formation, speed, and dynamic be
haviour of Red, with a description normally based on
brevity words (NATO APP-7), this formal code, used
to compress messages between pilots into brief se
mantic language (word symbols to convey an intent
or description), will mark the battlespace and lead
their ‘spatial behaviour’ during combat.
The desired payoff of the engagement will be in
cluded as part of the plan, as well as the accepted
level of risk for the allocated force which will drive
AMR decisions. As the current state evolves to a dif
ferent one (Red aircraft manoeuvre, escape, shoot,
jam, split or other marks of action that symbolize a
new threshold for Blue to change state), the Blue for
mation will begin to use stigmergic communication
to decide ‘what to do’ in each tactical context. Ob
viously, the speed and complexity of the scenario
demands highly emergent behaviour with a lack of
verbal communication, which must approach selfsynchronization features within the flight.
For this case study, we will not review each of the
Blue’s potential Finite States and their spatial and
temporal couplings; rather, we will focus on a few key
states which highlight the communication-related
behaviour response in the search for emergent oppor
tunities during this time-critical engagement.
8.2.3 Storyline: 1st & 2nd Generations
These aircraft and their intercept controller, a basic
subset of an ‘air force’, will display different evolu
tionary trends of communication regarding their re
spective technological generations. The 1st and 2nd
aircraft generations (such as F-86 Sabre, and F-104
or MiG 21 initial blocks) had a simple radio, no or lim
ited radar, no Beyond Visual Range (BVR) weapons,
and would rely on voice calls and visual signs to
achieve their goals.
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First generation jet aircraft.

Third generation aircraft.

© Ejercito Del Aire

Axis 3, ‘Distribution of information among the players’
relies on the other two axes. Human language, visual
signals, a reliable radio, and clear rules are the only
source for synchronization. Emergent behaviour is
therefore only synergistic when previously trained
or shared.

Fourth generation aircraft.

Each of the state changes, follow-on environmental
and actionable information, and further Blue actions
are visually analysed and exchanged via voice or visual
signals. There is no data transfer present in the com
munication patterns between the two interceptors
(agents in the cluster). Self-synchronization occurs
mainly based in Axes 1 and 2 (‘Patterns of interaction’
and ‘Allocation of decision rights’). These features are
related to the strength and validity of the team’s con
tract and regulations, the rules by which they orga
nize to execute the air mission. Training to generate
proficiency, following established procedures and
trust between the pilots is essential for successful mis
sion execution. Communication skills, communicative
options, shared codes, and willingness to interact are
also paramount.

The execution of Air Power functions and capability
in Generations 1 – 2 relied heavily on rules and training
to evolve, as their crewmembers exchanged only
verbal communication during their tactical perfor
mance and sensors and weapons were mainly limited
to visual ranges.
8.2.4 Storyline: 3rd and 4th Generation
with No Datalink
NATO generations 3–4 aircraft presented an additional
semantic burden on the Blue pilots, which potential ad
versaries may not have: Language. Since a majority of
decision allocation (pre-datalink) was passed via voice,
the level of proficiency with language became a critical
vulnerability that demanded training and standards in
the exchange of information between aircraft of differ
ent nations, as tactical situations may be highly contextsensitive. These generations began to operate weapons
and sensors beyond the visual range, and their crews
began to operate more often in multinational environ
ments. The advent of Datalinks began to mitigate this to
some extent and provided a notable improvement in
inter-flight communications and mission effectiveness.
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An F-35 and an F-16 flying in formation.

The most significant additions to Gen. 3 and 4 aircraft
(types include but are not limited to Mirage-III, MiG-23,
F-16A, F-18A and Su-30) were the on-board radar,
medium range air-to-air weapons (both semi-active
and active missiles), Radar Warning Receivers (RWRs),
Elec
tro
nic Warfare suites (including jamming and
SIGINT pods), and mission computers allowing for
software retrofits. In addition, most of these aircraft
had multifunctional displays, which provided ad
vanced pilot awareness through enhanced naviga
tion and positioning, plus a certain degree of sensor
and weapon fusion.
In the 3rd and 4th generation aircraft without data
link, pilots and on-board sensors observed the state
changes and their associated environmental and
actionable information and then correlated that infor
mation, inter-flight, via voice. Further Blue action and
proper formation motion policy is then coordinated
and exchanged via voice or through visual signals.
Again, there is no data transfer present in the com
munication patterns between the two interceptors.
Self-synchronization occurs mainly based in Axes 1
and 2, with the addition of coded communication
that refers to sensor information. Operation Allied
Force was the best example of a 3rd and 4th generation
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scenario, where Have-Quick secure radios were the
main, mission essential communication tool and spa
tial segregation the main de-conflicting option as
datalinks were just emerging and not fully fielded or
implemented across the Joint Force.
8.2.5 Storyline: 4th – 5th – Xth Generation
with Datalink
This case will review a notional example of two in
terceptors sharing data through a Link-16 protocol
including present and future generation aircraft-

features. Note that these future features are not fully
developed yet but are envisioned, as part of this study,
in concert with the vision of the future network.
4th Generation fighters may integrate a MIDS terminal,
which allows for data exchange across disparate plat
forms. Link-16 protocols may integrate a wide variety
of platforms, not only aerial, but also ground and sea
based, covering the entire joint spectrum. This provides
a new option to leverage Axis 3, ‘Distribution of infor
mation among the players’, and permits tactical coor
dination between agents. For the first time, this agentto-agent communication begins to bypass human
limitations and semantic ambiguities present in the
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linguistic competence and performance of the pilots
or operators. Clear language is especially significant
when cultural or physical differences (services, nations
or even individuals at phonetic level) obscure commu
nication or when time is a factor. Bandwidth and net
work assurance then also become limiting factors
In the case of a 2 vs. 2 engagement comprised of
4th Generation, datalink-equipped aircraft, the mor
phology of the Link-16 messages is composed of
a label and a sub-label. For the given task, many of the
functions necessary for a successful intercept, such
as reaction and retribution in self-defence, will be
automatically correlated, coordinated, and transmit
ted within the formation without any associated voice
messages. As pilots will relay the majority of the 2 vs. 2
related information in machine-to-machine com
munication, optimality will increase which permits
the Flight Lead to potentially utilize fewer aircraft in
the merge while still accepting the same level of risk
(a more efficient force allocation).
A fifth Gen. fighter introduces automated data fusion
which can be automatically distributed among com
patible assets, thus becoming a C2 sub-node. This
capability will enable appropriately-equipped legacy
(third and fourth generation) platforms to more fully
participate in the battlespace. It also incorporates
stealth technology, which although primarily defen
sive in nature, can be coupled with other fifth gener
ation characteristics to provide advanced offensive
capabilities. The full fielding of fifth generation plat
forms and their integration with legacy platforms will
drive the development of new topologies along with
supporting doctrine and C2 methodologies.
Comparison of the Three Storylines
The intercept could potentially result in the following
sequence with regard to each generation involved.
The table (see Figure 1 on the following page) shows
the evolution through these aircraft generations from
a communications perspective, including each afore
mentioned cause-effect step and a possible profile of
reception of actionable information and subsequent
action execution.

In Figure 1, and with the intention to remark on the
evolution through communication of the different
aircraft generations across the same chain of events,
each generation’s communicative profile is colour
coded. 4th, 5th and Xth Gen. aircraft (dark blue in the
diagram) still maintain voice and hand signal-based
communications as an option among manned sta
tions, which means that these platforms include all
the colours, and 3rd & 4th Gen. NO LINK (in red) would
include the green colour corresponding to the initial
1st & 2nd Gen.
8.2.6 Aircraft Communication Impact
in C2 Maturity
Figure 1 shows how improved communication drasti
cally increases the number of tactical options available
to the aircrew, some through the pilots’ interfaces,
some directly to the machines. Context, channel, and
message are constant throughout the entire genera
tional spectrum. The only main change is the speed at
which the code is transmitted: from human language
to machine-to-machine communication.
Figure 1 also shows how the pre-Link platforms (Gen. 1
to 4, green and red colours) relayed verbal information
via radio transmission for sensor correlation and mo
tion policy. Sensor and weapons ranges have increased
with every subsequent generation, but correlation
and coordination had to be semantically compressed
in the form of an increasing number of code words
to match the state changes with the environment.
This means the third Axis, ‘Distribution of information
among entities’, remained constant, and C2 maturity
could only increase either:
• Through the strength and validity of the team’s
contract and regulations, based on training, shared
doctrine and standards. This is exploitation of Axis 1:
‘Allocation of Decision Rights to the Collective’.
• Through reducing uncertainty among entities with
different communication capabilities, skills, and op
tions, allowing interaction through verbal (radio) and
signal-based communication. This is exploitation of
Axis 2: ‘Patterns of Interaction and Information Shar
ing Behaviours among the Entities of the Collective’.
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Intercept:
Blue vs Red
Context
Red Formation
Strength
Determination.
Blue Shares Info
Red Formation
Azimuth
and Altitude
Determination.
Blue Shares Info
Blue Targeting.
Correlate Info
and Agree Action.
State Change

Blue Action

Bogey Identiﬁed.
New Action
Required

Bandit (Theatre
Enemy ID Criteria)

Blue Warning Info
and State Change

Blue Defensive
Action

Blue Retribution.
New Action

Colour Code
1st & 2nd Gen - 3rd & 4th Gen (NO LINK) – 4th & 5th Gen (LINK)
The strength of the Red formation is determined, two ships. Visually when the two contrails or
aircraft are discriminated, or radar / IR / EO, when the resolution cell/sensor performance makes
possible to distinguish two contacts. Inter-ﬂight communication and picture update is via voice. The
C2 element supporting the execution of the manoeuvre (surface-based or airborne) may supply
the strength of the Red formation through data transfer. This based on passive sensor indicator of
two Red radars emitting, or real-time data integrated (and correlated) from a third Blue asset
(ground or sea-based sensor showing strength two) in the community, directly or through a gateway.
The Red formation is sorted in azimuth and elevation. Visually or radar/IR/EO through the proper
search, scan or track modes. The sorting is shared inter-ﬂight automatically via data, and integrated
real-time in either Blue Head Up Displays (HUDs) or Helmet Mounted Sights (HMSs) as well as
automatically correlated with IR-EO sensors in both Blue aircraft or in any 3rd party aircraft through
the gateway or through direct communication. Blue formation may use all or only the Best Available
Sensor, to deny detection and minimize footprint.
The initial targeting is verbally agreed within Blue (Actionable information). Both platforms will
discriminate their targets based on available weapons, target distance, aspect, speed and altitude
once their visual / radar / IR / EO tracks have been correlated through voice/visual coordination,
through on-board sensor fusion at platform level and further inter-ﬂight correlation, or through oﬀboard platforms (C2 element or 3rd party through gateway) contribution to inter-ﬂight sorting quality.
The manoeuvre of choice is initiated (Action). By visual signals (hand, wing ﬂash, rudder or other),
by pre-briefed sensor distance, or as dictated by Red’s emission proﬁle or Red’s manoeuvre
detected through Blue active and passive sensors or EW suit. Also, as commanded or cued by onboard Blue mission computers, and once the potential WEZ (Weapons Engagement Zone) of the
approaching Bogey is depicted by the on-board systems. These features will allow for the automatic
network designation of the Best Available Interceptor/Shooter (surface-based or airborne).
The Bogey is identiﬁed and labelled as a Bandit (Change in the environment). Via voice when aircraft
type, insignia or ﬁn ﬂash visually recognized. Via IFF interrogation or via checking that Bogey
position, speed and / or origin do not adhere to ACO as displayed on the on-board SAD, or as
detected through active and passive sensors or EW suit. Inter-ﬂight communication through data
exchange incorporates and correlates data from oﬀ-board platforms (C2 and/or 3rd party). Data presented real-time to platform /entity with decision rights.
The Bandit locks-on or ﬁres (hostile act and new change in the environment). Visually perceived or
via RWR, IR or EO. Missile Approach Systems (MAWs) or 3rd party sensors would automatically warn
each equipped platform and correlate data with RWR and other sensors. In high-risk intercepts, oﬀboard unmanned platforms may be deployed ahead to trigger, ID or assess Bandit’s behaviour,
commanded by tactical manager and/or tasked by common Decision Support System.
Blue inter-ﬂight warning (Actionable information). Via voice (plain text or code word). Via data
transfer once any sensor/eyes in the community detect the hostile act and ﬁre origin is correlated
with Bogey’s position. Network-based correlation of ﬁre origin and ‘guilt by association’ considerations.
Labelling of tracks correlated with network sensors for multi-bogey ﬁnal declaration.
Blue executes a RWR-induced defensive action (Action). Visually, or as cued or commanded via
mission computer or mission computer-to-ﬂight controls, so as to optimize manoeuvre against
suspected / conﬁrmed weapon. MAWs, RWRs and other sensors would sense, avoid and cue or
command the network to de-conﬂict evasive manoeuvres through the proper common motion
policy. Automatic 3rd party jamming may be triggered.
C2 Element clears for engagement. Self-defence or Counter-aggression Rules of Engagement apply
(State change). Blue ﬁres back (Action). Blue manoeuvres visually, and C2 awareness builds up via voice/
data transfer. A ‘Delouse’ manoeuvre may be induced through command or cueing by the owner of
the ‘choice of weapon’ function, and a 3rd party (air, ground or sea-based) may become the tactical
option for retribution (Best Available Interceptor-Shooter). The selected platform will adjust its motion
policy to get threat within WEZ. De-conﬂiction would be managed through data transfer in accordance
with the real-time WEZ and trajectory calculations of the on-scene members of the blue community,
as well as their defensive and oﬀensive assigned roles. Future platforms may execute oﬀ-boresight
shots based on Electronic Support Measures or data transfer from the network.

Figure 1: Communication functions and Air Power activities displayed across multiple generations of aircraft.
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The first two colours (Gen. 1 to 4 without Datalink) are
channel and human language (code) dependent, as
the message must be adapted to the new on-board
sensors (radar and EW suite), and all correlation and
coordination must be verbalized. The only way to
mark the environment is verbal. The Link-16 genera
tions have experienced an exponential evolution in
the skills of the emitters and receivers, as well as in the
adoption of machine-based codes that transfer infor
mation replicated in the form of icons, symbols, and
indexes (the three types of signs). These are augmented
by plain text or sounds to match the interface needs
of each receiver.
Compatible codes could generate new patterns of
interaction among future generations of manned and
unmanned platforms. Then, tactical communication
would be possible between dissimilar elements in
volved in a common – and even more complex – task
(such as the oxpecker example in Chapter 4). As an
example of these characteristics, the F-35 Distributed
Aperture System (AN / AAQ-37 DAS) already swarms
with the Ballistic Missile Defence System (BMDS)
through dynamically injected threat information,
thus augmenting early warning awareness regarding
in-flight missiles’ points of origin and trajectory.1 This
automated third party ISR contribution best illustrates
the multifunctional cluster concept at machine-tomachine level.
8.2.7 The Importance of Language
Although this study introduces the concept of lan
guage in the discussion of generations of aircraft, it is
important to understand the correlation between
speed of information flow and C2 maturity level. The
evolution of this concept, from hand signals to radio
to computer datalinks to the envisioned future net
work, exponentially increases the distribution of infor
mation among the players in concert with the devel
opment of that level of technology. This concept
endures across all aspects of discussion in this study.
From generation 1 to 4 without datalink, Axis 3, ‘Dis
tribution of information among the players’ still relied
heavily on the other two axes. The pilots must share

all the available information from the on-board sen
sors through their linguistic competence (code pro
ficiency at the level of the ideal speaker) and their
in-flight linguistic performance (the usage of lan
guage in concrete and specific situations). Accord
ing to many modern language theorists in the field
of Psycholinguistics, syntax generally takes primacy
over meaning and sound. For this reason, the crea
tion of brevity words (a single noun or verb convey
ing a specific tactical meaning) allows clear commu
nication as semantics compress due to the need for
speed and clarity.
The human perception, especially when based on hu
man language as a single code to exchange informa
tion among different agents, limited the evolutionary
trend in the fighting cluster. That is the reason why
brevity words are a product of consensus to maintain
the necessary human communication standards. Lack
of competence or poor performance will easily lead
to miscommunication and ambiguities. Actionable
information might not generate proper action if that
semantic compression eliminates contextual nuances
through faulty distribution or misunderstanding of
the information.
Machine-to-machine communication overcomes
many human language limitations. In response to
scenarios where the same word would have differ
ent meanings (homonym), some research lines2 in
corporate different thesauruses to the databases, to
facilitate contextual recognition of a certain word by
Artificial Intelligence systems. This will avoid ambi
guities and wrong state changes based on faulty
information.
Beyond the aforementioned air-to-air engagement,
many other tactical contexts will experience new
trends of communication in the form of partial mesh
topologies with a tactical hierarchy embedded. The
MUM-T related technologies open a wide field in this
area. The human management of these dissimilar
clusters will exert this hierarchical role within the
team through a common DSS that assesses the con
textual hierarchy of every tactical function for each
given tactical situation.
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To summarize, when analysing a basic 2 vs 2 air
engagement from a generational perspective, there
is a measurable change in the quality and quantity
of information shared between the aircraft upon the
implementation of the datalink, which results in an
evolution in tactics and aircraft behaviour. Extrapolat
ing this datalink evolution into the future with the
addition of machine language and machine speed
provides a roadmap to help define the way Artificial
Intelligence will solve problems. The final section of
this Chapter will discuss the role of AI in an air to air
scenario incorporating this principle.

8.3 Case Study: RAND’s Air-to-Air
Combat With and Without Link 16
This example is based on linear research, conducted
by the RAND Corporation, of how situational aware
ness improves at both the individual and formation
level when networked across a datalink. The Blue
force packages are identical, except for the presence
or absence of the Link 16 data communications net
work. Each MCP (Mission Capability Package) includes
one AWACS aircraft and four Blue F-15s, and each F-15
has similar Airborne Moving-Target Indicator (AMTI)
radars, Non-Cooperative Target Recognition (NCTR)
sensors, IFF, and similar weapon systems. The four air
craft are divided into two-ship flights, each with a flight
lead and a wingman.3
8.3.1 Datalink
The initial purpose of a datalink-based network was
to enable a limited number of participants to quickly
and accurately share situational awareness with other
similar platforms and / or with the C2 element. During
the end of the ’90s and the beginning of the 2000s,
intra-flight datalink started to complement voice ex
change of information, which upgraded the verbal
code, as seen in the previous section. While this con
stituted a large improvement, it remained greatly
susceptible to relatively basic communication jam
ming techniques (channel dependency), and some
times the link network itself proved to be unsecure
and unstable.
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8.3.2 Link 16
During the following decade a more robust datalink,
Link 16, was implemented. Link 16 is a military tactical
data exchange network where specially formatted
messages convey tactical data and are exchanged via
radio frequency at high speed, following a Time Divi
sion Multiple Access (TDMA) channel access method.4
The aims of the new datalink were: to increase the
maximum number of simultaneous participants in
the network, to increase the volume and the security
of data to be transmitted, to allow a rudimentary level
of C2 orchestration (multiple and different C2 ar
rangements between platforms inside the link), pro
vide jamming resistance, and enable simultaneous
ciphered voice communication.
8.3.3 RAND’s Case. A Linear Study
The RAND study followed the Network Centric Oper
ations Conceptual Framework,5 which has a doctri
nal connection with the proposed C2 Maturity Model
in terms of efficiency increase. This framework allows
for the conversion of the numeric scores associated
with decision-making to decision-and-action syn
chronization and action results, and hence to mis
sion effectiveness values.

Loss exchange ratios (number of Red aircraft killed
divided by the number of Blue aircraft killed) from
the JTIDS Operational Special Project is based on
the results of 12,000 training sorties in tactical airto-air combat. On average, Link-16 led to a twoand-half times improvement in the kill ratio (Red
aircraft to Blue aircraft shot down), during both
daylight and night time conditions.
Rand Institute
Network-Centric Operations Case Study
Air-to-Air Combat With and Without Link 16

Linearity consists of a strictly repetitive similar sce
nario involving (almost) strictly similar opposing forces,
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Although these hypotheses were assumed within the
operational community, they required validation. The
RAND study also focused on information quality, and,
in order to obtain proper metrics and among other
parameters, the four desired values measured through
intra-flight communication were:

• A robustly networked force improves information
sharing.
• Information sharing enhances both the quality of
information and of shared situational awareness.
• Shared situational awareness enables self-synchroni
zation, sustainability, and speed of command.
• These, in turn, dramatically increase mission effec
tiveness.6

• Completeness:
Detection and awareness of the set of tracks.
• Correctness:
Correct friend or foe labelling of the set of tracks.
• Accuracy Location:
Correct spatial location of the set of tracks.
• Accuracy Velocity:
Correct appreciation of all tracks’ velocity.

© RAND Corporation

using the same tactics with the same platforms and
similar pilot’s skills. Each of these constant values sup
port the generation of relevant metrics. According to
the RAND study, several hypotheses, similar to the
premises for this project, served as the initial basis for
this case study:

Figure 2: Complete Comparison of Mission Capability Packages Using Summary Metrics.
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SINGLE AXIS FLOW FOR ROLE SEQUENCING
VISUAL SEPARATION – VISUAL SUPPORT
PACKAGE COMPRESSION IN TIME & SPACE
MUTUAL VISUAL & VOICE SUPPORT

OFFENSIVE FLOW

© JAPCC

SEAD-STRIKE-RECCE-SLOW

LOW & TERRAIN
DEFENSIVE KICK

Figure 3: COMAO formation in the pre-link 16 TLP operations.

These four values are the most important characteri
zations of an air track for a military pilot.7 The study
included track latency and currency considerations to
validate the pilot’s perception. After mapping all the
available elements of awareness (actionable informa
tion), the associated advanced tactics (actions) were
analysed. The different patterns without Link 16 (voice
only) vs. Link 16 availability (datalink + voice) could
then be measured and compared in terms of quality
of information and degree of shared information.
The RAND study concluded that information em
powers the flight lead and the wingman, especially
the wingman. That knowledge has been proven to
have a direct impact on mission effectiveness. As the
quality of information improved, picture and situa
tional awareness building times were drastically re
duced in favour of decision-making mental processes.
Decisions were better, and made earlier. The com
plete comparison between Link 16 and Voice only
forces regarding the previously mentioned factors,
are displayed in Figure 2.
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8.4 Pre and Post Link 16 Tactical
Leadership Programme Results
This section expands the analysis from single forma
tions performing single activities (2 vs. 2 or 4 vs. 4 in the
prior sections executing Counter Air missions) to a
more complex tactical environment consisting of larger
numbers of aircraft in multiple formations conducting
multiple coordinated missions simultaneously.
The Tactical Leadership Programme (TLP) is a multi
national initiative located in Albacete Air Base, Spain.
Over more than three decades, the TLP’s Flying Courses
have become a forum where multinational forces
come together to train and execute COMAOs. This is
the perfect arena to demonstrate how a higher matu
rity level for that specific Air C2 structure (to support a
COMAO of about 20 to 30 aircraft) is achieved through
exploiting all three axes of the Maturity Model: train
ing, cultural and doctrinal standardization, and up
graded communications among different elements
operating with solid local interaction.
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A Mirage 2000 takes off from Albacete AB, home of the TLP.

8.4.1 Different Courses, Different Clusters,
Different Networks
The TLP Flying Course provides a forum for a free ex
change of information on weapons, tactics and capa
bilities among the participating nations. By providing
an environment that encourages the discussion and
development of multinational tactics, participants find
the best way to gain full advantage of differing aircraft
capabilities of the multinational forces’ COMAOs.
During each course, a building-block approach is used
to progress the crews through an average of 15 care
fully structured sorties. These sorties are meant to chal
lenge the participants to develop the tactical leader
ship skills necessary to plan, brief, fly, and debrief fully
integrated, multinational formations. These 15 sorties
belong to a syllabus extracted from the set of Core
Roles and types of operations included in AJP 3.3. The
average 26 assets that integrate each course specialize
in one or several types of operations (mainly SEAD
[Suppression of Enemy Air Defences], OCA [Offensive

Counter Air], DCA [Defensive Counter Air], APCLO [Air
Power Contribution to Counter-Land Operations], ISR
and C2). In each flying course, many combinations of
these operations, even some effected through re-roles
during the mission (dynamic cluster composition), are
available through the syllabus execution.
TLP revolves around tactical leadership. Therefore, each
sortie takes place in a highly dynamic tactical environ
ment with a pre-defined specific mission task to be com
pleted. A direct correlation between strength of language
and communications skills of the participants and overall
performance during the courses was observed. Once
again, Nash’s rule applies (see references to the Prisoner’s
Dilemma on Chapter 5), as the ability to complete a re
spective ‘cooperative task’ is proportional to the ability to
communicate amongst the cooperating players.
8.4.2 TLP COMAOs prior to Link 16
For missions which predated Link 16, information ex
change networks in the form of sequenced, supporting-
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Figure 4: The tactical scenario with multi-axis threat points of origin depicting force topologies associated to
a multi-axis schema of manoeuvre throughout the battlespace based on weapons employment zones, factor
ranges, sensor coverage and friendly activities supported, like CAS or Air Interdiction events. Different platforms’ colours are related to their primary Core Role or type of operation. Red Air aircraft and GBAD systems
are shown in red.
supported functions (triggered by a list of code words
and other actionable information) were primarily es
tablished via voice, with the exception of limited data
obtained through TACAN transmission and reception
or other friendly locks, when available. As voice calls
were insufficient to guarantee collision avoidance and
prevent weapons interference among the members
of the Blue team, prior editions of the BI-AC Regional
Manual 80-06 included in the mission planning chap
ter pre-briefed airspace segregation features, such as
BENO lines and altitude blocks, in order to ensure ver
tical and lateral de-confliction.
This classic formation schema was a good example of
a limited network functioning at a ‘Coordinated’ level
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of C2 Maturity.8 The syllabus normally limited and con
trolled the decision rights allocation, even though pi
lots often asked for higher level of delegation to enjoy
more tactical flexibility. The network was voice-based;
formation integrity rested on visual support and effec
tive pre-mission synchronization. Changes to the for
mation were then associated to code words, but no
alternative emergent motion policies were actually
introduced as a derivative.
Each mission corresponded to a task cluster, as each
of the COMAO members shared a common task at a
‘Coordinated’ Maturity Level. The associated commu
nication topologies were basic, utilizing either a Bus
or Tree topology that matched the formation physical
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layout comprising consecutive nodes which per
form a certain ingress-egress circuit, and a star topol
ogy for the C2 element, as it was usually the only
TACON element.
Obviously, Axes 1 and 2 were the main references for
task accomplishment and mission success. TLP par
ticipants built common awareness, communication
skills, confidence, and knowledge about their differ
ent FSMs (mainly Tornados, F-16s, F-18s, Typhoons and
Mirage 2000s), as each 2 or 4 ship formation of similar
aircraft were dedicated to a specific role within the
Blue team.
With the proliferation of swing role aircraft, the poten
tial behavioural states increased giving the team more
options to flex and swing from Role to Role. However,
as analysed in the cross-generational 2 vs. 2 study, all
of the actionable information and subsequent actions
at COMAO level still relied on voice commands and
voice information exchange.
8.4.3 The BOSS

receiver) into ones approaching more complex vari
ants. The classic star, tree, ring, and bus topologies,
regarding communication and related to the single
ingress-egress axis motion policy depicted in Figure 3,
began to show partial mesh connections among
the participants, allowing for emergent, collaborative
motion policies (see Figure 4).
8.4.4 TLP Airspace:
The Tactical Depth
These full-datalink courses began in 2010 – 2011. As
previously noted, TLP instructors simulated the Tacti
cal Commander’s role at both planning and execution
levels in order to replicate the whole structure of the
air battle, including the presence and management of
airborne C2 assets, notional and real-life GBAD sys
tems and notional and real-life Army, Navy, and Spe
cial Operations units, depending on mission profiles.
Connectivity began to alter not only the basic tactics,
but also the motion policy that the different platforms
displayed in the wider airspace while they still main
tained single altitude collision avoidance levels for
safety and basic de-confliction.

The most remarkable step in interoperability within
the TLP flying courses was taken when Link 16 was
made available to all platforms and the entire force
was integrated with the Battlefield Operations Sup
port System (BOSS). The system permitted the con
struction of a fully linked force by integrating virtual
tracks with real aircraft tracks within the battlespace.
Furthermore, the decision-rights management (what
level in the C2 structure certain decisions could be
made) could be adapted by the instructors not only
during mission design, but also dynamically during
the mission execution, depending on the tactical pro
cess of the participants and the training objectives for
the mission.

The cause-consequence schema of every mission
began to run faster, especially in those missions that
presented higher gradients of tactical evolution and
major state changes. That was the case in each of
the Counter Surprise-Counter Aggression, Dynamic
Targeting and the never easy No-Fly-Zone Enforce
ment missions. Each of these missions presents cer
tain events leading to a chain of state changes and
functional adaptation. These events may consist of an
airspace violation, an aggression in the form of hostile
intent and / or acts, an operational phase change or,
among others, a political position by NATO leadership
which leads to the development of NATO ROE.

BOSS implementation in the framework of full Link 16
courses allowed the evaluators to have a clearer pic
ture of both the real-world problem and the students’
perception of the world to better evaluate tactical re
sponses for each tactical context. In this process, the
TLP instructors observed a change in the routing of
information away from standard topologies (sender-

Except in cases where conventional scenarios de
mand a clear display of friendly GBAD or the standard
FLOT / FEBA geometry, the new tactical ecosystem
involved a superimposed blue and red integrated
systems. This included random points of origin of
ground-based or airborne threat, as well as a display
of blue forces throughout the scenario battlespace.
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The ‘defence in depth’ concept, useful when the COMAO
tactical plan was based on a single or double ingress
axis, had to be changed by the ‘tactical depth,’ as threat
and mutual support against it is not based on an in
gress or attack axis, but on the current sensor and
weapon (integrated through the Link 16) tactical dis
play during the battle. Based on emerging Link 16 tac
tics, the participants were able to change their defen
sive posture due to availability of friendly and enemy
data and adopt ‘sensor formations’ which allowed a
better, emergent distribution of activities.

After analysing the statistical trends at the unclassified
level, an increase of nearly 70 % for both indicators,
Weapons Efficiency, and Kill-loss Ratio, was noted.

Figure 4, courtesy of TLP, shows the motion policy
adopted by the participants in such circumstances.
The multiple points of origin of ground-based and
airborne red forces and the subsequent sidestep ma
noeuvres supported by a peer-to-peer IADS forced
blue platforms to complete their offensive and defen
sive displays based on shared situational awareness
through data transfer. Observe that the single axis
formation displayed in Figure 3 is now depicted by a
multi-axis schema of manoeuvre throughout the battle
space in Figure 4, based on weapons employment
zones, factor ranges, sensor coverage and friendly
activities supported, like CAS or Air Interdiction events.
A closer look at a specific CSAR (Combat Search and
Rescue) profile (Figure 5 and Figure 6) shows a highdensity operations area. This high-density, time-sensi
tive CSAR profile is seldom flown by a multinational
force composed of dissimilar platforms and is more
commonly related to the HIDACZ-type ACM used in
large scale Amphibious Operations, where intensive
training and extensive voice coordination is the vehi
cle for TACON and air operations coordination. Slow
mover protection, Close Air Support, SEAD, DCA, ISR,
HVAAP [High Value Asset Protection], EW, and other
types of operations may be orchestrated within and
beyond visual range, and the state changes required
to mix up all these roles are highly time-compressed.
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The conflicts appearing in such scenarios, difficult to
train to and difficult to manage in this multinational
environment, are multiple. Clear Avenue of Fire (CAF),
real-time identification, collision avoidance, pop-up
threats (surface-based and airborne), and other po
tential undesired interactions (either with other Blue
or Red assets) are often solved through a common
code with higher data transfer involvement.
In accordance with TLP instructors’ opinions and many
course critiques filled by the TLP participants, the Link
protocol made possible a great improvement in situa
tional awareness and results in the CSAR syllabus mis
sion, considered the most complex scenario due to the
amount of synchronized activities in concert. Link 16
provides a real-time tool which incorporates not only
situational awareness for the force, but also potential
self-synchronization capabilities regarding commit cri
teria, delouse options, AMR considerations and, overall,
environmental changes driving the mission.
8.4.5 TLP Statistics
The authors visited the TLP on two occasions trying to
obtain tangible metrics to reconstruct trends and re
sults and to obtain numeric results that demonstrated
these strong evidences. The TLP Flying Branch has
been collecting and processing statistics since 2005
for participants’ awareness. These statistics compare
the trends of the different courses, missions and plat
forms with and without Link 16.
Nevertheless, even though the syllabus has remained
more or less constant and the participant aircraft have
maintained a similar proportion (in force composition
by Core Roles) the results are not as accurate (as linear)
as the RAND results for the following reasons:
• RED AIR: Some courses allocated a higher level of Red
Air assets than others. Even if the Syllabus has a stand
ard profile and a certain weapon and sensor simula
tion for all Red platforms, a mission may have been
flown against different Red Air platforms, such as an
Alpha Jet force during one course but against F-16
Block 52 the following course. This disparity results,
in the latter case, in a tangible result favouring Red.
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Figure 5: TLP’s CSAR Scenario. Mission complexity forces high-density areas (CAS ROZ) with multiple, dissimilar
platforms sharing a small portion of the battlespace. Communications and coordination relay fundamentally in
advanced training and data transfer protocols.

In addition, on many occasions Red Air was provided
by the host nation and briefings transmitted with
out a proper face-to-face session; meaning without
having the advantage of sharing the whole mission
development with Red Air as when they are in place.
Different tactical behaviours were therefore observed,
and results differed from the expected trends for that
given mission. Finally, even though red shot vali
dation was performed by TLP instructors, different
Red Air shot doctrines were observed from the dif
ferent platforms and nationalities, altering the final
Kill-loss ratios.

• PACKAGE POSITION: Statistics affecting different plat
forms are not taken into account. Some platforms,
due to their package position, accumulate certain
results regarding lethality or vulnerability that
do not reflect a linear trend. Furthermore, Air-toGround results are excluded as they are dependent
upon the type of Precision Guided Munitions (PGM)
employed.

• MISSION RE-ROLE: In some courses, lack of Red Air
assets was solved by utilizing aircraft planned to be
Blue assets instead as Red assets for a specific mission,
altering the pattern regarding prior courses.

• THE ‘EVOLUTION EFFECT’: This refers to the initial dis
advantage of the Link 16 aircraft, as their crews had
to get the initial experience and skills through train
ing to maximize results.

• METHODOLOGY CHANGE: At certain dates, slight
changes in the methodology employed to calculate
efficiency values were observed.
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Figure 6: Further details of the CSAR pickup.

The only two values that made possible correlating
TLP results with those obtained by RAND in their linear
study were:
• Weapons efficiency:
Number of shots to achieve a kill.
• Kill-loss ratio (Loss exchange ratio in the RAND study):
Number of Red Air kills achieved for each Blue kill
accounted.
The evidence collected, along with the different inter
views with TLP instructors, strongly suggested that
this increase in both indicators was a consequence of
the Link community and its impact on shared situa
tional awareness, which allowed for emergent and
adaptive motion policies. Moreover, in the specific
data obtained through segregating the same plat
forms’ results with and without Link 16 when perform
ing missions in the same role and package position,
efficiency increased in a parallel value.
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Nevertheless, other factors could not be ignored,
and probably impacted these results in a minor way.
These factors were mainly fewer airspace restric
tions and new balances in air-to-air ordnance (AIM
120 C-5 and C-7 vs. AA-12 ‘Adder’, PL-12 and Derby
missiles).
Despite the fact that it is far from the 160 per cent
RAND result in both accuracy and linearity, there
are consistent and strong indicators confirming that
improved communications process contributed to im
proved SA and led to higher lethality, lower vulner
ability, and improved weapons efficiency.
Another collateral effect was included in the par
ticipants’ course critiques; an increase in machine-tomachine communication, bypassing spoken language
barriers, generated a positive impact in axis 2, as
building up common trust was easier and faster than
during courses without data linked aircraft.
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‘The U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis
tration has released its full findings following the
investigation into last year’s fatal crash involving a
driver’s use of Tesla’s semi-autonomous Autopilot
feature. The report clears Tesla’s Autopilot system of
any fault in the incident, and in fact at multiple
points within the report praises its design in terms
of safety, and highlights its impact on lowering the
number of traffic incidents involving Tesla vehicles
overall. NHTSA notes that crash rates involving Tesla
cars have dropped by almost 40 percent since the
wide introduction of Autopilot’.9

8.5 Real World
Applications
There are multiple, ongoing experiments to understand
and measure the ‘cloud performance’. Among other
civilian applications, automated cars are beginning to
show trends of improved (measured) performance.
Other plans and projects based on similar technol
ogies aim to enable the ‘command of the cloud’ in
the military environment. These military research lines
must include the reins of command to synchronize
these upgraded technologies with the classic military
command decision-making processes.
Two of these are Australia’s Plan Jericho and multi
national work on ALPHA AI. Australia’s Plan Jericho is
the first step toward joint construction of the concepts
in Chapter 7. The Jericho project intends to generate
a 5th generation Joint Force through inter-service plat
form integration in the same, shared C2 structure. The
ALPHA AI program is the machine-to-machine exten
sion of the derivative motion policy discussion in
Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Alpha AI applies Artificial Intelli
gence (AI) to the management of an airborne force
performing OCA.
8.5.1 Plan Jericho
As a single nation in the process of developing its air,
maritime, and land components with new technol
ogy and new platforms, Australia is taking a unique

approach to future combat capability, which is well
illustrated by the extensive library of articles pub
lished by Dr. Robbin Laird on Plan Jericho.
Leveraging the F-35A Lightning, the P-8A Poseidon,
and EA F-18G Growler’s ability to generate and pro
vide information rapidly across a federated network,
they hope to achieve a more cohesive, integrated
Joint Force including maritime, air, and land forces.
The key component of this study is the network itself
and the ability to build a Joint Force from inter
connected disparate platforms to the benefit of the
entire team. Although other nations are pursuing
similar lines of effort, Plan Jericho is looking at simul
taneously modernizing Air, Land and Sea elements
with this overall vision in mind, advancing the entire
team as a connected Joint Force, rather than figuring
out how to make modern platforms ‘backwards cap
able’ as systems are developed independent from
one another.

Plan Jericho will transform our Air Force for the information age. Exploiting new capabilities to their
full potential will be the difference between being an
Air Force with fifth generation aircraft, and being a
fifth generation Air Force. We will work with Army
and Navy to ensure we deliver a networked future
Joint Force across the spectrum of air, space, electromagnetic and cyber.
Air Marshal Leo Davies,
Chief of Australian Air Force

8.5.2 Alpha AI
As an extension of the prior sections of this Chapter
and subsequent extrapolations on platform behaviour
from improved network speed, Artificial Intelligence
(AI), used to operate platforms, is under development
in many nations. One interesting example that simi
larly demonstrates how machine-to-machine com
munication can operate air platforms at speeds sur
passing an experienced human is realized through
the Alpha AI program in the US.
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Colonel Lee fighting against a virtual, AI-driven fighter force in the Psibernetix ALPHA AI simulator.

Psibernetix Corporation, in cooperation with the US Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), has developed the
ALPHA program which is designed to increase ‘autonomous capabilities to allow mixed combat teams of manned
and unmanned air fighters to operate in highly contested environments’. Manned-Unmanned Autonomous Teaming in an air combat environment will certainly represent a revolutionary leap in capability of airpower in the near
future. Air combat, as it is performed by human pilots today, is a highly dynamic application of aerospace physics,
skill, art, and intuition to manoeuvre a fighter aircraft and missile against an adversary moving at high speeds
in three dimensions … The selection and application of air-to-air tactics requires assessing a tactical advantage
or disadvantage and r eacting appropriately in microseconds. Future aircraft are likely to employ a high level of
coordinated autonomous offensive and defensive capabilities, requiring reaction times, which surpass that of a
human pilot, in order to survive in such hostile environments. ALPHA was assessed by an air combat subject matter
expert: Colonel (retired) Gene ‘Geno’ Lee. As a former USAF Air Battle Manager, Mr. Lee is a United States Air Force
Fighter Weapon School graduate and Adversary Tactics (Aggressor) Instructor, and has controlled or flown in thousands of air-to-air intercepts as a Ground Control Intercept officer, as a Mission Commander on AWACS, and in
the cockpit of multiple fighter aircraft. Psibernetix and Geno worked together to develop tactics, techniques, and
procedures to overcome ALPHA’s payload and no-AWACS disadvantage, capitalize on blue’s mistakes, and take
advantage of numeric platform superiority (when the situation presented itself) [who was initially able to] easily
defeat it. However, even after repeated attempts against ALPHA, not only could he not score a kill against it, he was
shot out of the air every time after protracted e ngagements. He described ALPHA as ‘the most aggressive, responsive,
dynamic and credible AI (he’s) seen to date’.
psibernetix.com
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This is one avenue of research which parallels some of the
conclusions of this study, especially an air-to-air engage
ment at near the Edge level of maturity. However, the Al
pha comparison does have some limitations; the role of
the command function is removed from that particular
AI model, so the C2 maturity value is not exact, as ID and
engagements require human management and com
mand decisions are not clarified in the Alpha AI model.
However, it does offer an interesting parallel to theo
retical behavioural models proposed by this study,
especially in the construction of scenarios featuring a
team of UCAVs traversing a battlespace and counter
ing airborne and ground-based threats. These sce
narios and today’s potential for transformation through
upgraded communication will be analysed in Part 4.
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CHAPTER 9
Part III: Summary
and Conclusions
9.1 Summary
Today, NATO Command and Control operates at a Deconflicted to Coordinated level, primarily to ensure
safe integration of platforms with differing levels of
technology into joint and combined missions. Further
more, Tactical C2 is exerted primarily at Component
level, thus segregating services’ operations to avoid
conflict, but hindering evolution towards the combat
cloud and Best Available Weapon targeting.
Some specific technologies allow for higher degrees
of automation through data transfer and proper
interfaces. These communication features, which
introduce new systems and technologies, open new
possibilities for inter-service integration through
data transfer.
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As 5th generation fighters and future models of mod
ern aircraft are procured, agility in the information do
main with a potential for evolution in C2 will become
paramount, not just across the Air component, but
across the Joint Force and across the entire cloud.
In the future, motion policy and spatial constraints will
be arranged and de-conflicted by machines through
cueing commands or even through direct inputs to
other (mainly unmanned) supporting assets’ FCCs. The
mission flow will then be adapted to the best orches
tration of functions, and the platforms will present basic
swarming capabilities from a qualitative perspective.

9.2 Conclusions
9.2.1 Overlapping Friendly and Adversary
Airspace Presents a Complex Challenge
to the Joint Force
An important challenge facing both the Joint Force
Command and its respective Components is spatial
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overlap with the potential adversary. A significant in
crease in weapon ranges and sophistication by nearpeer military organizations has effectively compressed
the available battlespace into one characterized by
overlapping layered defensive systems.
This presents a spatial coordination problem for the
Joint Force, which in turn, requires each Component
to upgrade its C2 maturity level, leveraging improved
connectivity to improve interoperability, in order to
function with the agility and speed necessary to oper
ate inside the adversary’s threat envelope.

‘The 5th Generation aircraft will enable the air combat
cloud and allow me to use my legacy assets differently.
Many of my 4th Gen fighters can be used to extend the
network of linked systems providing reinforcing fires,
and I can focus on the 5th Gen assets as the core nodes
shaping distributed joint capabilities.’1
General Gilmary M. ‘Mike’ Hostage
in SLD Info, October 2016

9.2.2 Three Examples Demonstrate the
Link between Improved Communication
and Efficiency
At a maturity level of ‘Coordinated,’ platforms show cer
tain evolutionary characteristics that may be studied
along certain constant profiles.
9.2.3 Storyline
A storyline was discussed regarding a standard 2 vs. 2
Air-to-Air intercept from the perspective of communi
cation and the cause-consequence schemas observed
during the motion policy of choice.
The selected behavioural features of different gen
erations of platforms performing the same tactical
profile reflected higher combat effectiveness and
showed that improved communication improves the
performance of the networked platforms in a remark
able manner.

9.2.4 RAND Study
The RAND case study was a linear analysis of the com
municative intra-flight trends among F-15 4-ship for
mations executing a 4 vs. 4 with AWACS support.
In the Rand study case, the average force effective
ness increased by 160 %, directly attributable to the
increase in SA provided to the pilot through LINK-16.
Significantly, it was noted that due to the level of
available information (communication), pilot reac
tion times diminished, and offensive and defensive
profiles emerged faster in the form of the most suit
able motion policy and force (weapons and sensors)
distribution.
9.2.5 TLP Upgraded
Motion Policies
The third example analysed the upgraded motion
policies adopted by the Tactical Leadership Pro
gramme’s participants upon the incorporation of
Link 16 fully-networked missions.
Where previously, communication between pilots
and the C2 element had to be understood, correctly
analysed, and processed to build coherent and com
plete situational awareness, datalink inherently faci
litates these tasks by presenting relatively reliable,
complete, and clear tactical situations in an already
recognized display format. By presenting a compre
hensive picture, datalink removes the importance of
the pilot’s linguistic performance, allowing the pilot
to focus more on generating that mission-oriented
bigger picture and managing the overall performance
of the flight.
This facilitated the evolution of tactics and motion
policies from classic ingress axis schema based on
visual contact and mutual support, to multi-axis mo
tion policies with tactical depth based on improved
data from sensor formations. The same applies to any
member of a formation as they are allowed (as demon
strated in the RAND case study) more time to concen
trate on managing their own individual performance
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while aiming for an overall increase in team efficiency
and focusing more on the mission.
This was then further connected with the improved
tactics emerging from the networked force. Further
more, motion policies (spatial distribution of players in
the battlespace) adopting a multi-axis tactical depth
based on sensor formations evolved from the classic
ingress axis tactics, where previously visual contact to
achieve mutual support was necessary.
Even though the data contained too many variables
to support a linear extrapolation, solid evidence was
obtained reflecting an increase in weapons effective
ness and kill-loss ratio correlating to the Link 16 imple
mentation at the TLP courses.
The logical derivation from these statistics and find
ings is that improved communications has led to im
proved pilot SA, which alters the evolution from one
state to the next, resulting in a more efficient execu
tion of the mission flow. Extrapolation informs that
when a future network further improves SA across the
force, another evolutionary jump in behaviour is likely.
As we move forward, this study finds that the informa
tion flow itself is the critical path enabling improved
C2 maturity. Furthermore, any future network envi
ronment will only be as strong as the agents’ ability to
join and participate in the network. Therefore as NATO
moves forward beyond 5th generation aircraft devel
opment, there will be an enduring requirement to
integrate for the newest technology into legacy plat
forms. This requires more than just ‘buying the latest
hardware’, it also requires upgrading legacy systems
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to ensure compatibility with newer technology as
well as ensuring new technology is engineered with a
level of backwards compatibility in mind.

9.3 Real World Plans and Projects
Are Demonstrating this Study’s
Conclusions Derived from the
Three Prior Examples
Plan Jericho and ALPHA AI are real world applications
of the case studies and demonstrate evolution of C2
Maturity toward the ‘Collaborative’ level. In fact, ALPHA
AI, when viewed against the conclusions of the 2 vs. 2
case, auto analyses at machine speed each of the
turnstile pre-conditions, showing the effectiveness of
communications efficiency. All of the ‘language’ and
code words of APP-7 are now coded into the AI, im
proving both speed of the formation and the efficiency
of the subsequent resultant motion policy. This shows
ALPHA AI approaching the ‘Edge C2’ maturity level,
except for the man in the loop still required for actual
kinetic weapons employment.
As demonstrated in the real world examples, machineto-machine speed allows improved speed of data
transfer, with a much higher level of clarity compared
to limitations of human speed (language or symbols,
and other limitations as described in Part II).

1. Laird, Robbin: ‘The Weapons Revolution Continues: MBDA Shapes a Way Ahead for Strike Platforms in the Kill Web’. SLD Info, Oct. 2016. [online] http://www.sldinfo.com/the-weaponsrevolution-continues-mbda-shapes-a-way-ahead-for-strike-platforms-in-the-kill-web/
[09.10.2016].
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Part IV
A Way Forward:
Prospective, Findings and Recommendations
‘Using collaborative autonomy, CODE-enabled unmanned aircraft would find targets and engage them as appropriate
under established rules of engagement, leverage nearby CODE-equipped systems with minimal supervision, and adapt to
dynamic situations such as attrition of friendly forces or the emergence of unanticipated threats.’
Jean Lede, DARPA
Collaborative Operations in Denied Environment (CODE)
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CHAPTER 10
The DyAS Concept: Dynamic
Airspace Synchronization
In the future, the Joint Force will likely better exploit
the air domain to generate effects. Today, efficient use
of airspace is challenged by the limitations of connec
tivity and the desire to prevent fratricide. As future
network development increases the level of C2 matu
rity, certain aspects (and the associated enablers) of
the F2T2EA chain could be automated and executed
at machine-to-machine speeds. The ability of com
puters to interface and interact across the network
offers a new level of agility and opens the potential for
multiple and disparate types of air platforms to simul
taneously use the same airspace. These air platforms
will likely be able to coordinate their multiple func
tions, including weapons and sensor employment, in
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real time while avoiding fratricide and maximizing mis
sion accomplishment according to a pre-established
set of priorities.

While providing a rudimentary text messaging colla
boration capability, [today’s airspace planning tools]
lack the capability to present a common visualization
and representation of data. Furthermore, they do not
offer 3D collaboration or real time approval of airspace
requests. Most AC2 functions are founded on a deliberate planning process and the procedures do not adapt
well to time sensitive mission execution requirements –
requirements which demand real-time changes to airspace, coordinated with all applicable airspace stakeholders in order to facilitate immediate approval.1
Potts, Anthony and Kelton, James
The Need for Dynamic Airspace Management in
Coalition Operations
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10.1 A Future C2 Model
10.1.1 A Step Beyond in C2 Maturity:
Power to the Edge
The previously mentioned Network Centric Opera
tions Conceptual Framework has a doctrinal connec
tion with the proposed C2 Maturity Model in terms of
efficiency increase. Efficiency permits rational and op
timal organization of the uncertain aspects of cause
and effect once the force is committed. Different plat
forms, providing different functions across many dif
ferent Air Power roles, having different readiness,
training and standards, will have to share information,
interact, and execute in accordance with the C2 archi
tecture of choice.
The transition between the two highest levels in the
maturity scale, ‘Collaborative’ and ‘Edge’, represents
the step from formal coordination mechanisms to the
emergence of self-synchronization through machineto-machine local interaction. This local interaction
may be assured via line of sight communications, but
the redundancy and robustness of a communications
gateway is necessary for a cluster’s successful and
dynamic adaptation to environmental changes. In or
der to transition from ‘Collaborative’ to ‘Edge’ (Alberts
et al.2), the development of shared intent, awareness,
and understanding must be available for the set of
platforms through a main capability called ‘power
to the Edge’. This consists of ‘a robust, secure, ubiqui
tous, interoperable, info-structure that extends to all
participating entities (dynamic Information Exchange
Requirements [IERs] on a need-to-share basis)’.3

This study concurs with engineers at CLAEX (Centro
Logístico de Armamento y Experimentación) who
suggested to the authors during a meeting in Madrid
in July 2016 that different platforms will have different
information synchronization requirements. Not only
will the machine language need to be converted and
processed by different types of systems on different
platforms, but certain platforms, due to hierarchy and
mission roles, will have different levels of information
requirements. The network must be able to filter
the right level of information to the right platforms to
best enable and empower self-synchronization across
those platforms.
The shared information would then trigger an action,
generate more actionable information for a third
party platform, fall into the fusion engine for further
correlation, or trigger an immediate reaction by the
original platform if a threshold event was realized and
the platform’s state changed (see Chapter 4 discussion
on Finite State Machines).

Coordinating by radio, the Apache crews also
worked with other drones from small Scan Eagles
and RQ-7 Shadows to far larger Predators and MQ-9
Reapers, another Predator derivative far larger and
more heavily armed than the Grey Eagle or MQ-1.
The Reaper typically carries four Hellfires and two
500-pound bombs.4
Whittle, Richard
MUM-T Is The Word For AH-64E: Helos Fly, Use Drones

10.2.1 Manned & Unmanned

10.2 The Platforms
The aggregation of different off-board capabilities
within unrestricted battlespace may be considered a
single entity as proposed in Chapter 3. As in the 2 vs. 2
storyline in Chapter 8, the actionable information
fused in a MC from a certain number of sensors would
be transmitted through the net to the most suitable
platform to be decoded and analysed in the receivers’
mission or fusion computers.

The set of dissimilar platforms may include the assi
milation of both humans and machines. Regarding
machines, automated (not autonomous) systems (ro
bots) and humans can team to accomplish a task,
self-synchronizing their mutual support in a shared
space. Task-based construction of tactical options for
these manned and unmanned teams has already
been incorporated into Apache helicopters and vari
ous RPA platforms.
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10.2.2 Automated vs. Autonomous

In an automated system critical decision-making will
always be in human hands or constrained to a decision
set pre-defined by humans. The ethical dimension
of lethal decision-making by machines, as outlined
in Asimov’s Three laws of Robotics and the respective
legal consequences are discussed in the recently pub
lished JAPCC Project ‘Future Unmanned System Tech
nologies: Legal and Ethical Implications of Increasing
Automation’. This study analyses, in depth, the limits of
autonomous vehicles in military operations.5

Dynamic reallocation of every platform for optimal
function or sub-function execution may be auto
mated through code writing to enable the brain-tobrain and brain-to-fin communication concepts. The
unmanned system’s functional menu and spatial dis
play may also be incorporated into the cluster, and
the finite states of these unmanned systems could
be administered by the battle manager or simply
monitored when the environmental changes trigger
state transitions.

© DARPA

The difference between autonomous and automated
systems must be understood. ‘Automated’ means the
robot (or agent) behaves as a deterministic element
of the team, like a turnstile (Chapter 4). This means the
dynamic behaviour of a robot needs to be controlled
and its trajectory, flight profile, force delivery and
effect generation adjusted to meet the will and needs
of the human tactical manager, even by negation
when high degrees of automation are achieved.

In an autonomous system, the machine would devel
op its own will, ‘becoming unpredictable and uncon
trolled’.6 Therefore, to preserve the Commander’s role
in the execution of Air Power activities, full autonomy
involving decision rights should not be allocated to a
machine. Robots may be allocated to platforms carry
ing weapons and / or sensors, or exist as weapons and
sensors themselves. Their data, algorithms, correspond
ing practices and in general all interactions among
hardware, software and data, should be examined
through the brain Ethics7 perspective.

Figure 1: DARPA’s Code Project.
Available at: https://www.darpa.mil/program/collaborative-operations-in-denied-environment
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10.2.3 Legacy, Future & Robot Platforms
In a July 2014 article, Phil Linker states that ‘unmanned
aerial vehicles are at the forefront of an evolution’.8
New elements and new agents may self-synchronize
their performance (actions) based upon environmen
tal state changes and upgrade their own functional
states, as well as updating the cluster members’ states
by supplying actionable information.
The use of robots as deterministic combatants will
open new possibilities, not only in the field of battle.
Automatic features, like 3-D printing to obtain parts or
other hardware are currently used to support logistic
chains,9 and will someday provide self-healing capa
bilities at platform or even at fleet level in the form
of highly automated maintenance agents. The human
presence in the loop is a topic currently analysed from
many perspectives.
The options for increasing a cluster’s performance are
exponential. All joint community platforms in range,
despite their generation, may be able to support
each event dynamically, if connected and if codecompatible. New unmanned platforms will soon be
ready to assume the riskiest profiles in support of
various functions.
This concept is applied by the US’s DARPA (Defence
Advance Research Project Agency) regarding colla
borative employment of UAS (Figure 1). The CODE Pro
ject (Collaborative Operations in Denied Environment)
focuses ‘on developing and demonstrating improve
ments in collaborative autonomy’, thus allowing the
capability of groups of UAS to work together under a
single person’s supervisory control. The unmanned
vehicles would continuously evaluate their own states,
environments, and present recommendations for co
ordinated UAS actions to a mission supervisor. The
mission supervisor would then approve or disapprove
such team actions and direct any mission changes.
Further unmanned solutions to support similar sce
narios are under development in many other nation
al agencies, most notably in missions for air opera
tions support or air-to-ground roles such as Air-to-Air

Refuelling10 or Attack.11 Their convergence may be con
sidered in the 2 vs. 2 storyline and associated mission
profiles (see Chapter 8) to illustrate the impact of data
transfer in the communication schema of the described
air-to-air intercept. Soon RPAS / UAS will become fully
integrated as a part of a Tactical C2 structure and
move beyond off-boarding (third party) some sensors
or weapons. Then, the platforms acting as task man
agers (a C2 asset, or even a tactical platform, using the
RPA / UAS as an off-board capability) will be able to
self-synchronize the unmanned vehicle to adjust the
RPA / UAS motion policy to the optimal solution with
out jeopardizing the task.
The network will redefine itself following dynamic
criteria. Offensive and defensive displays will self-syn
chronize contextually. Mutual support will be arranged
through collective intelligence emerging from colla
boration and prior experience. This can become pos
sible if the ‘problem space’ is solved.

‘The air environment (…) surrounds the globe and
overlays the land and sea. Consequently, Air Power
is inherently joint, as Air Power has decisive impact
when orchestrated along with land, maritime, space
and cyberspace power. Air Power is also pervasive,
as aircraft are rarely physically constrained by national boundaries or terrain …’
AJP 3.3 (B)

10.3 Continuous Airspace
Game Theory was previously introduced as a method
to frame examples of different topologies formed
through the players’ communication networks. Some
games incorporate fixed spaces, like the basketball
court or the chessboard.
Air Power has a particular advantage. Airspace is per
haps the most ‘joint’ of the battlespaces, as it is con
tinuous and the domain itself is exploited by Maritime
and Land Components, in addition to the traditional
Air Component. When we picture or model the future
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cloud, it does not adapt to a specific space, but dis
tributes its effects through the 3-D physical region of
interest and through the cyber domain.

whom, and for what purpose (activity). It is similar
to installing temporary fences in the air for de-con
fliction purposes.

Land and sea assets cannot normally transit each
other’s spaces. Coastlines mark severe boundaries for
interoperability, even though data can be exchanged
across this boundary. By contrast, air assets from any
Component can overfly each of the other domains,
thus interacting physically with all the elements in
volved and allowing for more flexible binary and multi
lateral interactions among subsets.

The questions then become:

An example of this is seen upon examination of the
Global Positioning System (GPS). This system sup
ports all military sets (services) from the continuous
Air & Space domain.
10.3.1 The Geometry of Today’s Battlespaces
The Joint Force is able to use airspace to deliver effects
and share awareness through information transfer
without restrictions other than impermanence, limited
payload, vulnerability (fragility and weather), and ene
my opposition (per AJP 3.3 [B]). Local proximity of Air
Power assets, with the sequential input of stimuli to
the environment (adversary action) which results in a
response (friendly action) and within the network, pro
vide an example of the Air C2 term ‘contiguity’.
Airspace is used as a continuous domain for commu
nication, but not always for joint action of contiguous
platforms. Today in NATO, when the Air Force subset
is deployed, segregated airspace is traditionally uti
lized to de-conflict different platforms from different
nations and services so their different abilities can
be safely coordinated to execute common Air Power
Functions. This means that platforms cannot group
contiguously to form an organism-like cloud through
bottom-up local interaction. This separation is neces
sary for safety within the limits of current technology,
but effectively prevents an optimal topology from
being formed.
Contemporary C2 utilizes an Airspace Control Order
(ACO) to designate which spaces to activate when, for
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• How is the proper topology of assets positioned in a
suitable region of the airspace (or battlespace)?
• How can we physically ‘shape the cloud’ in this seg
regated sky?
This process of developing guidelines for use of cer
tain de-conflicted and coordinated airspace is cur
rently referred to as Airspace Control Measures (ACMs).
ACMs establish discreet ‘lanes’ or ‘areas’ of airspace
(similar to those in the Voronoi example in Chapter 4,
Figure 4) which serve to prevent conflicts among
platforms and concurrent activities such as transiting,
identification, fires, or manoeuvres.
Even though the airspace contained by each ACM
works as a disjointed subset of the ‘whole’ airspace,
the different ACMs can be spatially contiguous to other
ACMs whether or not the activities in the segregated
airspaces are contiguous regarding the sequential
events within each boundary.
10.3.2 The Future Geometry of the Battlespaces
Looking to the future, it is likely that some aerial plat
forms will be able to interact without spatial bound
aries. This concept is necessary if the platform of plat
forms is conceived as a single organism ranging the
whole battlespace.
Furthermore, it is likely that these same elements or
clusters of platforms will be able to send and receive
data stating their support needs, or ability to provide
support, to others without spatial caveats. This al
ready happens within some datalink contexts, where
mutual support among fighters is executed through
so-called ‘sensor formations’. In that context, sensors
are federated so that a single sensor does the func
tion for multiple platforms (Voronoi diagram as de
picted in Figure 3 and Figure 4 of Chapter 4). Therefore,
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dissimilar platforms will be able to form contextual,
unique cause-consequence schemas through mu
tual, orchestrated support that do not require direct
human management for some of the functions.
Finally, their spatial distribution and their common
awareness regarding manoeuvres, sensor position
ing, weapons employment, and enemy activities will
likely be highly automated, with human monitoring,
in the same way the Navy executes via ‘command by
negation’ (Chapter 7).

‘A separate set of enhancements could prepare the
[F-15] Eagle for an arguably more-important role
as an airborne missile truck supporting the F-22.
Boeing is developing a pod for the Air Force that
helps F-15 and F-22 pilots communicate without
breaking radio silence.’
David Axe
The National Interest, November 2015

10.3.3 Upgraded Quality through
Local Communication
The redefinition of these cooperative local interac
tions among pairs or among reduced numbers of
contiguous agents reconfigures their communication
schemas and generates patterns of self-organization,
all within the most complex and non-linear system.
The third axis of the SAS 065 Panel / NEC Maturity
Model, ‘Distribution of Information Among Entities’
will be the parameter of choice to analyse the evolu
tion of swarming characteristics through data transfer,
military C2 implications and its systemic impact. In the
previous AMR example, improved communication in
the form of more effective link protocols should in
crease effectiveness without adding fighters.

connect the elements’ paths while maintaining a solid
input-output relationship through changes was extra
polated to the continuous and desired structure of
a dynamic and flexibly linked force. The three alge
braic properties of Connectedness, Convergence, and
Continuity were examined and assimilated to this fully
connected cluster of platforms.
Hyper-connectivity (an increase in Axis 3 of the C2
model upgrading the system’s maturity towards the
‘Edge’ level and enabling both brain-to-brain and brainto-fin communication) will then permit the following:
Receivers and / or emitters may be either manned and
unmanned vehicles, as data transfer can ‘talk’ MC-toMC (Mission Computer to Mission Computer), or even
MC-to-FCC (Mission Computer to Flight Control Com
puter) normally via the receivers MC. This last feature
will allow subordinated motion policies within a hier
archy of platforms under human control and semiautomatic management, permitting:
• The selective employment of sensors, federating their
use through the community, thus reducing tactical
footprint or meeting fusion and correlation require
ments as dictated per the Rules of Engagement. This
is already a 5th generation systems feature.
• The automatic adoption of the most effective mo
tion policy per contextual change, in order to up
date the supporting-supported functional schema
of the cluster.
• The almost unrestricted ability for platforms to mark
the environment through relevant data transfer,
allowing Stigmergy to generate self-synchronization
through the net, resulting in the generation of action
able information triggering the subsequent response
action under human supervision.

10.4 A Future Model

10.4.1 The Space Invader’s Paradox:
How Spatial Conflict Is Solved

The open set topology was assimilated to a fluid battle
space in Chapters 5 and 6. A list of potential combi
nations of available capabilities and the potential to

Classic ’80s videogames, like ‘Space Invaders (TM)’ or
‘Galaxian (TM),’ featured Red Forces spatially allocated
in 2-D formations fighting a single Blue spaceship. In
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Retro style video game showing motion policy which demonstrates the Space Invaders paradox.

these imaginary battles, the platforms displayed two
basic states: movement towards or relative to the
Blue asset and weapons employment against it. Their
relative Red-to-Red distance in most games never
changed (symmetric agents), or in others only subtly
changed when committing against the Blue player’s
ship in the ‘Galaxian’ game profile (low degree of plat
form asymmetry).
The good part of being a Space Invader was that you
never crashed into another teammate (Space Invader).
Moreover, they never killed each other, which was a
paradox in such a small and congested screen, and
where the maximum range of their weapons was
higher than the screen boundaries. Therefore, as colli
sion avoidance and Red-on-Red issues were automati
cally managed, the potential to empower every single
platform in terms of situational awareness matches one
of the conclusions of the RAND study in Chapter 8:
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upgrading the wingman’s decision-making capabili
ties through communication (Link 16 in the study) in
creases the efficiency of the force.
Other games (or movies such as ‘Independence Day’ or
‘Star Wars’) included forces flying collision-free profiles.
Fratricide was eliminated, even though these fictional
or software-generated platforms were operating with
in the same airspace boundaries.
The platforms included in these fictional films and
games, and those included in the real world TLP mis
sions, analysed in Chapter 8 as well as in recent publi
cations and projects, like DARPA’s OFFSET (Offensive
Swarm-Enabled Tactics), must resolve certain com
mon potential spatial conflicts while operating. This is
especially difficult if these platforms are dissimilar and
even more if they belong to different classes, genera
tions or domains. These potential spatial conflicts are:
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Space ships represent the 3-dimensional, 360-degree challenge of the future battlespace.

• collision;
• CAF or Clear Avenue of Fire pre- and post- target en
gagement (maximum range);
• Blue / Red blast avoidance (fragmentation pattern);
• undesired double targeting;
• non-targeted Red elements;
• maintaining the correct spatial distribution (order of
battle per function) to sustain the desired AMR (Ac
ceptable Merge Ratio including a Blue WEZ [Weap
ons Engagement Zone]-SEZ [Sensor Employment
Zone] consideration) throughout the battlespace;
• loss of spatial bug-out options;
• loss of tactical depth;
• presence of ‘Man in the Middle’ threats within the
cloud (associated to jamming techniques against
the network).
Videogames solve the Blue-on-Blue or Red-on-Red
dilemma (collision avoidance or weapons usage-re
lated) by applying algorithms that allow for an ade
quate replication of realistic scenarios. In the sim
plest scenario, the ‘Red replicates’ do not collide and
do not kill each other because the game maintains
the Red community in a collision-free phase, thus
solving the necessary contiguity demand the force
needs to o
 perate safely. The Space Invaders (or the
less symmetric ‘Galaxian’ Red forces) are convergent

in their mission objectives, they are software-con
nected for conflict-solving and they are continuous
through all the regions of the screen, therefore they
fight as an open set topology, featuring a platform
of platforms.

‘Teaming is where you might put a couple of dif
ferent platforms and use them together to perform
something. The loyal wingman concept will make
an extension of the same aircraft.’12
Brigadier General John Rauch
Air Force Director of Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance,
October 2016

Extrapolating such virtual scenarios to a future net
worked battlespace, there are many options for mutu
alism among all these dissimilar platforms. Certain plat
forms may contextually seek a more aggressive WEZ,
may be instructed to collide (a form of biological altru
ism for lower rank element-sacrifice; e.g. a pawn to
save the queen) or have to maintain certain task-de
pendent separation or functional profiles with another
platform (sensor and weapon-based).
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Artists’ depiction of congested civil airspace, with airliners sharing a common motion policy based on machineto-machine communication executing their common task (transportation) in a collision-free environment.

© DARPA

Figure 2: DARPA’s Program: ‘Advanced Airborne Networking Capabilities Sought for Hostile Environments’.
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Eventually, the Alliance’s networked environment will
demand the nations’ acceptance of their new control
and semi-automated management position on the
battlefield, which is one of the limitations detected in
axes 1 and 2. Force generation processes will have to
account for these asymmetric demands among differ
ent vehicle generations, and some nations may de
cline to perform the ‘loyal wingman’ or ‘missile truck’
role under the control and partial management of a
5th generation aircraft.13 In other words, nations may
be reluctant to supply forces to fill lower tactical posi
tions within the ‘platform of platforms’.
10.4.2 The Networked
Environment Is Here
Obviously, each one of the aforementioned games are
tied to a single processor linking these software-driven
behaviours. During the research phase of this study,
the authors determined many individuals and agen
cies have approached interoperability through data
transfer and the associated networks as the key for
immediate future developments regarding air oper
ations. This DARPA recreation (Figure 2) of the architec
ture of an airborne network and its associated partialmesh topology could be metaphorically compared to
the screen of a game, where the common processor
eliminates conflict among peers through providing
situational awareness and signal compatibility to mark
the environment through communication.

‘When you infer an operational concept from the
Tower of Babel story it requires a pre-definition of
receipt and transmission from the best frequencyhopping software controlled radios, and a set of
icons that are a universal subset of the combat
fighting forces.’
Michael Wynne
Former Secretary of the US Air Force
AFA-Air & Space Conference, September 2014

Different aircraft generations, different radio frequency
formats, different networks, different software, languages,

standards, and security challenges, are the ‘Babel’ threat
the Alliance faces.
If disparate functional platforms are to be intercon
nected, not only for communication but also for
action generation within the cluster, a hybrid / partial
mesh topology for data transfer will support the over
all motion policy and best available sensor / weapon
selection as long as the tactical context demands
that degree of maturity in the allocated force.
10.4.3 A Chess Network Example:
Clusters Hierarchy in the Grid and
Tempo Spatial Management
A common motion policy within the cluster, where
real-time mutual support needs dictate motion poli
cies in different platforms, demands clearly defined
algorithms for motion profile-related decisions. This is
mandatory for platforms in scenarios involving state
changes affecting many agents simultaneously.
The example of certain subordinated chess figures at
tacking, defending or even sacrificing themselves for
the collective is valid. The player adapts each move
ment, balancing the payoffs in term of the risk he or
she is willing to assume for high value assets, or to the
position of the king, queen, rooks, and bishops with
respect to these subordinated players.
Imagine the standard chessboard as the battlespace
and the 16 vs 16 pieces as the opposing clusters. Every
piece exhibits certain characteristics. A cluster hierar
chy must be established, taking into account contex
tual offensive and defensive variations that may affect
the task. If chess pieces’ value options are considered,
the metrics assigned to a piece at the beginning of the
game vary according to the tactical context, which re
flects the current orders of battle of both players. If a
pawn is considered the ‘off-board’ or third party plat
form of the queen or bishop for certain moves regard
ing a specific function (decoy, jam, engage), its value
will adopt a different perspective and, therefore, its mo
tion will be adapted accordingly to the overall cluster’s
motion policy. It would be ideal if the pawns automati
cally redistributed their positions to:
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1. augment the threat to the other team;
2. dynamically open a spatial corridor for the queen to
commit, when desired; and
3. automatically sacrifice itself in preservation of higher
value pieces, if required.

Conversely, if the pawn is spatially and contextually in
position to achieve the goals of the game (win by cap
turing the king), the pawn then automatically raises in
value and the rest of the pieces become subordinate
and supporting assets.
10.4.4 Operational Tempo

© Copyrighted

If chess was not a turn-based game, if all the pieces
had on-board software, sensors and weapons and if
there were black and white networks to connect them,
both players could manage their pieces dynamically,
minimizing human inputs. These are the fundamen
tals of a future, networked model. However, part of
the mental effort to control all the potential move
ments in this perfect information game (all pieces are
visible, everyone able to move any piece simultane
ously) would have to be semi-automated, as it is rela
tively standardized in chess openings or classical chess
defences. It is most likely the human manager would
move the queen and the bishops, and the Tactical
Command element would have allocated the deci
sion rights regarding the king’s security and the over
all offensive strategy.

Scales of Power in Chess.
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Manned and unmanned pawns, knights and rooks
would adjust sensors, weapons, and motion to the
context through the human management of the
queen and the bishops and its command by negation
prerogative. For instance, some pawn and knight
movements would be automatically managed by
the network in support of, or supported by, the maninduced queen or bishop movements. In addition, all
would be orchestrated by a DSS in accordance with
the natural and contextual hierarchy of the force. The
advantage of the chess game is that the spatial neigh
bourhoods, the Voronoi diagram associated to each
piece, is composed of 64 identical squares, so there is
no ‘problem space’.
The tempo of a chess game is dictated by the turn of
the players, and it rewards the player’s mental agility,
as time is limited. Under a time constraint, the players
must move sequentially in accordance with the game’s
rules. If the pieces were networked and the governing
turn-based rule rescinded, upon moving the queen,
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 ictated not by a cycle of retribution or steps of a plan
d
based on single movements, but on multiple move
ments orchestrated through automation. This would
highly increase the tempo of the battle and force the
opponent to a higher mental effort to understand
the new context, as time remains constant.

Example of a networked, multi-move turn
of the game.

the bishop or the knight, other pieces, such as a pawn
or even the king, would apply a self-defence policy
(Retrograde) and move automatically as cued / steered
through data transfer.
Standard openings, attacks or defences would be, to
some extent, recommended by the network through
proper code-writing, cueing the human player in
the management of manned pieces (high degree of
human management and higher hierarchy within
the cluster [Brain-to-Brain]). This results in steering
and engaging the unmanned pieces simultaneously
through the network (human management, aug
mented mainly through automation with override
options [e.g. Brain-to-Fin]).
Manned and unmanned proportions would be also
tailored to each context. The auto-pawn option may
be incorporated as sensor or weapon level, per the
DARPA ‘Gremlin’ concept seen in Figure 6 of Chapter 4.
The king’s position, the queen’s movements, and the
tactical context recognized by the network would
dynamically distribute the pieces, their mutual sup
port, and their specific functions during combat. The
allocation of decision rights would still remain with
the human player. Each turn of the game would be

Hierarchy would require new variable topologies to
face the emergent tactical contexts. As different pieces
would acquire different contextual value, Time-Division
Multiple Access datalink solutions would migrate to
Statistical Priority-Based Multiple Access or similar so
lutions. The contextual ‘right to talk’ and the level of
executive orders that machines could launch or accept
through the net relays would be under the super
vision of the human communications traffic manager,
especially the messages containing actionable infor
mation that demand kinetic actions. By maintaining
tactical awareness of and command by negation op
tions over all the automated flow of information, the
team will maintain the non-deterministic aspect of
the operations in the human side regardless of the
level of automation and delegation.
All of these considerations dramatically increase
the speed of tactical execution, which increases the
operational tempo.

10.5 New Developments
for a New Battlespace
Networked battlefields, like the networked chess
board of the prior example, may sustain new plat
forms’ relationships, resulting in new, revolutionary
functional topologies demanding new C2 architec
tures. Some of the new developments featuring these
advanced machine-to-machine communication capa
bilities are MUM-T and DyNAMO.
10.5.1 The MUM-T Project:
A Dynamic Tactical Hierarchy
Analysis of NATO doctrine (AJP 3.3 series and other
tactical manuals) identifies dozens of functions re
lated to air operations that may be exerted on the
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Manned and unmanned teaming between US Army Kiowa, Apache and an MQ-9 Predator
during exercise Music 2011.

battlefield. Throughout this study, the authors have
identified more than 40 potential functions linking
both the OODA loop and the F2T2EA Kill chain.

• skills (verbs of action related to platforms);
• missions (types of operations).

In the chess example, the rules of the game establish
the functional behaviour of each piece in the form
of a distinctive single function or so-called ‘mano
euvre’. Manoeuvre permits offensive and defensive
options through pieces’ induced contact. Neverthe
less, in a more complex battlespace, the functional
menu of the cluster members, in terms of potential
state changes, is exponentially larger and linked to
diverse exchanges of information among sensors
and weapons.

The Army’s Program Executive Office for Aviation’s
offices Project Manager’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems, PM Armed Scout Helicopter and PM Apache
have worked together with the goal to make the
most capable, automated, lethal and interoperable
systems available to our forward deployed Soldiers
and our allies.
Manned Unmanned Systems Integration:
Mission Accomplished,
September 2016

A US Army-sponsored MUM-T-related line of research,
followed a similar procedure by identifying:
• task categories (equivalent to roles and operations in
this Air Warfare study);
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All these elements were extracted from tactical doc
trine regarding attack helicopters employment in ISR
and Combat Support operations.
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Busy sky. Airspace should be dynamically synchronized if all the traffic / weapons/ sensors were
conflicting / redundant in time, space and task.

The MUM-T study aims for the identification of critical
(and optimal) topologies integrating manned and un
manned systems and establishes a correspondence
among different tasks categories and associated skills.
A total of 25 skills were identified and rated in terms of
training, performance, personnel, and equipment. Fur
thermore, and as discussed in the prior chess example,
where different pieces had different values in different
tactical contexts, the importance of each skill regard
ing mission success was converted to a 5-point scale,
to reflect the contextual hierarchy of each skill within
the mission, the training processes, and the factors af
fecting personnel and materiel. Redundancy in skills
was filtered to avoid random hierarchical results.
Several tests and exercises have focused on this con
cept in recent years. On 16 September 2011, Program
Executive Office for Aviation, or PEO, AVN sponsored
the first ever Manned-Unmanned Systems Integration

Capability, or MUSIC, Exercise. The exercise was the
largest demonstration of manned-unmanned inter
operability ever attempted.14
These concepts and exercises led to optimal teaming
solutions in terms of cluster formation, mission execu
tion and emergent tactical contexts. Also, the con
textual hierarchy of every team member, in terms of
relevance of each tactical action through the execu
tion of the tactical chain of events, is taken into ac
count for a more flexible supported-supporting com
bination of assets and for a potential best available
sensor or weapon policy within the cluster.
10.5.2 DyNAMO:
A 3D Battlespace Network Architecture
DARPA is currently working on a project called ‘Dy
namic Network Adaptation for Mission Optimization’
(DyNAMO). In this framework, DARPA solicits proposals
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to enable manned and unmanned air systems to
share information rapidly, securely, and automatically
across diverse waveforms and networks despite ad
versary jamming.

DARPA’s DyNAMO project is ‘designed to pick up
where C2E (Communication in Contested Environments) leaves off, ensuring that raw RF data successfully communicated between previously incompat
ible airborne systems is not only conveyed but also
translated into information that all the systems can
understand and process, whether that information
relates to time-sensitive collaborative targeting,
imagery, or networked weapons’.17

A functioning spatial network has to sustain each of
the different components of the multinational force’s
communication requirements. DARPA’s DyNAMO pro
ject aims to analyse information sharing with different
types of manned and unmanned systems through
developing technology that dynamically adapts net
works to enable instantaneous free flow of infor
mation among all airborne systems, at the appropri
ate security level and in the face of active jamming by
an adversary.15, 16
This concept approaches the ‘problem space’ and its
implicit conflicts referring to collision, weapons, sen
sors, and common motion. The choices of sensors,
weapons, and motion policies would be adapted dy
namically to the tactical context, overseen by a man
ager. Mutual support across the different Air Power
core roles and types of operations, in the form of dy
namically coupled functions, would be highly auto
mated, based on the given hierarchies, and this Axis 3
improvement in maturity would generate the condi
tions for the force to be able to partially swarm.

10.6 Dynamic Airspace
Synchronisation (DyAS)
The DyAS concept proposed by this study is a new way
of looking at airspace management, more s pecifically
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platform operations inside the airspace. In a departure
from today’s rather rigorous mechanisms of assigning
floors, ceilings and spatial boundaries to individual
platforms or formations, this concept proposes that,
due to the increased level of machine-to-machine
communication, future platforms will be able to oper
ate in the same airspace with the ability to self-syn
chronize not only motion policy but also sensor /
weapons employment. This will permit co-use of the
battlespace by a large number of platforms of vary
ing design and performance capabilities, maximizing
efficiency while still addressing the fratricide concerns
which govern today’s methods of ‘segregation’ and
de-confliction.
Many spatial resources become critical during the
execution of certain operations, especially if the clus
ter’s motion policy is automated to some extent. It
would be ideal to match and correlate all network
participants for spatial ownership when a function is
assigned within that certain space.
As previously discussed, today’s methods of airspace
segregation are necessary based on today’s level of
C2 maturity, which limits mission effectiveness. In
the future, a volume of airspace related to a specific
function would be shared in real time through data
transfer by the whole cluster and adjusted via the
common motion policy. This battlespace feature
is already executed by the TAIS-DACT system in
land operations through visual interfaces, but not
at machine-to-machine level. The difference is future
airspace segregation would be based on machineto-machine communication, as the images of the
segregated (per function) airspace are displayed on
the DACT interface.
When robots (unmanned platforms) become part
of the cluster, they can be directed not only by their
remote operator, but also from the rest of the force
(MC-to-FCC) for de-confliction, emergent actions
and / or dynamic task completion. An agent whose
status within the force’s context (state change) de
mands a certain alteration of its motion policy will
swarm with the rest of the agents to obtain and main
tain spatial advantage. As a whole, their WEZs, SEZs,
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options, and not only limited to the depiction in a
tactical interface of the battlespace per each func
tion’s spatial needs.

However, stages of modern C2 operations necessary
to construct a force able to operate under such ‘Colla
borative’ to ‘Edge’ level of C2 requires a new school of
thinking. Information and decisions, once adopted at
the proper level, will flow through the fighting force
to the most suitable sensor or weapon, where clus
ters and / or single entities are fluid and not neces
sarily spatially-segregated. The space for each func
tion may be segregated in real time from the common
battlespace through data transfer. But these spaces
may be transmitted even as automated, actionable
information for other players, like a mark in the shared
environment involving avoidance or other steering

As pilots consider altitude a resource to be husbanded
(for sanctuaries or Joint Engagement Zones [JEZ] pro
cedures), the available airspace must also be consid
ered as a resource, especially when highly congested
with Blue and Red players. An example of highly con
gested battlespace is represented by Blue and Red air
forces operating over an area covered by both Blue
and Red IADS, where manned and unmanned team
ing of disparate platform types becomes an option.
Particularly in the context of highly congested battle
space, a force performing distributed and dynamic
operations must be able to transfer data at machineto-machine speeds, reflecting not only each platform’s

© NASA

and green sectors (safe areas into which to steer) would
be orchestrated to achieve the maximum sensor effi
ciency, weapons lethality, and platform survivability.

Unmanned Aircraft Systems Airspace Operations Challenge competition, sponsored by NASA, focuses on a
variety emerging drone technologies but particularly the aircraft's ability to sense and avoid other air traffic.
Hierarchical airspace segregation and common motion policies may be soon explored within the concept.
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motion policy, but also offer cueing and / or steering
within the cluster’s hierarchy to match the cluster’s tac
tical evolution (tasks of the other platforms and how
those tasks impact use of the airspace).
10.6.1 Battlespace as a Resource:
The Bourgeois Strategy
Evolutionary Game Theory is an application of Game
Theory related to the evolution of animal populations
when interacting with other species18. As the colony
evolves, the agents adapt their competition profiles
in search for equilibria. If that adaptation is successful
with regard to the assigned task and promotes bene
fit for the colony, that strategy becomes an Evolution
ary Stable Strategy (ESS). When assessing the TLP sta
tistics, it becomes apparent that the motion policy
‘sensor formation’ adopted by certain data-linked air
craft at the Tactical Leadership Programme, in order to
achieve better tactical depth, is a type of ESS. The
Measures of Effectiveness (MoE) of this specific ESS
are the Weapons Effectiveness and Kill Ratio variables
analysed in Chapter 8.
The Bourgeois Strategy is one of the strategies that in
tegrates Evolutionary Game Theory. It associates a cer
tain resource with its ownership. Two competing enti
ties will have to clarify ownership over that resource to
incorporate it into their payoff matrix. ‘Signalling,’ or the
sensorial expression in the form of actionable informa
tion given by a player, is the way in which some agents
determine who owns the space around a resource.
Examples of this behaviour include individual male
butterflies who defend sunlight patches on a first
come-first serve basis for reproduction purposes, while
the rest of the colony acknowledges this ownership.19
Another example concerns bees that avoid double tar
geting or untargeted payoffs (missed flowers) when
feeding or executing other functions around a flower.20
Manufacturers are attempting to adapt this same type
of interaction to unmanned automobiles.
Unmanned autos have the rudimentary capability
to determine what space is available ahead in order
to exert ownership over that ‘resource space’ once
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pedestrians, other vehicles and other signals / stigmer
gic marks / threats to double use of space have been
verified and accommodated
Communication solves the territorial dispute. Time and
space conflicts among platforms that must be syn
chronized at the ‘Collaborative’ and ‘Edge’ levels of the
Maturity C2 Model may only be solved through speed
of data transfer and network capacity, especially when
robots share the battlespace with manned systems.
10.6.2 Dynamic Airspace Today: Interfaces
Modern scenarios, current weapons, and sensors’ ranges
make it inevitable that friendly and enemy systems
superimpose each other. Proliferation of platforms and
proper identification of various players in the same
battlespace is a significant challenge. The aforemen
tioned spatial conflict, plus the identification required
to eliminate ambiguities and convert the battle into a
game of perfect information (which is an ideal case)
requires, in some cases, spatial boundaries to submit
to functional states of the different platforms.
Some software-based applications consider convert
ing the resource ‘space’ into a complete information
variable through data transfer and the proper inter
faces. The Aero Glass Company has converted this
concept of integrating spatial information into a visual
display through an application, converting the air
space into a virtual ‘chessboard’ where the pieces and
the relevant airspace (associated to a certain piece or
just contextual airspace) can be seen.
If any spatial resource is altered (a restricted or dan
gerous area is contextually activated, or a platform
changes its trajectory), the information is displayed
in the form of dynamically built boundaries through
different geometry.
This Aero Glass Company concept graphically solves
the ‘see and avoid’ challenge between manned and
unmanned vehicles when applied to networked envi
ronments. In a similar way, unmanned and manned cars
will share 2-D spatial information for collision avoid
ance in the near future, not only based on proximity
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Aero Glass depiction of the boundary limits of active airways, traffic and heading display.

Aero Glass depiction of Class B and C airspace surrounding an active airfield. Note the display of other airways,
relevant traffic and waypoints. This could easily be converted from ATC level of airspace information to include
tactical information, such as (among others) ROZ, WEZ, MEZ, SEZ, and datalink track displays. Each mark in the
environment would be generated by the platform taking ownership of that spatial resource, and validated by
the force manager for the time necessary to display a specific function.
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sensors, but also via a federated network hosting a
robust BFT (Blue Force Tracker), redundant with a solid
degree of data fusion for correlation purposes.
In the future battlespace, men and machines will share
spatial awareness through interfaces. Battle Manage
ment Systems virtually recreate the fighting arena and
the force distribution through it. Many BMSs incorpo
rate decision-making support. They can also be con
nected to other real world elements (targets, areas,
diverse platforms) through different sensors, as the
Aero Glass solution features for aerial navigation. Inter
faces will bridge human language and patterns of
thinking with machine processes, as the HUDs and
HMSs do in modern combat aircraft.
10.6.3 The Dynamic Airspace Synchronisation
Concept: Functionality
The concept of Dynamic Airspace Synchronization is
best expressed by an extrapolation and merging of
the principles discussed above. The space associated
to each function may be segregated in real time from
the common battlespace through data transfer.

The Air Force recently unveiled a Small UAS Road
Map, which among other things, calls for the increased use of smaller drones to accomplish missions
now performed by larger ones. This includes initiatives to explore algorithms, which allow for swarms
of mini-drones to perform a range of key ISR and
combat functions without running into each other.
Brigadier General John Rauch, US Air Force,
Director of Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance,
October 2016, Interview with Scout Warrior

For example, the term ‘danger close’ is ‘included in the
call for fire when there are friendly troops or positions
within a prescribed distance of the target.’21 The ‘danger
close’ bubble would be transmitted across the net
work by the Forward Air Controller (FAC) and converted
to a 3-D visual display projected onto the aircraft HUD
through a GUI (Graphical User Interface) like the afore
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mentioned Aero Glass glasses. CAS aircraft could also
share the data through the Situational Awareness Dis
play (SAD), the HMS, or even, for unmanned aircraft,
directly to the MC’s GPS-INS spatial input, to reduce
the risk of fratricide. This is one of the goals of the
DCAS (Digital Close Air Support) developments in
cluded in Chapter 7.
An attack would be automatically inhibited by an
override function resident within the network (cog
nitive computing) if the Blue Force Tracker (BFT) was
integrated and any blue track was to be within the
graphic bubble, unless overridden by the agent with
the proper decision authority. This agent will hold de
cision rights over battlespace ownership and / or func
tion execution, depending on the Tactical battlefield
management Functions (TBMFs) design and distri
bution. From basic collision avoidance to common
orchestrated motion policy and fire coordi
nation,
Dynamic Airspace Synchronization solves these realtime collaborative needs. The airspace needed for
each function within the already existing Core Roles
would be automatically segregated and synchronized
to the specific function’s timeline once tasking is re
ceived and execution commenced. It would then be
re-allocated once the function was concluded and
the airspace no longer in use. A key component of this
use of airspace is that it is limited in scope to only that
which is needed. We are no longer talking about
blocks of airspace with floors, ceilings and lateral limits
segregated for large periods of time; rather an ellipse
from shooter to target with the associate fragmenta
tion pattern. This allows the airspace to go active after
the missile is off the rails and then be returned to the
force immediately after impact or ‘time to go’ com
pleted. Furthermore, and similar to the SESAR-DAC /
DMA concept, this airspace is dynamic, moving with
both target and shooter, whereas current, older ACM
models are static.
A further example of this concept is the classic JEZ
(where the MEZ and the FEZ are collocated), where
ground-based defences (missiles, radar guided AAA
etc.) and fighter aircraft share the same battlespace,
which becomes a limited resource for tactical action.
If JEZ Operations were executed in the past, in terms
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10.6.4 Maritime Perspective on DyAS
This applies not only over land, but in the maritime
environment as well. In this case, the SAM-capable
ships and fighters must be able to effectively coordi
nate to execute the same DCA function. As it is en
visioned that all platforms, ships and aircraft forming
an IADS are participants in the network, it is further
envisioned that a ship would be able to generate the
same ‘bubble’ upon launching a SAM and provide
network cueing to the DCA aircraft prior to execution.
10.6.5 Haptic Support to DyAS
One final extrapolation of this DyAS concept would
be haptic processing between MC and FCC. In the
event an aircraft were to be flown toward a SAM
fragmentation bubble (impending fratricide), a hap
tic signal could be generated across the network
to the pilots stick or seat or / and to the HUD or HMS
in the form of a breakaway symbol, cueing a turn

© US Air Force

Data in the form of geometric representation of these
‘spaces’ plus the proper buffer can be replicated
through the network in those platforms close to
conflict with the target area. The choice of best avail
able weapon may then become semi-automatic and
force distribution may become more flexible. This
concept can be extrapolated across any of the Air
Power functions (or types of operations), from ISR
to CAS to DCA, but is perhaps most advantageous
in the complex airspace offered by the JEZ. Fighter
and SAM allocators would base their coordination
on their machine-to-machine mutualism in a given,
shared battlespace.

© US Air Force

of C2 maturity the spatial conflicts mentioned before
were solved through training (Axis 2) and mainly
through identification procedures (IFF and Interro
gator correlation). Nevertheless, if the radar of a Patriot
battery or / and the F-35 Distributed Aperture System
DAS becomes the best available sensor combination
within a cluster, data transfer must increase awareness
so other friendly assets tracking the same target do
not penetrate the CAF sector, the blast area or the
expected debris trajectory.

Figure 3: Auto GCAS HUD image. Auto-GCAS Saves
Unconscious F-16 Pilot – Declassified USAF Footage.

response (actionable information). In the event the
pilot still does not turn away, the FCC could take over
and command the aircraft out of the danger area
(network-MC induced action) and return control to
the pilot once the danger had past. This same prin
ciple was first incorporated, in a primitive form, in
the Stuka bombers.
In case the pilots experienced a g-induced blackout,
the automatic dive recovery system of the JU-87
Stuka would bypass the pilot’s inputs and recover the
aircraft’s attitude. Today’s electronic version of this
mechanism is the F-16’s Auto GCAS, or Automatic
Ground Collision Avoidance System,22 which auto
matically inputs the flight controls when a ground
collision is imminent (see breakaway ‘X’ in Figure 3).
In a similar way, the network management system
acts like the ‘marking bee’ executing its waggle dancesignalling manoeuvre in order to mark the environ
ment with actionable information (cueing, steering)
to other machines.
The impact of each specific function in the cluster’s
motion policy must be solved by this network man
agement feature through:
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• the hierarchical schema of the platforms;
• the mission profile for the Core Roles and types of
operations in concert;
• the acceptable risk level based on a kill-loss ratio dy
namic calculation;
• the desired spatial distribution for each tactical context;
• the information status of each platform;
• most importantly, the Commander’s criteria, expressed
through human managers in the C2 loop with proper
override options.
10.6.6 A Functional Menu for
DyAS Construction
Manual 80-06 (NR) includes 22 structure-related defi
nitions related to the ‘zone’ concept, structures that
integrate and define what Matthew Flintham poeti
cally calls ‘martial heavens’23. The most common
ones are the FAOR, the Fighter or Missile Engage
ment Zones (FEZ-MEZ), the Desired Engagement
Zone (DEZ) and the Restricted Operations Zone
(ROZ).24 Each zone is allocated to certain platforms
and associated to certain specific air power func
tions. These functions and zones, related to the exist
ing link between the OODA loop and the F2T2EA Kill
Chain’s structure, are the basic elements of the dy
namic tactical management of the cluster through
data transfer.
The manager will map the different functions pre
sent in the battlespace. The network will offer the
best emergent (contextual) solution for a given task
or emergent threat. In that case, the platforms will
adopt the best motion policy according to the
weapons / sensors and manoeuvre characteristics of
the platforms involved, as well as the colony’s spatial
management (Voronoi cell arrangement).
Weapons’ allocation is performed by a C2 element re
sponsible for the selection of the best available weap
on to complete the ‘Target + Engage’ phase. In a con
gested spatial environment, some sort of Bourgeois
strategy must be adopted by the force, through data
transfer, to ensure all F2T2EA related functions do not
conflict. Pairing shooters to targets and de-conflicting
the resultant sorting will become the result.
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10.6.7 5th and 4th Generation Aircraft
Interaction in DyAS
In the previous Patriot/F-35 example, these two plat
forms form a basic cluster. When the Patriot is selected
to engage a threat by the TACON element, the airspace
related to the shot (up to maximum range), the missile’s
actual and predicted trajectory, the impact, the blast
and the debris, has to be provided to the F-35 sensor
fusion engine to provide the pilot awareness and for
tactical actions to avoid double targeting of the threat.
It may also be re-broadcast from the 5th Generation air
craft, either directly, if that technical issue is resolved, or
via a gateway node to the network, in a compatible for
mat for other platforms in order to avoid fratricide.
Fifth generation aircraft incorporate multiple functions
that can be augmented through simpler, cheaper,
legacy off-board platforms. Multiple alternative FCAS
projects from different nations are exploring incorpo
ration of this concept. A manned manager, serving as
the TACON node, could act as mission coordinator or
even mission commander within a joint cluster. This
node could monitor automated features affecting mis
sion success, Command decisions, the execution of
mission parameters under ROE and the contextual
changes as the mission evolves. Proper functional dis
tribution of the cluster’s resources will dynamically
change and will be re-distributed through the battle
space in accordance with the desired or the automated
supported / supporting sequence while blue-on-blue
conflict is avoided through the network.

10.7 DyAS Summary and Conclusions
Dynamic Airspace Synchronization is an evolutionary
concept proposed by this study, which can be se
quentially introduced through code writing as tech
nology evolves, and which could entirely replace the
methods by which airspace control is executed in a
joint battlespace.
DyAS proposes the consideration of the battlespace
as a resource that the networked platforms may syn
chronize through machine-to-machine data transfer.
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By doing so, conflict and potential fratricide are re
duced and weapons and sensors employment, opti
mized. Platforms would share information in accord
ance with a hierarchical and contextual schema, in
the form of cueing and steering, targeting options,
engagement orders, defensive and offensive mano
euvres, and path and obstacle avoidance, among
others. Manned and unmanned vehicles would
merge their tactical performance as the virtual and
physical battlespaces would be correlated, with the
Air Power Core Roles, operations and functions
orchestrated and managed mainly by automated
machine-to-machine communication. All of these
features would always be under human supervision
with override options. This flexible, automated sup
porting-supported relationship would increase situ
ational awareness, tactical advantage and improve
the operational tempo.
Effective DyAS is not possible today. However, with
the advent of a future network that supports the
maturity transition toward Edge C2, DyAS becomes a
viable construct for future air operations.
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Psibernetix Alpha AI combat simulator pits manned against unmanned (AI) participants driven by air-to-air
combat algorithms.

CHAPTER 11
Simulation and Experimentation
of Air Warfare in a
Networked Environment
11.1 Core Roles in a Simulator
Chapters 2 – 10 have laid the foundation for the thesis
that Network-oriented C2 and future warfare functions
exploiting the information domain will allow the Com
mander to dynamically reorganize the current func
tional and spatial distribution of Roles among aerial /
joint platforms and expedite task accomplishment.
A key assessment in simulation to evaluate the DyAS
concept will be a validation of the platform behaviour
modelling at the Collaborative-to-Edge C2 level while
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maintaining the role of the Commander and certain
other decision rights, which may impact the behav
iour, depending on the level at which those decisions
rights are retained. It is also important to acknowl
edge that the types of operations and corresponding
Core Roles simulated in each scenario will model dif
ferent levels of automation, as more tangible ROE that
govern some types of Air Power operations may limit
associated automation. As an example, it will be easier
to simulate and develop automated ISR than auto
mated Attack platforms and concepts due to the doc
trinal location of these Core Roles in the kill chain.
11.1.1 Core Roles Degree of Automation
The known part of these operations regarding future
conflicts is supplied by the Core Roles, as the verbs
affecting the desired effects in these future Air Power
scenarios will remain constant. The unknown part is
how communication among dissimilar platforms will
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speed up the synchronization of these action verbs
in continuous effecting sequences. Solving this ques
tion would contribute to the achievement of higher
levels of integration.
Extrapolation from today’s tactical management, cur
rent and common decision-making schemas and NATO
unclassified doctrine suggest that:
1. Decisions regarding ISR and sensor employment /
force distribution of sensors and enablers across
the network may be delegated to the computers
resident within the network to self-synchronize,
including the orchestration of a common motion
policy based on sensors’ optimality.
2. Sorting and allocation of decisions regarding de
fensive response (examples include surface based
missile engagement of hostile threat, reactive SEAD
or other DCA functions) may also be delegated to
the network, providing:
a.	Identification of friendly assets in the battle
space is assured;
b.	A proper firing algorithm is developed in ac
cordance with ROE and certain sensor corre
lation demands to avoid ambiguities;
c.	The network, based on machine-to-machine
communication and on the established hier
archy of platforms, is able to dynamically man
age the airspace and a common motion policy
per the DyAS concept;
d.	Engagement relies at least on human com
mand by negation.
3. On-scene decisions regarding offensive actions
(OCA, Strike etc.) must be retained by a human,
whether airborne or resident at the (Joint or Tac
tical) Commander level:
a.	After the decision is made, the network may then
assume a management function to synchronize
and distribute platforms to best achieve the effect;
b.	A ‘Negate’ or ‘Command Override’ function must
be resident within the system so an order may
be rescinded if motion policy is not desired
at certain levels of automation, when certain
assets must return to direct human manage
ment for mission-associated reasons or prior to
weapon release.

Under today’s standard command structure, SEAD or
ISR, for instance, may allow for more unmanned-auto
matic options than DCA or Air Power Contribution
to Counter-Maritime Operations (APCMO) due to ID
constraints, reactive and proactive profiles, required
weaponeering solutions and other issues.

11.2 Computer-Assisted and
Synthetic Simulations
This Section will review the different tools and
techniques for computer-based and synthetic simu
lations incorporating the DyAS concept to the
current doctrinal Air Power Core Roles. Advanced
tactical simulation incorporates hyper-connectivity
among cooperative agents, whose performance is
scripted and then measured within the environment
of the missions.1
11.2.1 AFSIM:
A Multifunctional Simulation
Advanced Framework for Simulation, Integration and
Modelling (AFSIM) is an engagement and mission
level simulation environment originally developed
by Boeing and now managed by the US Air Force.
Modern simulation includes the ‘element’, ‘agent’ or
‘entity’ concept, in order to properly define inter
actions among each element’s functions and skills
within a dynamic, evolving tactical context.2

In AFSIM, the individual participant is referred to
as a platform, which in some simulations is called
an entity. Platforms (…) represent things such
as aircraft, satellites, missiles, ships, submarines,
ground vehicles, structures and life-forms. The
platform contains communications, sensors and
weapons systems, and information and decisionmaking systems. These systems are used to gather,
process and disseminate information, make command decisions and carry out the commands.
Zeh et al. Advanced Framework for Simulation,
Integration and Modeling (AFSIM) 2014
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Figure 1: AFSIM Functional Architecture. Explains how platforms with different behavioural profiles may
establish cooperative relationships within a synthetic environment simulation through shared perception.

These type of simulation environments may repro
duce the DyAS concept, which demand the orches
tration of different Core Roles within a fluid, con
tinuous battlespace.
Some simulation solutions are already incorporating
collaborative automation regarding platform alloca
tion and task distribution: Multiple agents interacting
within unrestricted, continuous battlespace may dis
play complementary, coded behaviours as a result
of the combination of their functions and skills (see
Figure 1). AFSIM simulation includes behavioural trees
connecting these contextual skills in certain ways so
the platforms perform in certain orders or subsets.
A command chain browser is also available within
that specific, contextual cluster. Task generation is
then related to task-asset pair evaluation and alloca
tion algorithms. This method of operation allows for
higher levels of automation, as cluster formation and
sharing of organic resources are a result of the decision
support matrixes embedded in the simulation model.
A tool to visualize and geo-reference the simulated
orchestration and interoperability of the selected
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platforms, functions and variables for a given mission
is provided in Figure 2.
AFSIM, managed by the US Air Force Research Labo
ratory3 defines a functional architecture (Figure 1)
whose associated data can be visualized for results in
a scenario generator (Figure 2). The multifunctional
force can be georeferenced and the potential cluster
combinations, motion policies and synchronization
options may be analysed and visualized in terms of
convergence and continuity for a given threat.

11.3 Robots Experimentation and
Spatial Behaviour
A recent Zurich University experiment4 featured fly
ing robots (quadcopters) executing ground search
missions. The quadcopter provided guidance to mo
bile ground robots whose function was to remove
obstacles or navigate around them, like a sort of C2
node and ISR enabler. Another current experiment
developed by the SwarmLab at Maastricht University
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Figure 2: Visualization of objects positional time histories and other event information generated as output
from any AFSIM-based application (http://worldcomp-proceedings.com/proc/p2015/CSC7058.pdf).

employs ground-based robots featuring spatiallytargeted communication and self-assembly / re-orga
nization capabilities. Once selected for a task, the
ground robots would adopt the appropriate forma
tion necessary to comply with the desired motion
policy (i.e., complete the task).
Similar experiments have been reproduced to assess
different machine-based activities, mainly focused on
control for mobile sensor networks, behaviour of multi-
agent dynamic systems and options for multi-robot
spatial coverages. Multiple functional applications
of self-synchronized agents were assessed through
computer-assisted engineering simulations before at
tempting to reproduce those profiles with dissimilar
robots accomplishing a multifunctional task.
Following these task-oriented experiments and find
ing the proper mission design, a computer-generated
simulation can reproduce multifunctional tactical
clusters and analyse potential self-synchronization
among the different Core Roles. This simulation will be
expanded upon by basic dissimilar robot experiments

and followed by the proper synthetic environment
to effectively visualize the concept, Dr. Scharre’s ap
proach to the Reconnaissance-Strike Network5 de
scribes the co-evolution of the ISR and Attack Core
Roles in parallel to evolution of battle networks.
This field of laboratory experimentation with robots
may already extend to current simulation results or to
new concepts. The Alpha AI simulation environment
successfully employs language-based algorithms to
reach the optimal motion policy of various elements
performing air-to-air BFM (Basic Fighter Manoeuvres)
‘encompassing hundreds to thousands of variables’.6
The air-to-air activity reproduced in this synthetic
environment may first be extrapolated to diverse

types of operations in concert, through further simu
lation of more complex scenarios; and second, to data
linked robots sharing coherent platform conversations
through the aforementioned language-based algo
rithms. The C2 portion, especially in regard to the al
location of human presence in all of the potential
cluster’s kill chains, must also be addressed through
the empiric study of computer-assisted models.
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Figure 3: Stigmergic coverage experiment for 5 robots. (StiCo in Practice) Bijan Ranjbar-Sahraei. Swarmlab.
University of Maastricht. December 2012. ‘The video demonstrates the realization of StiCo approach
through stigmergic communication. Neither direct robot-robot communication nor prior information about
the environment is needed. The video illustrates robustness, scalability and simplicity of the algorithm.7

Computer-assisted or synthetic simulations are a use
ful step to anticipate and assess the performance of
the actual platforms. The stigmergic coverage experi
ments (Chapter 4) have been successfully recreated
(see Figure 3) with robots featuring constant angular
speed, including cooperative reactions against intru
sions within their spatial boundaries.

the proposed DyAS simulation methodology is Com
bat Search and Rescue. CSAR was considered one of
the most complex missions within the TLP Syllabus
(see Chapter 8), so it permits the analysis of different
topologies, hierarchies and supported-supporting
schemas within the same mission framework.
11.4.1 The Mission

11.4 A Tactical, Core
Role-Based Simulation
The computer-simulated mission depicted in Figure 4
introduces a functional swarm executing a mission
where there is not any function-related spatial segre
gation among the platforms.
Working from the concept depicted by Figure 2’s sim
ulation, the type of operation of choice to exemplify
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CSAR consists of missions with a certain degree of
competition (in the form of emergent opposition)
while performing a recovery. A SAR (no combat, no
adversary) mission, like the one depicted in Figures 4
and 5, contains three principle successive tasks: Find,
Extract and Recover being the profile of the bees col
lecting pollen and returning it to the hive. The event
chain ‘Find’ and ‘Rescue’ is a similar task profile to some
foraging options (‘Find’ and ‘Eat’) displayed by agents
featuring Swarm Intelligence (SI). The SwarmLab at
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Figure 4: Image represents a computer simulated mesh topology of a functional swarm conducting a Search
and Rescue scenario. It is inspired by the Georgia Institute of Technology ‘Control of Mobile Robots’ series of
lectures and experiments (Engerstedt, Magnus), where a reference agent guides the mesh through the
search and recovery phases, adapting the common motion policy to different environmental constraints.

Maastricht University is also researching a real-life,
robot-based Search and Rescue (SAR) profile involv
ing human detection and support in urban environ
ments. This means self-synchronized, airborne and
ground-based robots interacting with humans in
distress through different sensors, which nowadays
encounters safety problems due to robots certifi
cation issues to physically interact with humans in
certain environments.
In a CSAR computer-assisted simulation, the simulated
platforms would display a limited number of states
(FSMs) corresponding to their different functions. These

states will change in accordance with a discrete event
distribution matching the specific mission context.
The platforms will maintain a hierarchy to generate a
management element and a finite set of supportingsupported relationships, a finite structured addition of
each platform’s finite states in the form of contextual
variations with repetition. This complementary asym
metry, matching the standard tactical composition of
a CSAR mission (ISR, Counter Air, SEAD, EW, C2, Attack
and CSAR recovery assets) will be dynamically dis
tributed for each tactical context in all spatial areas
of the simulation without any spatial segregation af
fecting these Roles.
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The ‘Combat’ Search and Rescue mission incorporates
a more difficult competitive profile. If threat, intrusion
or non-player platforms were present, dynamic deci
sions would have to be made regarding cluster re
organization and institution of offensive and defen
sive functions. A non-deterministic element would
then be needed in the swarm, in the form of a decisionmaker with certain rights allocated, probably with a
reach-back command element and certain manage
ment tools, some through man-machine interface,
some automatic with override features. Algorithms
regarding AMR, target kill-loss ratios (based on weap
ons efficiency, lethality of the threat and defensive
capabilities), tactical dispersal and depth, and mutual
support should orchestrate how the different plat
forms, manned and unmanned, would adjust their
common motion policies for mission accomplishment.

clauses plus quantity (where, when, who, how many,
and what) will form part of the consequence that the
AI system uses to generate the desired cause-effect
messages between machines, and the functions
and sub-functions distributed among the cluster by
the managers.

11.4.2 The Language

Every platform must be, for simulation purposes, de
fined in terms of speed (linear and angular), acceler
ation, climb and descent rate, range, endurance and
altitude-associated behaviour, including sensors’ and
weapons’ performance. These will be further defined
by their functional behaviour in the different states
regarding F2T2EA events, to include search patterns,
detection ranges, warning systems, defensive mea
sures, and track, target and engagement ranges.

As said before, the known part of future operations
are the verbs that define the actions related to all
types of operations within the current Core Roles in
cluded in the AJP 3.3 (B). These verbs will form the
proper language-based algorithms through the po
tential conditional and consecutive clauses that lead
to the desired payoff.
The algorithms would then be written in accordance
with the cluster hierarchy, while taking into account
the non-deterministic condition of the battle manager.
A human presence in the loop at different levels of
decision to correct, override or cancel undesired evo
lutions would be retained so the ‘Command’ function
required for NATO Air C2 would not be fundamentally
altered. This concept will be explored in detail in the
next Chapter.
As explained in the 2 vs. 2 case study in Chapter 8,
each tactical manoeuvre may be deconstructed into
an orchestrated multifunctional menu that reorga
nizes the different potential chains of events in accor
dance with a given syntax. This particular syntax
must incorporate subordinate or consecutive clauses,
mainly causal but also conditional. In general, and
after detecting a condition (if or when), all the ‘Wh’
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In many cases, these match standard behaviours
described through brevity words already included
in the APP-7. As mentioned in Chapter 8, thesaurus
incorporation may be desired when words incor
porated to language-based algorithms show con
textual polysemy. Self-synchronization of some of
these functional behaviours, through automation,
may be analysed.
11.4.3 Platforms, Battlespace and Functions

A CSAR simulation profile requires the following basic
functions:
• Navigate;
• Search;
• Mark & Track;
• Neutralize;
• Decoy;
• Pickup;
• Escape (avoid, overfly).
Each CSAR platform will feature a finite number of
these seven functions, depending on threat status
and resources. The algorithms scripted by the authors
during the JAPCC wargame sessions of this model
distributed these functions among three different
platforms, manned and unmanned, replicating SEAD,
ISR and CSAR-C2 platforms operating in concert.
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Figure 5: Platform and Battlespace design for a generic Search and Rescue mission.

Each function may be analysed on a different scale in
accordance with the intensity dictated by the desired
effect, as ‘neutralize’ may be converted to ‘supress’ or
‘kill.’ A colour code may define the different thresh
olds, so when the supported platform must change
state, the supporting platforms act accordingly, again
introducing the proper conditional, temporal and con
secutive clauses.

types of motions: the first one, the motion executed
by the cluster to avoid a SAM engagement ring; the
second one, the commit executed by the platforms
with SEAD-DEAD capability, if authorized to engage.
These two, together are the dynamic redistribution of
a cluster (the COMAO). This would be the common
motion policy of the cluster, which will automatically
orchestrate the cluster’s manoeuvre.

To validate improvement of individual motion poli
cies, the global behaviour of the cluster, in terms of an
optimal common policy, the different states, actions,
state transitions and rewards, will be defined with re
spect to:

In this computer-assisted simulation, the ‘Kick calls’
would be written into the different platforms’ soft
ware in the form of actionable ‘Brain-to-Brain’ or
‘Brain-to-Fin’ information (platforms with proper sen
sors) and in the form of automatic defensive motion
policies for those within threat range or for those
with the function ‘Neutralize’ to get the threat within
their SEZs-WEZs. Once again, context, channel and
message are constant.

• the cluster’s distribution in accordance with
a proposed hierarchy and context;
• the pickup point;
• the time available;
• the cluster’s status with regard to sensorsweapons-time availability;
• threat position, range, aspect, latency,
and threat status.
To illustrate: a ‘Kick call’ manoeuvre called by the SEAD
commander in a CSAR COMAO would comprise two

Different speeds and altitudes, search sectors, commit
ranges and retrograde options may be self-synchro
nized among the platforms through automated fea
tures to redistribute their Voronoi neighbourhoods,
while avoiding collision and fratricide. Under a net
work, unmanned assets will ‘learn’ to fly along with
manned platforms and balance the mission under
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human monitoring. All types of dissimilar and asym
metric platforms may be simulated and tested in terms
of Convergence and Continuity when networked in a
continuous battlespace.

organization’s syllabus may be then used for doctrinal
production once tested and analysed.

These Core Role-based simulations are also per
formed at the multiple simulation facilities, such as
the Multinational Aviation training Centre (MATC) and
the Tactical Leadership Programme (TLP), but at the
tactical level. Facilities such as these can feature live,
virtual, constructive and / or distributed options. The
multiple replay-ability of different scenarios and tac
tical contests then allows the various training audi
ences to record and evaluate the best tactics of choice,
even though no algorithms are written, nor automated
motion policies implemented, as these are Axis 1 and
2-oriented facilities in the Alberts et al. Maturity Model
and the technical stage of the participating platforms
is still 4th generation and below. The results from each
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Commander Allied Air Command chats with a controller at Decimomannu, Sardinia.

CHAPTER 12
The Role of the Command
Function in the Future Network
Leveraging the concepts discussed in the entirety of
this study, this chapter will discuss the impacts of the
future network capability and the level of C2 matu
rity on the existing NATO Command Structure. Be
ginning with an assessment of the Joint Force Com
mander’s role in synchronizing activities across the
Joint campaign and following this thread through
the Air Component Commander to tactical doctrine,
this chapter discusses the potential friction points and
challenges that may exist between the Component
Commands and the Joint Command in the future.
This chapter includes the premise that the propor
tion of dynamic versus deliberate targeting and Pre
cision-Guided Munitions (PGM) versus non-precision
ordnance operations increases steadily (i.e. greater
level of dynamic ops and PGM usage). Therefore, it

also discusses the multinational aspect of networked
forces and identifies potential options for mitigating
these challenges.

12.1 The Commander
Each joint campaign will still need the unique human
vision, the formal coherence of a commander lining
up all subordinated actions and effects.
Decision support will become even more softwaredependent. Strategy-based options will be offered
to the commanders in real time by software-based
DSSs. Regarding best available weapon and sensor
availability during simulation modelling or in real
engagements, what if the ‘network’ was choosing
between inter-service, dissimilar platforms operating
together in the net? If the network is enabled to
choose the best available asset from across the entire
networked Joint force, what command structure
is capable of dealing with that capability, including
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the ‘negate’ decision, in real time? This discussion
challenges today’s service and component-oriented
command structure.
If the most advanced part of the network is capable
of semi-automatic management of certain tactical
functions involving real-time orchestration of multiservices’ assets, perhaps this command function,
related to Tactical Command (TACOM), would then
migrate, in part, to a Joint Commander not necessarily
coincidental with the JFC.

The entire C2 process may never be able to achieve
Edge C2 maturity level due to the necessary human
presence in the loop; however, there are certain ele
ments of the force that, for certain tactical contexts,
can operate at near that level, even while accommo
dating a human in the loop.

© Presa & Vilar

There might just be one future battle, rather than an
Air Battle, a Land Battle, and a Sea Battle. However, this
does not mean the entire C2 structure must be hyperconnected. Some parts of the topology may remain at

lower maturity levels regarding connectivity, and this
concept is valid as long as Concepts of Operations
(CONOPS) development and Commander’s intent of
the JFC are clearly reflected in the network’s architec
ture, force allocation and distribution, as well as in the
desired sequence of effects. In this vein, the network
itself becomes an augmenter of the decision process
(rather than making autonomous decisions on behalf
of the commander).

A Decision Support System (DSS) interface designed to execute tactical management of deployed air combat units.
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12.2 The Operational Level
The overall joint milestones and cycles associated with
Joint Command will remain, as they are a substantial
part of the operational art, which, through a planning
method, sustains successful joint action. These mile
stones in planning and execution, such as stating
the Commander’s intent, war gaming and selecting a
COA (Course of Action), offering continuous guidance,
making apportionment decisions, reallocating forces
when needed, management of the targeting cycle,
info ops options, and setting battle rhythms are al
ready entwined with automated communication and
software systems.
Joint target nomination and prioritization will remain
a challenge, especially when dynamic targeting op
tions increase due to sensor federation and increased
real-time sensor arrays, among other factors. Certain
campaign phases may then become more time-com
pressed in various scenarios, especially when involving
Joint A2AD dilemmas.

and the elements should present strong technical
and tactical interrelationships featuring high levels of
continuity and connectedness. Standing or Contin
gency plans related to defence of NATO nations will
be based on increased and improved communication
features. Recent upgrades within ACCS incorporated
some of those activities, but it is inherently limited in
the machine-to-machine relationship, as that particu
lar C2 system was designed around a human interface.
12.2.2 (De)Centralized Control,
Decentralized Execution
Decentralized execution will likely be augmented by
the capabilities of the future network. This network
design should prevent duplication of effort and maxi
mize operational effectiveness through automatic deconfliction, prioritization, integration, and synchroni
zation of joint activities. Dynamic reallocation of assets
will be suggested by the DSS, as well as some sup
porting-supported options for the new-born clusters.
12.2.3 Operational Battlespace

12.2.1 The Operational Framework
The Operational Framework and its associated graphic
design will likely remain relatively unchanged, as the
chains of actions and effects along the different Lines
Of Operations (LOOs) will still provide the scaffolding
of the joint campaign. Nevertheless, the network and
its associated effects across the whole spectrum of
operational activities must be a primary concern dur
ing the Centre of Gravity analysis (both own and ad
versary’s), as well as during the procurement of any
related capability to maintain the network functionality,
which will become a critical requirement for the com
mander and the associated staff.
The execution of the range of potentially simultaneous
activities across a spectrum of conflict, as outlined in
NATO Doctrine AJP 1 (D) and AJP 3.3 (B), will experi
ence shorter timeframes, especially in activities related
to certain operations like the principle NATO mission:
Collective Defence. In the case of the standing plans
providing Collective Defence within NATO’s AOR (Area
of Responsibility), the topologies are pre-established

Certain high-density areas with increased presence of
weapons systems will generate a need for the highest
level of integration available. Many operational sce
narios played regularly by NATO’s Joint Warfare Centre
(JWC), through computer-assisted exercises, involve
limited battlespace for the allocated Component
Commands, generating spatial dilemmas to be solved
through coordination, synchronization and inte
gration. As the ‘resource battlespace’ becomes critical,
inter-service platforms will incorporate some sort of
DyAS compatibility to make basic emergent cluster
formations and swarming behaviour possible and to
enable certain levels of orchestrated motion policies
through self-synchronization among dissimilar, interservice platforms.
To achieve this level of spatial integration, the best
combination of Core Roles (types of air operations
and tactical contexts) must be balanced through
computer-assisted and synthetic simulation. Force
generation for a given operation may then be deter
mined in order to generate clusters capable of tactical
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machine-to-machine execution through certain lev
els of self-synchronization. The optimal output should
match the desired effect and each potential threat.
As an example, the Counter Air and the Attack Core
Roles elements, including Surface-Based Air Defence
(SBAD) assets, will share timeframe and battlespace
through self-synchronization. Today, they already do
this at a ‘Coordinated’ level of maturity through script
ed procedures (and even at ‘Collaborative’ level when
fully data-linked) during the COMAO missions. In
these COMAOs, aircraft commonly swing roles from
(for example) SEAD to OCA or from Air Interdiction
to RECCE in a TST (Time Sensitive Targeting) or DT
(Dynamic Targeting) environment, when the level of
training, capability of the datalink network, and co
ordination amongst assets permits that level of flexi
bility. In addition, ISR, DCA and TBMD will experience
a significant increase in their detect and engage se
quences’ speed, especially when federating F2T (Find,
Fix and Track) resources.
The capability for NATO to jointly evolve to the ‘Col
laborative’ level or even to some initial stages of the
‘Edge’ level of maturity may still be achieved, and this
concept exported from the Tactical (specific service
clusters) to the Operational level and Joint Operations.
12.2.4 A Joint Tactical Commander?
A single Tactical Commander will still retain, exert or
delegate decision rights as well as direct the manage
ment team that monitors the cluster or clusters. These
clusters, controlled by tactical managers acting as
on-scene humans in this ‘semi-automated loop,’ will
expand through the continuous battlefield. This
will result in a structure similar to a HIDACZ in the form
of dynamic sensor and weapons allocation in accor
dance with the initially allocated ATO roles, the emer
gent and dynamic allocation needs, ROE, SPINS (Spe
cial Instructions) compliance, and a motion policy of
reference, arranged dynamically through the network.
A parallel to the HIDACZ is best exhibited by the
rules governing its use. Today, if a platform is not in
contact with the airspace controller of the HIDACZ, it
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must remain outside the HIDACZ boundary. In the
future, if a platform is not a network participant at a
certain level of maturity, it will be unable to effectively
integrate with other assets and, therefore, will be a
hindrance to the execution of air operations. This
might require geographic (or simply graphic and
geo-referenced) segregation of that platform, or per
haps the designation of network participant as man
datory (mission essential) for future air operations.
This same concept applies to white or green traffic
(civilians, non-players or third nation military assets).
The network must be able to conduct identification,
tracking and graphic segregation functions for white
traffic in the airspace as part of both DyAS and
the machine-to-machine decision allocation pro
cess. Some critical activities, like TBMD, will demand
DyAS compatibility for de-confliction when engaging
threats and avoiding fratricide through orchestrated
motion policy.
The execution of these types of Air Power functions
will be orchestrated among different platforms, in
cluding surface-based and airborne platforms, manned
and unmanned. Different types of escort for parallel
strike missions will conceivably be spatially shared by
dissimilar, Joint assets, as suggested by the model’s
Coordinated to Collaborative maturity scale (Chapter 3),
as long as they can be dynamically appointed as the
best available sensor or weapon. Collaborative ISR
will also be available for complementary operations,
enriching each other’s ‘picture’, much the way that
Chapter 7 explains how the F-35 Distributed Aperture
System (AN / AAQ-37 DAS) already interacts with the
Ballistic Missile Defence System (BMDS). All participat
ing platforms should be DyAS compatible and incor
porate the necessary degree of awareness about each
member’s status within the cloud.
The challenge for the future Force Command Struc
ture is how to conduct highly centralized control over
disparate platforms across the different services fight
ing in the same airspace, without converting that high
situational awareness controller into a single micromanager that might become a human single point of
failure. Another challenge is the assurance of C2 con
tinuity upon network degradation.
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Note that different portions of the overall Joint C2
structure may be operating at different degrees of ma
turity, but these must be reflected in the overall BFT for
awareness. Tactical hierarchy and communications ca
pabilities within the network will drive the final topol
ogy in terms of maturity. This may require re-evaluation
of the role of the Component Commander and the
subsequent relationship to the JFC in this hyper-con
nected network. In other words, to form abnormal sets
of elements comprised of different services’ platforms
operating in a mutually supporting role, it will require
a different, likely more streamlined and agile, command
and tactical management architecture.
12.2.5 Cluster Composition and Net Designs
Force generation processes and Combined Joint Sta
tus of Requirements (CJSOR) will likely have to be tai
lored in accordance with the Joint Force Commander’s
needs for networked forces, as the JFC will still be re
sponsible for integrating and synchronizing all actions
within the JOA and throughout the joint campaign.
A likely evolution stemming from advances in today’s
datalink protocols is that even if self-synchronization
of dissimilar combined platforms is desirable, but dif
ficult to achieve, its presence on the battlefield will
likely be reflected in future CONOPS and other plan
ning documents, like specific OPLAN annexes.

12.3 The Joint Force Air Component
Commander (COM JFAC)
In today’s NATO Command Structure, the COM JFAC
executes the command function of C2 through the
CAOC. Philosophically, this must continue. Even though
the network itself may be capable of performing
more rapid and more efficient elements of command
through AI in the loop, the requirement for a Com
mander to oversee, direct, and negate certain deci
sions in the tactical arena must be retained.
As technology develops, and as the future network is
realized, the platform hierarchy and human decision
maker hierarchy must coexist. That relationship must
be codified in doctrine, policy, and machine coding.

This vision of potential real-time combination of
types of operations and platforms’ semi-automatic
re-role and state-changing through automation (as
supporting or supported assets) does not necessarily
move the command function forward from the
CAOC to the airborne platform (even if it may re
distribute it). However, it may affect the CAOC / COM
JFAC’s internal organization.
12.3.1 The Air Plan
As AJP 3.3 identifies, the Air Plan needs to be consis
tent and match the hierarchy of documents and con
cepts. Therefore, the Air Operations Directive develop
ment team and the Operations Assessment section
(two elements within the CAOC) must be prepared to
process high tempo operations and translate results
into inputs within the Strategy Division, to feed addi
tional and more dynamic Air Operations Directives.
Complexity will increase when the Master Air Oper
ations Plan becomes tied to other inter-service assets
(i.e., army or navy surface-based assets) to permit
cluster completion once these dissimilar, inter-ser
vice platforms recognize each other and interact
with each other on the battlefield. The Guidance and

Apportionment process will have to align with the
JFC’s activities in order to maintain a high level of
inte
gration throughout the targeting process, as
more targeting options will appear when platforms
are on station and new tasks become possible
through dynamic cluster composition. This process
will likely take place in real time, a speed with which
the current ATO / AOD development ‘cycle’ is not cap
able of operating.
12.3.2 The ATO Cycle
The Air Tasking Order cycle may comprise these
new tactical options based on new clusters’ compo
sition. The ATO will include, under COM JTF guid
ance in the OPORD-JCO (Joint Coordination Order)
and COM JFAC guidance in the SPINS, the spatial
and functional relationships within joint clusters
for potential supporting-supported options within a
continuous battlespace.
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The ‘Aegis is my wingman’ concept will facilitate
transversal support among dissimilar platforms
through automation. A weapons allocator, despite
his or her position within the force, will have options
across the three service components for sensors and
weapons to dynamically F2T2EA (and also exploit be
fore engaging, if necessary) airborne or surface-based
targets. Transfer of control / options for cueing of
manned and unmanned systems to on-scene battle
field managers, in order to orchestrate common mo
tion policies, will also be reflected in the ATO or the
SPINs. These documents will reflect potential sensors
and weapons configurations for the clusters, similar
to today’s aircraft Standard Configuration Loads
(SCLs) concept. For these reasons, today’s dogmatic
process of 72-hour ATO feeders and ATO change
requests must evolve to a machine-level, fully net
worked process.
The future battle is likely to be executed at a speed
beyond the capacity of today’s ATO cycle. Assets will
still need to be coordinated from across the Joint
Force, but since the tactical decisions regarding plat
form activity execution will likely be dynamic and
managed real time (either by machine or human), fu
ture air activity is potentially more similar to a continu
ous 24 hour problem rather than a deliberate and precoordinated series of activities. TST / DT TTPs and
associated cells within the CAOC will likely increase
their size and volume of effects generated in the re
sultant CAOC structure.
12.3.3 The ACO
The realization of a highly connected force may re
sult in the achievement of the ‘platform of platforms’
concept at some degree (Chapter 3). Tasking these
assets may inspire new forms of the ATO that permit
these levels of integration. As the future battlespace
is envisioned to be highly dynamic in nature, it fol
lows that future Airspace Control Order (ACO) struc
tures may include areas of continuous battlespace,
where segregation among platforms will be based
on the network in accordance with the consider
ation of the available battlespace as a resource.
ACMs will be planned, displayed, and maintained as
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a back-up option or as sanctuaries for assets unable
to integrate the DyAS capability but desired within
the area.
Emergent tactical opportunities will be controlled in
real time by the ARS and / or the battle managers onboard certain platforms (5th generation aircraft or any
cluster member or members with the capability) with
appropriate C2 characteristics. These options will be
based on specific (also emergent) new orders of battle
through the network-based motion policies and intracluster cueing and steering features instead of pre-
allocated mission, functions and segregated airspace.
12.3.4 Orchestration: Combat Ops
Because the roles apportioned and the forces made
available to the Tactical Commander for the given
ATO may include multi-component (and multi-service)
DyAS-capable assets, the future ATO must be related
to the aforementioned new CONOPS for force exe
cution, as long as the net can support that specific
quality / quantity ratio of players. If tactical manage
ment is exerted through certain degrees of automa
tion for some of the functions displayed on the battle
field, as described in Chapter 10, dynamic allocation of
joint platforms with inter-related motion policies will
have to be integrated under a single Tactical Com
mander with a centralized manned control structure.
This is necessary to mitigate mission creep and to pre
vent gaps in the tactical ‘ownership’ of the platform.
Other recent studies approach hyper-connectivity as
an option for highly decentralized control. However,
this study approaches decentralized execution from
the perspective that it will involve human decisionmaking, ruling both manned and unmanned vehicles
under a degree of automation. This concept will allow
a frigate, a weaponized RPA or other suitable third
party asset to offer automatic delousing or supporting
options for other airborne vehicles or ground troops
under attack. In this example, the ‘engage’ decision
would be centralized under human management for
the given battlespace in accordance with the allocated
decision rights and the potential delegation to these
semi-automatic offensive and defensive actions.
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Although a level of this process is achievable today
(Coordinated Air Sea Procedures [CASP] under current
doctrine), the key difference in the future is the auto
mation. The frigate, the fighters and any other DyAS
compatible asset within the cluster would share a mo
tion policy across the net in accordance with the tacti
cal environment, and provide machine speed coordi
nation and cueing. The human would only be involved
at the point of engagement or in other command
calls (knock-it-off and similar brevity words) or similar
options involving a degree of hierarchy.

Regardless of the commander’s physical location, the
command element must have access to the most
complete information possible to exert command by
negation and / or to trigger lethal engagements, thus
maintaining the human in the loop. Even if the tempo
is accelerated to higher ratios, national target approval,
red cardholders, and even the temptation to use this
high bandwidth availability for higher echelons of
command’s micro-management will still endure, and
the OODA loop tempo will be thusly affected in the ‘D’
portion of the cycle.

In many cases during high intensity combat, the
choice of weapon will be software-recommended
within a joint cluster, resulting in higher tempo varia
tions in its tactical management and in higher levels
of efficiency. New DSS’s related to the Combat Cloud
concept (faster update of the databases to match
the speed of this dynamic execution with the ISR col
lection, analysis and dissemination plan) could ad
dress this challenge and link the targeting cycle at
the Operational level with real-time targeting options
and, simultaneously, with the optimal resources.

12.3.6 Logistical
Considerations

12.3.5 Targeting and
Target Approval
Deliberate targeting will likely still be present at the
initial steps of the Joint Campaign, followed by in
creasing proportions of dynamic targeting as sup
ported by sufficient bandwidth. As mentioned at the
beginning of the current chapter, this stresses the fact
that dynamic / deliberate ratio has increased steadily
from Allied Force to today’s operations, parallel to the
increase in the PGM / conventional weapons ratio.
There will be many more engagement options as every
platform is a node, and firing platforms and enabling
sensors will exchange terms within their pre-pro
grammed, code-written agnostic contracts to allow
the force to commit lethal and non-lethal targeting
options. The clusters will have embedded ISR options,
which will generate more information that is action
able and more commanders’ decision demands, either
in a reach back configuration or in place, on board a
tactical platform within the cluster.

Logistic control of available firepower or sensor avail
ability within the clusters of Joint capabilities could
also move upwards to a Joint level to avoid tactical
imbalances and weapons’ dependence on certain as
sets. The paradox of clusters in which only few plat
forms are able to deploy weapons or engage targets,
but are supported directly by other platforms with
national caveats, will have to be solved through the
proper processes, like NDPP.
Furthermore, the economic cost of one asset becom
ing ‘best available’ weapon more frequently than other
cluster’s members may have an impact on the nation
owning these shooters.
12.3.7 Apportionment
Recommendation
The information throughout the battlespace will be
completed and passed across the network faster, and
new tactical contexts will be offered to the com
mander for real time decisions regarding engage
ments. COM JTF’s air apportionment and weight of
effort may therefore experience faster shifts among
types of operations, services, and LOOs as the avail
ability of emergent opportunities allows for quicker
sequential engagements, thus affecting further tar
geting cycles. It is assumed that the ‘Assess’ portion
of the F2T2EA kill chain at the Tactical level, and its
expression in the OODA loop, will delay the tempo.
In addition, target exploitation before engagement
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must be considered in some cases, as information
gained can sometimes be more profitable in the me
dium term if engagement is delayed or sequenced.
Despite the allure of accelerated F2T2EA chains and
OODA loops, it is necessary for the Joint Commander
to maintain formal coherence of the campaign and
avoid mission creep. An excess of dynamic-only Air
operations may accelerate the Joint campaign out
of the desired operational framework and cause un
desired mission creep.
To understand the level of sequential coupling be
tween or among these different air operations (SEAD,
CAS, DCA, APCMO, etc.), a valid simulation should be
conducted, as described in the previous chapter.
The desired product of these simulations will be an
achievable quantity / quality ratio in accordance with
the desired risk level per threat (a Pareto optimal
cluster where the equilibria are referred to the de
sired effect).
Once results are convergent and continuous, the
Allied Tactical Publications (ATPs) may be reviewed
to incorporate new potential cross-platform sup
port options for the different (and constant) types
of operations.
12.3.8 Training Options:
Exercise Bold Quest
Certain NATO exercises incorporate transformational
activities as an approach to concept refinement, doc
trine validation and potential C2 changes within the
current structure. More specific exercises, such as Bold
Quest, focus on interoperability (how to network a
coalition), but are still short of the level of integration
required to realize the concepts in this study.
In this case, Component Commanders have a wider
variety of tactical (airborne, surface-based, EW or
cyber, for example) response options by making
other service platforms available for effect, address
ing kill chain flexibility from sensor to shooter. It also
focuses on communication improvements by stand
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ardizing digital CAS procedures and investigating a
digital BFT (based on human interfaces), which is an
early step toward the DyAS concept envisioned by
this study.

12.4 Vulnerabilities
For this study, the authors assumed decision-making
will always be human patrimony. The commander,
personally and through delegation, will align the deci
sion-making chain with his personal focus, his own
comprehensive perception and perspective of the
operational or tactical contexts, which will be as differ
ent for each human as a fingerprint.
The 2016 JAPCC Conference discussed challenges
surrounding ‘Preparing NATO for Joint Air Operations
in a Degraded Environment’. While much of it centred
on physical degradation, the concept of ‘political
degradation’ arose as an equally challenging issue. At
the political level, Alliance cohesion cannot be ‘auto
mated’. It is associated to that human condition of
the decision makers and its impact on the Strategic,
Operational and Tactical levels cannot be automated
when making engagement decisions. For these rea
sons, the associated decision rights must remain
within the human loop in accordance with the com
mander’s intent, vision, and guidance.
An excess of machine-to-machine communication
and a lack of human presence to interpret and inter
vene as network control assets may distort both the
sign-meaning conventions and the tactical context.
Moreover, machines could become a single point of
failure without the balanced presence of the human
warrior in the net. Similarily, the F2T2EA chain could
be affected if a human cannot react to semantic traffic
that is not fully aligned with the commander’s intent,
ROE, social media, weather context, open sources and
many other sensorial stimuli. Nevertheless, available,
robust, and redundant connectivity will always be an
essential enabler for quick and accurate decisionmaking, which is easily identifiable as one of the Alli
ance’s critical vulnerabilities for two reasons:
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Firstly, the Network itself is vulnerable to adversary ac
tion. It is an assumption of this study that the network
will be robust, resilient, and reliable. This will require
a level of engineering and security not currently
achieved and may potentially open unknown avenues
for adversary exploitation.
Secondly, the network concept itself will remain vulner
able to the will of the nations. As today, future NATO
operations likely will be challenged by national caveats
and restrictions, ranging from information sharing to
platform participation, liability issues, and to the menu
of capabilities offered to the Alliance.
If national caveats inhibit the network’s capability
to conduct machine-to-machine communication for
functions and support orchestration, it will potentially
result in a self-imposed battlefield firewall, forcing deevolution to a lower state of C2 maturity.

To address this limitation, the joint synchronization
matrix will potentially incorporate these machine-tomachine options to generate certain effects more
rapidly and advance the campaign’s timeline, thus
favouring and improving decision-making speed /
operational tempo. The joint synchronization ma
trix is a key execution document (Operations Plan
Annex A, Appendix A-1 per COPD V 2.0) featuring
the synchronized Component Commands’ tactical
execution, the supported and supporting relation
ships, and their generated effects with regard to the
planned timeline.
Force allocation for specific missions will demand
higher cluster compatibility, which will be reflected in
these new matrixes, and the Joint Operational Plan
ning Group (JOPG) will ultimately solve any conflict,
with the assistance of a DSS for simulation and COA
war gaming.
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5th Generation Fighters must co-exist with legacy platforms in order to efficiently conduct true multinational
joint operations.

CHAPTER 13
Findings, Conclusions
and Recommendations
‘The thing that’s scary … is that there’s no reason
that the processing time and the reaction time from
those (artificial intelligences) will not continually
speed up beyond the human ability to interface
with it …’ While the US [and NATO] will insist on human control of lethal weapons, even if that slows
the response, others may not. ‘There’s going to be a
whole level of conflict and warfare that takes place
before people even understand what’s happening.’
William Roper, Director
US Strategic Capabilities Office

13.1 Summary
Over the last decade, many nations have recognized the
growing importance of information as a warfighting
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function and cyberspace as a warfighting domain.
The expansion of technology and information net
works into today’s air forces has highlighted the need
for a reliable, robust, and federated information data
link. More accurately, it is a network of networks, cap
able of integrating information derived from sensors
and sharing salient information across aircraft of dis
parate technological capability.
Effect generation will be increased by platforms that
empower one another, in accordance with the ‘Com
bat Cloud’ concept. Different technologies will allow
for information exchanges and mutualism among dis
similar but complementary platforms.
This study began with the premise that a future
network will be developed with certain character
istics of cognitive machine thinking and that, by
design, it will facilitate a different level of communi
cation and functional and spatial orchestration
between network participants than is currently

available today. This increased ability for facile com
munication will allow a migration up the scale of C2
maturity beyond Collaborative and approaching
Edge C2.
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Edge C2 will permit certain aspects of the execution of
Air Power Core Roles to be delegated to computers
operating the air platforms. Platform interaction at
machine-to-machine speed will facilitate a re-concep
tualization of how airspace is developed, coordinated
and employed to achieve effects for the joint force.

13.2 Findings
Future C2 models will support evolutionary C2 archi
tectures based on unrestricted communication. These
will incorporate new spatial perspectives, as new clus
ters of elements (inter-service platforms) will be able
to redistribute their roles following an evolved and
real-time, adaptable, supported-supporting schema.
These new clusters, comprised of legacy, 5th and 5th+
generation, multi-service, manned and unmanned
platforms, will be able to dynamically orchestrate and
adapt its tactical performance to emergent contexts
through high degrees of automation. This will be
done, through compatible code writing, by each plat
form marking the environment in accordance with
the dynamic and emerging tactical context to induce
the appropriate state changes in other network par
ticipants to achieve the desired Air Power effect.
The resultant system may perform as a single platform
for certain activities, even though this platform of
platforms is integrated by several third party or offboard elements.
The entire joint set, acting in the third dimension (clus
ters of Air Power assets), may soon display not only the
current and limited brain-to-brain abilities, but also
brain-to-fin skills to influence or direct off-board plat
forms’ behaviour while behaving like a single organism.
This organism will work as a nervous system to trans
mit signals to and from different parts of its body
through data transfer and is assumed to one day be
come a reality through technological evolution.
Models are vehicles for learning and represent the or
ganization of a system, and that is the approach of this
study in choosing the Alberts et al. maturity model as

a roadmap to measure maturity increases. The aspects
of Air Power execution which may be automated will
permit the clusters to perform in a manner closely
approaching that envisioned by the Edge C2 level
of maturity. However, those specific functions (kinetic
engagement, critical ID requirements [i.e., hostile dec
laration], negate capability) and considerations re
garding the other Axes of the aforementioned model,
which require a human decision maker to conform
with NATO ROE and potential national caveats, will
slow down this decision tempo and result in a C2
stagnated at the Collaborative stage.
Aerial platforms could be considered as complex
Finite States Machines, especially when operating in a
changing environment that demands a flexible adap
tation to a certain supported-supporting combination
of functions. This may be reflected in certain character
istic motion policies that solve the ‘problem space’
and optimize the distribution of roles.
Collateral benefits, in the form of co-evolution, be
tween elements of a system may be boosted when
symbiotic relationships appear among multiple bio
logical species in close contact, thus influencing their
state changes. This study extrapolates these facts to
machine technological evolution through communi
cation and proximity within the Air Power domain.
Three examples based on aerial platforms’ performance
support this concept:
• The evolution within a single Role (Counter Air) through
detailed study of a single intercept manoeuvre.
• A linear study of a four-ship flight performing air-toair training pre- and post-Link 16.
• A third analysis of the Tactical Leadership Programme’s
statistics reflecting efficiency increases and motion
policy changes pre- and post-Link 16.
The three examples show a uniform and growing im
pact of improved machine-to-machine communica
tion on the overall force’s efficiency and effectiveness.
The conclusions drawn from these case studies are
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further validated by other projects, research efforts,
and doctrinal approaches, such as the US ALPHA re
search into Artificial Intelligence (AI) control of aircraft
and the Australia’s Jericho project.
Once the potential competitive and associative op
tions are analysed within the networked environment,
a new airspace distribution in the form of Dynamic
Airspace Synchronization (DyAS) is proposed to better
support the formation of new topologies of Air Power
elements. The DyAS concept also provides a visual and
haptic support structure to manned aircraft in an ef
fort to reduce operator workload during manned and
unmanned teaming events. Platforms will adopt soft
ware-based motion policies that could dynamically
re-adapt the battlefield topologies. A faster, more flex
ible response is offered to emergent tactical contexts
in accordance with the Commander’s intent, ensur
ing proper human monitoring and control, and thus a
faster operational tempo achieved.
Finally, after analysis of biological communication evo
lution and extrapolation to air platform C2 evolution,
(and accepting the self-imposed limitation of a human
in the loop for certain functions) this study finds that
the target C2 model will be a hybrid between Collabo
rative and Edge C2.

13.3 Conclusions and Recommendations
This concept of a future Joint Force capability may
serve as a factor for transformation if strategic guid
ance were to be given in this direction. It may ultimately
lead to doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leader
ship and education, personnel, facilities and interoper
ability and policy changes (DOTMLPF-I). Even though
DOTMLPF-I is the most common reference to address
impact in the different domains affecting transforma
tion, this study extracted general elements of change
and / or conflict that have been identified along the
research process.
The following factors, inferred from the previous
twelve chapters may affect not only the future evolu
tion, co-evolution and final integration of systems in a
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continuous airspace, but also the definition of new
inter-service, multinational clusters of dissimilar plat
forms, and the generation of joint effects based on
their dynamic adaptation, through communication,
to emergent tactical contexts:
• There are three ways to address C2 maturity increases,
and out of these three, technology-driven, aug
mented, robust communication is the only one that
is cost-effective and viable for near-term effect in
accordance with the ‘Combat Cloud’ concept. (Inter
operability, Materiel and Training.)
• The complete C2 topology fitting a certain oper
ation does not have to have a uniform maturity
level. The ‘Edge’ level of maturity is obviously desired
if / when integration through self-synchronization
is desired, but that might not be the case for cer
tain activities or for network degradation scenarios.
(Doctrine and Organization.)
• The ‘Cloud Concept’ may apply even to a two-plat
form entity forming an Air Power cluster, as long as
effect generation is enhanced through communica
tion despite service, generation, or nation of origin.
(Organization, Interoperability, Materiel, and Training.)
• The operational design process and ROE collection
must include the ‘network concept’ to ensure secure,
effective and efficient adaptation of the cloud to the
JOA in terms of distribution, effectiveness, efficiency
and vulnerabilities. (Doctrine and Training.)
• Information flow across the Joint Air assets in the
manner described is feasible; however, the Alliance
will still need to manage trust issues for information
exchange between nations, potentially affecting
information flow across the network. Also, the

potential negative impact on the Command func
tion of excessive automated communication should
be a nalysed from the combined-joint perspective.
(Interoperability, Organization, Training, and Materiel.)
• As the capability for machine-to-machine interac
tion increases, the role of the human in the decision
loop for certain types of operations must be main
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tained. The human element must remain as an ethical
check on operations even though it will eventually
impede the maximum maturity level NATO air plat
forms can achieve, as humans will be outpaced by
the machines’ ability to react and anticipate. (Doctrine,
Organization, Training.)
• Assuming the network and platform allocation
manager (whether human or AI) has access to all
assets across the Joint Force, dynamic allocation to
confront emergent tactical contexts must be bal
anced with the Joint campaign’s apportionment.
This may result in a change to the C2 relationship
between the Component Commanders and the
JFC, potentially leading to single joint TACON cell
under centralized direction, or delegated TACON to
a single service C2 element, which may cause cultural
asymmetry and lack of trust. (Leadership, Doctrine,
and Organization.)
• A new TACON cell, whether in the CAOC or at the JFC,
with a new tactical CONOPS and the necessary C2
tools, should be designed for certain complex sce
narios based on a shared complete Common Opera
tional Picture (the future network provides this level
of clarity). This should accommodate inclusion of high
degrees of automation among the platforms and
some form of human command by negation, permit
ting robust C2 while still allowing the automation
function to cross service and component boundaries
to select the best available platform at machine
speeds. The flexibility achieved in this model should
not affect decentralized execution but impact posi
tively in the overall decision-making processes. (Doctrine, Organization, Training Materiel, and Facilities.)

management computers. It is feasible to overload
these computers’ capability to process data or make
informed decisions if the number of participants or
the complexity of the permutations brought about
by the scenario exceeds those limits. As technology
evolves, these limits will grow but must be part of
any conceptual design of the future network, includ
ing an optimal quality / quantity distribution. (Organization, Materiel, and Interoperability.)
• Convergence (scenarios featuring positive results
upon the synergistic combination of certain plat
forms) through technical development, TTPs, and
Training and Exercises should be incorporated to
virtual and constructive simulation throughout the
Alliance, especially in those activities (DCA, CAS) and
platforms (AEGIS community, F-16, Typhoon) that
already have a solid, common doctrinal-technical
background. (Doctrine, Training, and Materiel.)
• Technical upgrades in legacy platforms and new de
signs will potentially require the review of the NDPP
process related to two or more orchestrated plat
forms with certain degrees of automation incorpo
rated. These new effect-centric combinations would
feed different capability codes, especially those linked
to the current NATO PSAs (Priority Shortfall Areas).
These new combinations might also accommodate
the hybrid and multi-role capability of future plat
forms, and even potentially accommodate machineto-machine control of third party sensors / weapons.
(Organization, Materiel, and Interoperability.)

• During these highly dynamic events and emergent
tactical changes, centralized control and the fastest
possible assessment capability remain the primary
tool for avoiding mission creep and duplication of
effort while increasing operational effectiveness.

(Doctrine, Organization, and Leadership.)

• These new combinations will define a hierarchy, iden
tifying primary, secondary, and further functions with
in the cluster, and will affect primarily 5th and 5th+ gener
ations of aircraft or vehicles, serving as tactical enablers
of a variety of functional platforms, regardless of ser
vice, manning and generation as long as connectivity
is assured. These clusters will present the opportunity
for continuous co-evolution through adaptive codewriting. (Organization, Materiel, and Interoperability.)

• Moore’s Law and the complexity of these future
clusters are tied to each other. There are limits to
the processing capacity of MCs, FCCs, and network

• National caveats within certain operational contexts
may challenge (and even hinder) the concept of selfsynchronization, as the aforementioned capability
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codes will not be replicated completely by the multi
functional cluster formed. If a specific nation elects
to limit or entirely prohibit its forces from networked
joint-combined training, or from executing certain
Air Power Core Roles in any given NATO operation for
political reasons, the network will have to adapt to
that reality. (Training and Leadership.)
• These prohibitions will limit and inhibit the ability for
autonomous self-synchronization even though there
is network capability to synchronize. Differing philos
ophies are the reality of operations within the Alli
ance, and they will likely hinder future C2 develop
ment in a manner similar to retaining a human in
the loop. Nevertheless, the Alliance should focus on
developing a plug-and-play capability in case new
threats demand the highest levels of integration.
(Training and Leadership.)
• NATO has dealt with similar nationally imposed infor
mation or interoperability challenges in the past. One
example is air-to-air refuelling. Although one nation’s
aircraft and another nation’s tanker may be technically
compatible, national positions on the acceptable and
permissible portions of the operation have imposed
a significant planning headache on the CAOC when
one nation’s tanker was not permitted to provide fuel
to another nation’s fighter because the first nation was
not supporting offensive operations being carried out
by the second nation. This exact scenario occurred in
Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR and has become part
of many NATO air exercises. This scenario also plays
out in the information domain with intelligence gath
ered by one nation and what will or won’t be provided
to the rest of the Alliance. (Training and Leadership.)
• In the engineering of the future network, the script
ing and coding necessary for machine-level commu
nication and machine-level decision-making must
be scripted and written into code well in advance.
When designing the software and hardware to sup
port the network, it must be constructed in such
a way to support the required plug-and-play inter
operability while still respecting the sovereignty of
national caveats and their respective command au
thority over national assets. (Training and Leadership.)
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• Cultural Asymmetry (such as service biases) may de
grade the effectiveness of Air Power networked envi
ronments. The concept of a ‘platform of platforms’ clus
ter only works if all platforms are permitted to exploit
their inherent capabilities. If national or service restric
tions prevent certain platforms from assuming certain
hierarchical roles within the battlespace, this will in
hibit cluster synchronization in a manner similar to the
previous discussion about national caveats. A second
ary potential of these types of restrictions might pro
hibit that nation from being permitted to join the clus
ter (enter networked the battlespace) due to the fact
its presence, while unable to accept operations at these
speeds, would reduce the combat capability of the rest
of the cluster. (Doctrine, Organization, and Leadership.)
• Some platforms may not achieve cluster compatibil
ity without the presence of a higher capability plat
form enabling the lower to join. Operators (nations)
may have to accept the hierarchy in the battlefield
based on the capabilities of the platform and its abil
ity to integrate and adopt a ‘what’s best for us all is
what’s best for my platform and my nation’ mentality.
Ideally, the Pareto optimality in the multifunctional
cluster must be effect-related, and not a platform-,
service-, or nation-related state of allocation. (Doctrine,
Organization, Training, and Leadership.)
• Future recurrent training among classes of compat
ible elements must be explored. The NATO Joint Force
must actually train as a Joint Force and not be limited
to service or component specific events. Cluster de
velopment of disparate platforms must be part of the
NATO exercise and training regimen through the trans
formational activities routine. (Organization, Training,
Leadership, Personnel, and Education) specifically:
––To achieve and measure a constant tactical output
(Continuity) in dynamic scenarios, joint-combined
training featuring networked clusters must be planned
and executed.
––Training objectives for the network itself must be
defined, achieved, and measured. Cyber commands
must integrate as players and even management elements within these training and exercise routines.
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––Standard clusters’ configuration lists must be developed to understand potential doctrinal developments and further training exchanges among compatible assets.
––These unit exchanges must be planned, taking into
account software, code compatibility and complementary Core Roles, and types of operations, and not
types of platforms or organic origin. These exchanges
and training sessions would also contribute to connect forces, and to minimize cultural-national asymmetry and lack of trust while training new clusterbased tactical options.
––NATO should devote effort to high level, advanced,
joint training that incorporates Air, Land, and Maritime Components working together to achieve a
common aim. The current level of NATO exercises are
overly focused on service Component capabilities,
and in some cases they actually advance service or
component bias against Joint Operations. If a future
force is to be constructed using the best available platforms networked in a construct outlined by this study,
effort must be made toward training to this level of
integration through Bold Quest type exercises.
• Many of the concepts discussed in this paper have
potential applicability to the ongoing research into a
replacement AWACS capability. The role of the AWACS
as a C2 asset, currently under review, may evolve
away from sensor and platform organization and be
more focused on human decision-making for dy
namic platform allocation, motion policy orchestra
tion, and identity and engagements management
within the network. Other platforms or platform com
binations with potential Surveillance, communications
gateway, EW, and C2 capabilities may assume these
capabilities through data transfer in certain scenarios.
The engagement authority and other non-delegated
management functions of the kill chain will remain at
the proper level of decision rights. (Doctrine, Organization and Materiel.)
• The role of the Tactical Commander may evolve to
wards that forward element of C2, if present in the clus
ter, or to a reach-back, more joint and semi-automated

Participants in the future networked battlespace will consist
of agents/platforms from the Maritime, Land and Air domains.

command element. In both cases, the C2 architec
ture of choice must satisfy the allocation of decision
rights for each operation. (Doctrine and Organization.)
• Due to the increased ranges of modern weapons
and sensors, the entire Airspace Control Plan (ACP),
Airspace Control Order (ACO) and Airspace Control
Measures (ACM) should evolve to support a DyAStype construct, but a process must remain in place as
a backup architecture for degraded network oper
ations. The airspace will be continuous and with the
lowest degree of segregation to allow Convergence
among the network and its components. (Doctrine,
Materiel and Interoperability.)
• Critical battlespace (that associated to weapon and
platform trajectory and manoeuvre, sensor and weap
ons geometry and weapons’ effects) may be man
aged by the network, code-translated, distributed
among the force together with steering o
 ptions and
expressed graphically on existing SA systems (HUD
etc …). (Doctrine, Materiel and Interoperability.)
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• A balance among firewalls and an Alliance ‘plug
and play’ concept must be achieved to avoid lack of
machine-to-machine communication, which would
result in tactical miscommunication and battlefield
incompatibility. This speaks directly to a comprehen
sive, joint (and collaborative) acquisition and software/
hardware development program for the Alliance, af
fecting the NDPP process. Future platforms must be
able to integrate with one another at the machine
level. (Training, Materiel, Leadership, Interoperability.)

• In this early stage of cluster composition develop
ment, swarming is a matter of quality of the inter
actions between different platforms. This results in
the hierarchy of platforms based on capability, both
of sensors / weapons and of integration. (Doctrine
and Interoperability.)
• Asymmetry among the members of the cluster is a
synergetic feature in the presence of successful, regu
lated communication. (Doctrine and Interoperability.)

© US Air Force, Senior Airman Dustin Mullen

• Robots currently replicate automated features that
could be extrapolated to Air Power platforms. Robotics
laboratories are the toolbox to reproduce and analyse
different scenarios with the objective of discovering

the human decision allocation schema within the
potential cluster, as well as successful options for plat
form combinations including manned and unmanned
teaming. (Doctrine and Training.)

A future Airborne C2 capability will allow distributed control of the connected assets.
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• The current Core Roles (AJP Doctrine) will likely re
main unchanged. New Core Roles might evolve, such
as those related to network administration and plat
form integration. These will be closely tied to the com
mand function and to the tactical presence of Cyber
Commands. (Doctrine and Organization.)

• As technology evolves and the future network en
visioned by this study nears, NATO’s command struc
ture should be evaluated to ensure alignment with
network potential, component authority, and JFC
capability in order to optimally operate and synchro
nize the joint effort. (ACT, C2 COE)

• Specific platform interactions through data transfer
through the different roles and type of operations is
yet to be studied (future simulation). Some activities
are easier placeholders for automated inter
action
through communication, whereas others are not as
easy to adapt to automated data transfer patterns of
interaction. Computer-assisted simulation and f urther
visualization through synthetic environment recon
struction of the concept is the correct tool to research
these different levels of compatibility between/among
Core Roles. (Doctrine, Materiel, and Education.)

• Review the execution of Tactical Control once the
capability for highly automated functions arrives in
the near future, and once these functions have been
properly identified through simulation, training, and
experimentation. The allocation of decision rights
will link to the level of automation, and the capabil
ity for command by negation or override must be
retained. (ACT)

13.3.1 Short and Medium Term Options
for the Alliance
In light of the previous Conclusions and Recommen
dations, NATO should:
• Focus on joint exercises that specifically address in
teroperability in peer-to-peer scenarios, involving all
components of Allied Command Operations (ACO),
including the Joint Force Commands and Naval
Striking and Support Forces (STRIKFORNATO), and
leveraging transformation opportunities as identified
by Allied Command Transformation (ACT).
• Improve the cohesiveness of the software and hard
ware acquisition process to ensure future platforms
are able to interface from the onset. Incorporate
these concepts to the NDPP process once suitable
solutions to Priority Shortfalls have been identified.
(Nations, SHAPE and ACT)
• Continue to address international and inter-service
confidence building. Trust is the foundation for the
success of a future network. The network will best
operate at machine speeds bypassing the direct hu
man element, but requiring confidence from leader
ship. (Nations, ACO and ACT)

• Correlate NDPP Capabilities codes with future clus
ter formations in the machine enabled network. If
NDPP capability codes are a source for potential
future tactical options, potential clusters fitting cer
tain capability codes may be revealed, especially
those codes tied to NATO’s PSAs. This could result in
increased Continuity (higher and repeated success
ful outputs) and Convergence (interoperability of
forces / successful topologies generating a valid out
put). (ACO and ACT)
• Explore the relationship between various cyber
commands under development, and the operation
of this future network. This future network will likely
have different support and operational require
ments than Link 11 or Link 16 and may require a
significantly different level of synchronization with
cyber operations. (ACT)

13.4 The Hypothesis, Closing Remarks
and Potential Future Challenges
A future model relying heavily on unrestricted commu
nications was framed within this study’s hypothesis,
which postulated that:
Network-oriented C2 and cyber warfare will dynami
cally reorganize the current functional and spatial dis
tribution of Roles among aerial / joint platforms and
expedite task accomplishment.
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A Typhoon, Rafael and Raptor demonstrate the multiple generations of platforms in today’s battlespace.

This study began with the premise that eventually a
network of information datalinks will be generated.
This network would be both capable of providing
enhanced clarity to all participants and of having the
characteristics of cognitive adaptive machine con
trol based on machine-to-machine interface with
each of the network participants. The premise of
constant Air Power Core Roles and an unchanged
Command function were conceptually framed by a
C2 Maturity model, also with the assumption that
the network would sustain operations through ro
bustness and redundancy.
From this foundation, the study explored the evolu
tion in C2 maturity of the Air Power platforms resident
within the network. These platforms include any asset
from across the Joint Force capable of achieving an air
effect, and they will self-synchronize to allocate the
best available platform to respond to a dynamic and
evolving environment.
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After conducting a review of C2 levels, which military
organizations and campaigns have achieved in the
past, the study explored the factors that drive evolu
tion in C2 maturity. As two of the three factors (ex
pressed in axes) are unlikely to be affected by NATO in
anything less than generational terms, this study fo
cused on the advancement in of technology to drive
evolution in C2 maturity.
Exploring biological examples of stigmergic communi
cation among finite state machines, analysing their spa
tial behaviour and co-evolution features, and compar
ing that with statistical analysis of the changes in NATO
aircraft performance as Link 16 became available, an
extrapolation of air platform behaviour in a future net
work was generated. Certain Air Power functions could
be delegated to machine management, while other
elements must remain in human hands. The end result
is an advancement in C2 maturity to some extent,
which will be realized by NATO’s future air platforms.
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As network capability improves to the point where
platforms can be integrated, leveraging Air, Maritime
and Land Component capabilities to achieve an air
effect, potential challenges to the current NATO com
mand structure became clear. This may challenge
the current role of the COM JFAC. A more agile com
mand position, with the ability to command by nega
tion and the proper tools for centralized control, could
be defined.

Analysis of the role of the command function was
also conducted. As the capability for higher levels of
machine-to-machine interaction approaches, the hu
man role in certain Air Power roles must be main
tained. Although this will eventually impede the maxi
mum maturity level NATO air platforms can achieve,
as a human will be outpaced by the machines ability
to react and anticipate, the ethical role of the com
mander must be maintained for kinetic operations.
As the command functions change, the future CAOC
will likely change to reflect the radical new approach
to airspace management and resource allocation.
Furthermore, elements within the CAOC structure
itself may need to evolve. The development of air
space, today founded on minimizing fratricide, will
need to migrate toward a more dynamic principle.
ATO generation will likely morph from a structured
hierarchical process to a more fluid and responsive
dynamic flow.

The resultant C2 architecture must permit the selfsynchronization of platforms across the Joint Force in
a dynamic and fused battlespace. As NATO evolves
past the ‘Coordinated’ level of maturity and ap
proaches ‘Collaborative’ and ‘Edge’ C2, the relation
ship between the components and the JFC may have
to evolve in concert.
Realizing that it is a necessity for a human decision
maker to remain imbedded in certain elements
of Air Power execution, this study identified a sim
ulation process that would help to depict the func
tions that could be automated and those that re
quire a semi-autonomous loop linked to a human
decision maker.
The evolution in C2 maturity could potentially drive a
change in the C2 structure for NATO, likely blending
the Air Component Command level decisions with
those of the Joint Force Commander (or better to say,
of the Commander of a force of integrated joint as
sets). This is enabled as real time clarity of the entirety
of the Joint Force will be available and capable of be
ing managed at machine speeds.
The study then proposed a new concept for airspace
management in this new dynamic environment. Dy
namic Airspace Synchronization is a radically new
method by which airspace may be coordinated for
co-use of disparate platforms, managed in real time at
machine-to-machine speed and beyond just collision
avoidance. New options for common, optimal motion
policies would appear once ACMs no longer rule
the functional behaviour of the Joint Force. This will
fundamentally alter the method by which the NATO
CAOCs employ airspace.
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A discussion of a simulation, which proves many of
the tenets of this study regarding communication
was introduced. This simulation will link the concepts
proposed by this study in order to provide a founda
tion for future development of self-synchronization
behaviour modelling.
13.4.1 Future Challenges
The future concept of joint-combined networked
operations is hampered by several intangible variables,
which have to do with politics, anthropology, and so
cial sciences. Lack of trust, lack of political will, or delays
in the Alliance’s decision process due to human fac
tors, like misinformation or code incompatibility will
result in a disadvantage. However, the increasingly
faster, more robust networking capabilities that may
enable dissimilar platforms to self-synchronize, opens
an unexplored field for tactical orchestration.
As per the ‘Combat Cloud’ concept, future platforms
will need software modifications, communications
gateways and a new battlespace structure to allow for
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these new capability combinations. Centralized Tacti
cal Control will have access to each cluster’s weapons
and sensors management.
These efforts to design more integrated and effective
forces are already in place, but mainly at a national
level. Australia’s ‘Jericho’ plan is one example of joint
concepts that rely on platform connectivity rather
than the classic segregated services at a De-conflicted
or early-stage Coordinated level.
A potential challenge for NATO is that adversaries may
not be limited to the same ethical restrictions regard
ing machine and man interface. It is feasible that in
the near term that fully autonomous swarms of plat
forms, not slowed down by the ethical requirement
for a human decision maker for offensive kinetic oper
ations, could be deployed against NATO, operating
well within the Edge C2 stage. As NATO has tradition
ally enjoyed an advantage in the ability to operate
with a higher OODA loop tempo, this might not prove
to be the case in the future and may become a future
problem for the Joint Force.
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ANNEX A
Acronyms and Abbreviations
AAO

Air-to-Air Operations

AWACS

Airborne Early Warning
and Control System

ACCS

Air Command and Control System
(software)

BAS

Best Available Sensor

ACM

Airspace Control Mean(s)

BAW

Best Available Weapon

ACO

Allied Command Operations

BENO

Be No further than

ACT

Allied Command Transformation

BOSS

Battlefield Operations
Support System

AI

Artificial Intelligence
BVR

Beyond Visual Range

Allied Joint Publication
(Doctrine)

CAF

Clear Avenue of Fire

ALI

Air Land Integration

CAOC

Combined Air
Operations Centre

AMDC

Air and Missile
Defence Commander
(CWC structure)

CAS

Close Air Support

CASP

Coordinated Air Sea Procedures

CFI

Connected Forces Initiative

CJSOR

Combined Joint States
of Requirements

CODE

Collaborative Operations in
Denied Environment (Project)

COMAO

COMposite Air Operation

Air Power Contribution to
Counter-Maritime Operations

CONOPS

Concept of Operations

ATACMS

Army Tactical Missile System

CWC

Composite Warfare Commander

ATC

Air Traffic Control
(civilian)

DAC

Dynamic Airspace Configuration

DACT
ATO

Air Tasking Order

Dynamic Airspace
Collaboration Tool

AJP

AMR
AMTI

Acceptable Merge Ratio
Airborne Moving
Target Indicator

AOR

Area of Responsibility

APCLO

Air Power Contribution to
Counter-Land Operations

APCMO
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DAS

Distributed Aperture System
(Sensor suite aboard F-35)

IAMDS

Integrated Air and
Missile Defence System

DCA

Defensive Counter Air

ID

Identification

DMA

Dynamic Mobile Areas

IER

Information Exchange
Requirement

DoD

Department of Defense (USA)
IFF

Identification Friend and Foe

ISR

Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance

JADOCS

Joint Automated Deep
Operations Coordination System

DOTMLPF-I

DSS

Decision Support System

DT

Dynamic Targeting

JCO

Joint Coordination Order

DyNAMO

Dynamic Network
Adaptation for Mission Optimization
(Project)

JEZ

Joint Engagement Zone

(COM) JFAC

(Commander) Joint Force
Air Component

Find, Fix, Track, Target,
Engage Assess (targeting cycle)

JTAC

Joint Terminal Attack Controller

FAOR

Fighter Area of Responsibility

JOA

Joint Operations Area

FCAS

Future Combat Air System

LOO

Lines of Operation

FCC

Flight Control Computer

MAIC

Maritime Air Intercept Controller

FEBA

Forward Edge of Battle Area

MC

Mission Computer

FLOT

Forward Line of Own Troops

MCP

Mission Capability Package

FSM

Finite State Machine

MIDS

Multifunctional Information
Distribution System

GBAD

Ground Based Air Defense
MoE

Measures of Effectiveness

HIDACZ

Hi-Density Air Control Zone
MoP

Measures of Performance

HVAA

High Value Airborne Asset
MUM-T

Manned-Unmanned Teaming

HVAAP

HVAA Protection
NCTR

IADS

Integrated Air Defense System

Non-Cooperative
Target Recognition

F2T2EA
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Doctrine, Organization,
Training, Materiel, Leadership,
and Education Personnel
Facilities-Interoperability
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NDPP

Nato Defence Planning Process

NEC

Network-Enabled Capability

NGO

Non-Governmental Organization

NHTSA

National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (US)

SACC

Supporting Arms Coordination
Centre (Maritime)

SCL

Standard Configuration Load

SD

Smart Defense (Initiative)

SEAD

Suppression of Enemy Air Defences

SEZ

Sensor Employment Zone

NIFC-CA

Naval Integrated Fire Control
Counter Air Network

SIGINT

Signals Intelligence

OODA

Observe, Orient, Decide and Act
(decision loop)

TACOM

Tactical Command

OPLAN

Operational Plan

TACON

Tactical Control

OSC

On-Scene Commander

TAIS

Tactical Airspace Integration System

PCAS

Persistant Close Air Support

TBMF

Tactical Battlefield
Management Function

PSA

Priority Shortfall Area (NDPP)
TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

P&S

Pooling and Sharing
(initiative)

TLP

Tactical Leadership Programme

RECCE

Reconnaissance

TST

Time Sensitive Targeting

ROE

Rules of Engagement

TTP

Tactics, Techniques and Procedures

RWR

Radar Warning Receiver

UAS

Unmanned Aerial System

SAD

Situational Awareness Display

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

SADL

Situational Awareness Data Link

WEZ

Weapons Engagement Zone
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In 2003, upon promotion to the rank of Major, he was
assigned to the Canary Islands Air Force Command
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